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Abstract

The purpose of the work described in this thesis was to develop techniques
based on non-invasive measurements of logs and sawn timber that would
increase the profitability of the wood industry in general and sawmills in
particular. The work has two main focus areas: computed tomography
(CT) scanning of logs and traceability of wood products.

The first focus was on detecting knots in CT images of logs and to find
ways to use the knot information efficiently. The result is an automated
algorithm that can successfully detect knots in CT images of Scots pine
(Pinus sylvestris L.) and Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.). Knots
have a negative impact on the bending strength of sawn timber and, since
knots can be detected in CT images of logs, it is possible to adapt the
sawing process to take into consideration where the knots are located.
This thesis includes an investigation of the profitability gain for a sawmill
producing strength-graded sawn timber of Norway spruce when detailed
knot information from a CT scanner is used. The strategy was to optimize
the log breakdown by rotating logs to an optimum position with respect
to the sales value of the sawn timber. The investigation was carried out
using computer simulations.

The work also includes an investigation into how accurately the bend-
ing strength of sawn timber can be predicted from information in CT
images of the logs. Features and defects in the CT images were measured
and key parameters were inserted into multivariate PLS regression models.
The models were calibrated with data from destructive bending tests and,
although the results were unclear, there were indications that the bending
strength could be predicted with a higher accuracy using CT scanning
than by using log scanning techniques that are currently common in the
industry.

The second focus area was fingerprint traceability of individual wood
products, which is valuable for sawmills since it enables detailed process
control. Diagnostics and process surveillance could be based on statis-
tics for each individual piece of sawn timber instead of on statistics at a
batch level. Without an automatic recognition system for sawn timber,
such studies would involve labor-intensive and possibly process-disruptive
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manual tests.
The work includes the development of two wood surface recognition

systems based on different techniques. One of them uses information about
how knots are positioned in relation to each other to construct scale- and
rotationally-invariant descriptors. The performance and robustness of this
recognition system were tested on 212 edge-glued panel images of Scots
pine with different noise levels. The other recognition system was spe-
cialized on sawn timber. This particular method considerably reduces the
resolution of the board images and matches them using template match-
ing. Tests were performed by matching three sets of 88 board images to a
database of 886 Scots pine boards. The recognition systems have different
strengths and weaknesses due to their design, but both of them were fast
and had high recognition rates in the tests carried out.

Overall, the work led to several computerized methods that enable
increases in profitability of sawmills. The proposed knot detection in
computed tomography (CT) images of logs enables detailed control of the
log breakdown process, and the proposed fingerprint traceability methods
permit process control based on individual pieces of sawn timber. Results
from this thesis also give sawmill managers valuable information on how
an industrial CT scanner would affect the profitability of their sawmills.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The sawmill

Figure 1.1 shows the main steps in the industrial sawmill process that
starts with trees in the forest and ends with products sold to customers.
Forestry machines cut down trees and divide them into logs, typically
about four meters in length. The logs are transported to a sawmill and
sorted mainly with respect to diameter and in some cases other features
as well. Logs are then debarked and sawn into boards (sawn timber) of
varying dimensions. The sawn timber is then sorted in the green sorting
station before dried to a specified moisture content. After drying, the sawn
timber is trimmed to specific length modules, sorted to different grades and
either sold or subjected to further processing. Examples of such processing
are planing, gluelam beam production and the construction of housing
products. Although the process may differ between sawmills, the process
described in this section is typical for a Scandinavian sawmill processing
Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) and Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris
L.).

1.1.1 Log sorting station

When logs first arrive at a sawmill, they are processed through the log
sorting station. This part of a sawmill has two main purposes; deter-
mining the price of the logs to be paid to the supplier and sorting the
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Forest
Log sorting

   station
Sawing Drying Trimming

   plant

  Further

processing

Figure 1.1: The typical main steps for the raw material flow in the sawmill process.

logs into classes to better control the breakdown process. The class into
which a log is sorted is determined by various log properties such as top
diameter, crook, taper and, if the information is available, internal quality
measurements. The measurements are made automatically with scanning
equipment, which may be optical (i.e. laser-based) or X-ray based. The
classes are chosen so that logs that are suitable for sawing with the same
settings of the saw-line are grouped together. In practice, logs with similar
diameters are put into the same class, hereafter called diameter classes.

1.1.2 Saw-line

When sawing, a batch of logs are picked from the same diameter class and
transported to the saw intake, where the logs are fed sequentially. All the
logs are then debarked (which in some sawmills is done when the logs first
arrive at the sawmill) and scanned by a measurement system to determine
the orientation of the logs. This facilitates rotation of the logs to a desired
position. Usually this is “horns down” or the position that will optimize
the volume yield in the breakdown process. “Horns down” is defined as
the rotational position so that the crook of the log is directed upwards, as
shown in Figure 1.2.

There are many ways to saw a log and this work has investigated

Log

Conveyor

Figure 1.2: Definition of the horns down position. Both ends of the log rest on a conveyor
belt while the convex side of the crook is directed upwards.
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Figure 1.3: Square-sawing pattern. The first sawing machine saws the log into side
boards and a cant. The cant is then rotated 90 degrees and sawn by the second sawing
machine into side boards and center boards. Side boards are further processed by edging
and trimming, while trimming is the only operation on center boards. The dotted lines
represent the saw kerf (Berglund et al., 2013).

the most common methods used in Scandinavian sawmills, namely square
sawing (Figure 1.3). In square sawing, the logs are sawn by two sawing
machines in line. These machines or machine groups are in general called
the first saw and second saw. Modern second saws (see Figure 1.3) are
able to curve saw, i.e. to follow the curvature of the log, to achieve a higher
volume yield. All side boards are edged, which means that the boards are
sawn to a standardized and value-optimized width.

A core setting of the saw-line is the sawing pattern, which in combina-
tion with the log dimensions determines the width and thickness of each
outgoing board. The number of boards taken from each log is also deter-
mined by the sawing pattern. It is crucial to choose the sawing patterns
appropriate for each diameter class in order to optimize the sawing process
with respect to the value of the sawn timber.

The volume yield from the sawing of logs can be defined in various
ways. In this thesis, the definition is the volume of edged, dried, and
trimmed sawn timber divided by the total under-bark volume of the logs.
Depending on log diameter and sawing pattern, the volume yield varies
around a value of roughly 50%.
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1.1.3 Trimming plant

After log breakdown, the sawn timber is sorted by dimension and dried in
kilns, and this leads to deformation and shrinkage. The next step in the
process is the trimming plant where the sawn timber is cut (trimmed) to
specific length modules, then graded and sorted with respect to predefined
rules. This grading is done either automatically or manually according
to standards that describe the requirements on sawn timber. There are
several standards for different purposes and in the work described in this
thesis, two standards used in Scandinavia have been used: Nordic timber
grading rules (Anon, 1997), which is grading with respect to appearance,
and INSTA142 (SS 230120) which is a visual strength grading standard.
The former standard measures visible features in order to determine the
visual appearance. The latter specifies requirements for visual features,
such as annual ring width, deformations, splits, and knots, in order to
determine the strength of the sawn timber.

1.1.4 Examples on further processing

Further processing of sawn timber can be done in a variety of ways de-
pending on which end product that will be produced. The most common
process is planing, which is performed on the majority of sawn softwood
timber in Scandinavia. Some products that allow knots with a maximum
size or demand no knots at all can be produced using finger-jointing tech-
niques. In this procedure, knots or other defects are cross-cut away from
boards and the remaining pieces are then glued together with a specific
technique. Another common product is glulam (beams) which are used
mainly in construction. Glulam is manufactured by planing and gluing
sawn timber to a beam of considerably greater cross-sectional dimensions
than the original sawn timber. A third example of processing is to remove
defects from wooden products and replace each defect with one or several
wooden patches as seen in Figure 1.4.

1.2 Properties of logs

Features and defects in trees vary with species and growth conditions.
The value of wood products of Norway spruce and Scots pine depends on
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Patches

Figure 1.4: Examples of a wood surface in which defects have been replaced by wooden
patches.

features and defects such as knots, annual ring width, heartwood content,
rot, splits, resin pockets, spiral grain, compression wood, and top ruptures.
This thesis focuses on a few of these, which will be explained in more detail.
The properties described in this section refer specifically to Norway spruce
and Scots pine.

1.2.1 Density and heartwood

Density of wood is influenced mainly by two parts: wood fibre and mois-
ture (water) content. The density of a specific piece of wood varies con-
siderably with its moisture content (MC). For example, the absolute dry
(MC = 0%) density of Scots pine is about 430 kg/m3, but in green (wet)
sapwood where the MC can be as high as 180%, the density of the same
piece of wood is about 1200 kg/m3.

Norway spruce and Scots pine develop something called heartwood,
which contains less water than sapwood and occurs at the core of the tree.
Butt logs (logs from the lowest part of trees) have a larger amount of
heartwood than top logs, which in some cases do not have any heartwood
at all. Figure 1.5 shows X-ray images of a cross-section of both a pine and
a spruce log taken with a CT scanner. The low density (dark) areas in the
center of the logs are heartwood. Wood outside the heartwood is called
sapwood.

1.2.2 Knots

Branches on Scots pine and Norway spruce trees are located not only
outside the stem. They propagate all the way to the pith, which is located
at the cross-sectional center of the tree and is the origin of the tree’s
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.5: Cross-sectional view of a CT slice of (a) a Norway spruce and (b) a Scots
pine log.

growth. Knots are the part of branches that are inside stems and they
cause severe fibre distortions. They have approximately the same density
as green sapwood, and the part of knots that are in the heartwood therefore
appears as high density objects in CT images (Figure 1.5). Knots can be
either sound or dead and a knot is sound as long as it belongs to a living
branch of the tree. When the tree no longer needs the branch, it will
no longer sustain it. The branch gradually dies and falls off and parts
of it will eventually become overgrown by the stem. Dead knots have a
low moisture content and are therefore of lower density than their sound
counterparts. In Norway spruce and Scots pine, knots generally die first
in the lower part of the tree.

On sawn timber surfaces, knots are often dark and their shape depends
on the angle at which the saw blade cuts through the knots. Knots in gen-
eral lower the quality of sawn timber and dead knots are often considered
worse than sound ones (Anon, 1997). For the strength of sawn timber,
however, sound and dead knots are often considered equally (SS 230120).

1.2.3 Top rupture

A top rupture occurs when the top of a tree is damaged in its youth. The
most common reasons of this in Scandinavia are moose feeding on the top
of the tree and heavy snow load. When this occurs, the tree survives by
letting one of the existing branches become the new top and this results
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Figure 1.6: A board with a very steep splay knot, probably due to a top rupture.

in a severe crook. The crook eventually becomes overgrown and smoothed
out when the stem expands and can in general not be seen on the outside
of a full grown tree. The old top becomes a knot with a very steep incline,
which may lead to an ugly visual appearance of the sawn timber as shown
in Figure 1.6. Knots of this type also reduce the strength of the sawn
timber severely.

1.3 Wood products

In this section, some wood products will be described. Although a log
can be sawn in several ways, this section focuses on products derived from
square sawing; in particular sawn timber that is graded in different ways
and edge-glued panels.

1.3.1 Properties and defects of sawn timber

Wane

Wane appears on sawn timber when the sawing pattern lies partially out-
side any cross-section of a log. The outer shape of the log is then included
on the edges of the sawn timber. This occurs usually at the top end,
where the log diameter is generally smaller. Wane affects both the visual
appearance and strength of sawn timber, and this might result in a lower
quality of sawn timber depending on the grading rules and the severity of
the wane.

Knots

Knots on board surfaces can appear in different shapes and colors, as
shown in Figure 1.7. The patterns of the knots affect how customers
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.7: Examples of knots on wooden surfaces. (a) round knot, (b) dead knot, (c)
spike knot, and (d) splay knot.

perceive the sawn timber and thereby the overall quality and price. Each
knot also induces a structural weakness in the wood, lowering both the
stiffness and the bending strength. However, knots give wood a unique
look and each piece of sawn timber that contains knots has a unique knot
pattern. Such patterns can be very helpful for recognizing individual pieces
of sawn timber in a larger population at different stages of an industrial
process.
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1.3.2 Appearance-graded sawn timber

The sales value of sawn timber is governed by supply and demand, which
is very complex in detail. To make matters simpler, the focus here is
on the characteristics of sawn timber and its quality. For appearance-
graded sawn timber, the quality is more or less set by how attractive the
sawn timber is for customers. Different customers have different opinions
of what is attractive, but standards have been defined that describe the
properties and defects that are allowed. One particular standard on which
most grading in Scandinavia is based is called Nordic timber grading rules
(Anon, 1997) and has grades A, B, C and D, where A is divided into the
subgrades A1, A2, A3 and A4. A has the highest requirements, while D
has the lowest. Wane and knots are two properties that are important
for determining the grade of sawn timber. Although this standard is well
established, most sawmills in Scandinavia modify these grading rules in
agreement with their customers in practice.

1.3.3 Strength-graded sawn timber

When sawn timber is used in load-bearing constructions, knowledge of the
strength and stiffness of each component is crucial. Bending strength of
sawn timber is defined as the maximum stress that can be applied to a piece
of sawn timber before it breaks. Exact measurements require destructive
testing and this can obviously not be applied on sawn timber intended for
practical use. There are currently two types of measurements in use to
assess the bending strength without breaking the sawn timber, viz.: ma-
chine strength grading and visual strength grading. In machine strength
grading, the sawn timber is passed through a machine that measures one
or several parameters with an emphasis on the modulus of elasticity to
approximate the stiffness and strength. Visual strength grading predicts
the bending strength by ensuring that visual features of the sawn timber
are within certain criteria determined by a grading rule. Visual features
that affect the strength are the size of knots, the placement of knots, knot
groupings, wane, top rupture, annual ring width, deformations, splits, and
spiral grain. Features based on knots are the most important ones together
with wane.

Visual strength grading is governed by standards and one of these is
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Figure 1.8: Edge-glued panel used as shuttering in concrete molds.

called INSTA142 (SS 230120), which focuses on the Scandinavian market.
It is not used extensively, since machine strength grading is significantly
more accurate, but INSTA142 still gives an indication of the strength and
stiffness of sawn timber. The grades for INSTA142 are T3, T2, T1, and
T0, which correspond to bending strengths of 30, 24, 18, and 14 MPa,
respectively.

1.3.4 Edge-glued panels

Pieces of sawn timber glued together as in Figure 1.8 are called edge-
glued panels and can be used as shuttering in concrete molds. When
used in molds, the panels must be free from defects that would allow the
concrete to leak out, such as loose knots, rotten knots and holes. In panel
production, such defects are usually patched by cutting or drilling away
the defect and replacing it with a wooden patch as shown in Figure 1.4.

1.4 Non-invasive measurements of wood

1.4.1 Three-dimensional log scanning

The outer surface of logs can be scanned by laser triangulation while the
log is moving on a conveyor. Usually between two and four laser planes
are cast on the log from different directions in such a way that laser light
encircles the log at a specific position as Figure 1.9 describes. Cameras
are placed at angles, which enable a reconstruction of the outer shape. As
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.9: The principle of laser triangulation. (a) The cameras are positioned at an
angle compared to the laser source. (b) A three-dimensional log surface scanner with three
laser sources (Skog, 2013).

the log passes the measurement position on the conveyor, the complete
three-dimensional shape of the log can be obtained.

A major benefit of using 3D-scanning is that the volume yield when
sawing can be increased. The outer shape can also be used to predict the
expected quality of the sawn timber when the logs are sawn, since different
log outer shape characteristics give hints on the interior. For example, the
butt and top diameter in combination with taper, crook, and bumpiness
can be used in multivariate models to predict whether it is a top, middle or
butt log. The knot structure and heartwood content, which are important
for the quality, differ in general between the three log types.

1.4.2 Discrete X-ray log scanning

The benefit of using X-rays when scanning wood instead of light in the
visual spectra (i.e. laser) is that X-rays penetrate the material. X-ray
absorption of a material depends on the density as well as on the distance
the rays have travelled through the material. Measurements of the residual
X-ray intensity level after the rays have travelled through a piece of wood
can therefore be used to estimate the density of the material.

Modern measurement equipment is available for both logs and sawn
timber where X-ray scanning is included. For logs, such equipment usu-
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Line detector array

X-ray sourceX-ray source

Line detector array

Figure 1.10: A schematic picture of discrete scanning with two X-ray sources. The logs
travel on a conveyor in a lengthwise direction. At any given moment, the X-ray planes
produce one-dimensional density profiles of a cross-sectional slice of a log. Combining
the density profiles of all log slices, a two dimensional density image of the log for each
X-ray source will be generated.

ally includes one or two fixed X-ray planes that penetrate the logs as
they move on a conveyor belt. Figure 1.10 shows a system using two X-
ray sources. The resulting X-ray images contain sufficient information to
estimate heartwood content, dry density, knot whorl position, and knot
volume. However, rot, pitch pockets, checks, and the exact position of
knots cannot be seen, and the process of the sawmill cannot therefore be
optimized with respect to these features.

1.4.3 Computed tomography log scanning

Logs can be scanned using computed tomography (CT). A wide range of
properties and features can be seen in detail, such as knot structure, pith,
heartwood content, density, pitch pockets, bark, top ruptures, and checks.
The level of detail obtained depends on the resolution and error levels of
the scanner.

For scientific research, CT scanning of logs has been used for decades,
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Log

Feed direction

X-ray source

Detector matrix

Figure 1.11: High-speed CT scanning of logs using a cone beam X-ray source.

but the scanners used have been too slow for industrial applications where
the slow reconstruction algorithms are a bottleneck. However, Katsevich
(2004) describes a faster reconstruction algorithm which is now imple-
mented in a high speed industrial CT scanner (Giudiceandrea et al., 2011).
With this scanner, it is possible to scan logs at production speed, i.e. about
120 m/min.

This scanner uses an X-ray source emitting a cone beam of radiation
passing through the scanned objects. The detectors are organized in a two
dimensional array. Both the X-ray source and the detector array rotate
while the logs passes through, leading to a spiral scanning. With this
equipment, logs can be transported at the necessary 120 m/min. Figure
1.11 shows a sketch of spiral scanning.

The exact benefits of using such a scanner have not yet been fully
evaluated and one purpose of this work has been to investigate this. At
least five scanners of this type are currently in use in the world, and
the strategies for using the scanner by these wood industries differ. One
sawmill scans logs of expensive species and manually analyzes the images
to optimize the breakdown for each individual log. Another company
uses a scanner to locate the knot-free zone in pruned radiata pine (Pinus
radiata Don) logs in order to optimize veneer production. A third company
is a sawmill that uses a scanner on whole stems to find, for instance,
optimal bucking positions. Other possible applications are log rotation
optimization when sawing and log quality sorting at the log sorting station.
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1.4.4 Board surface scanning

There are several types of equipment for scanning wooden surfaces in an
industrial environment, such as cameras, scanners measuring the tracheid
effect, and X-ray scanners. Since the orientation of wooden products and
the feed direction are well defined, using line cameras is a relatively cheap
and easy way to scan. Modern line cameras for industrial use have as high
a resolution as is necessary for wood and are very fast, which is essential
due to the sometimes high feed speeds.

The tracheid effect is a light scattering phenomenon that appears in
the cells when a focused laser beam hits a wood surface. The light is
transmitted along the fibre, and this means that a circular laser-beam
point on a wood surface with fibres directed parallel to the surface normal
will remain circular. On the other hand, when a similar laser-beam hits
a wood surface with fibres directed perpendicular to the surface normal,
the light spreads along the fibre and the circular point becomes ellipsoid
with its major axis parallel to the fibre direction. By using an optical
system to detect the shape of the laser-beam point, knots and other fibre
irregularities can be detected.

The density of a wooden product can be calculated using X-ray scan-
ning as long as the moisture content is known, which is the case after the
drying process. Another benefit of X-ray scanning is that in dry wood
knots have a higher density than that of clear wood, and X-ray scanning
can therefore detect knots.

1.5 Problem statement

There are two main research subjects in this thesis which are dealt with
separately in this section. The first is described in Papers I-IV and con-
cerns CT scanning of logs with a focus on how to detect and use informa-
tion about knots. The second is described in Papers V-VI and concerns
traceability of sawn timber and edge-glued panels.

1.5.1 Computed tomography

One of the fundamental challenges in the sawmill industry is that the raw
material, i.e. logs, is round while the market demands specific dimensions
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of rectangular sawn timber. This, combined with differences between logs
leads to raw material waste in the log breakdown process. To combat this,
sawmills often utilize non-invasive three-dimensional measurements of logs
prior sawing. Using optimization algorithms applied to computer models
of the logs, the waste of raw material can be reduced.

To make matters more complex, the value recovery of a log depends
not only on the volume of the sawn timber but also on the grade. If only
outer shape information about the logs is used, important internal quality
properties such as knot content and density cannot be taken into account
when optimizing the log rotational position. Discrete X-ray measurement
techniques can be used to gather general information about those proper-
ties, but the measurement precision is low for knot geometry (Grundberg
and Grönlund, 1998; Oja et al., 2001).

CT scanning yields a higher level of detail of log interior composition
than discrete X-ray scanning. CT scanning has been used extensively in
research into wood-related topics where scanning speed is not an issue.
A breakthrough for the reconstruction of spiral CT images (Katsevich,
2004) enabled the construction of CT scanners that operate at the full
production speed of sawmills (Giudiceandrea et al., 2011). At least five
CT scanners that manage full production speed are currently in use in
wood industries world wide. To use such a scanner to make real-time de-
cisions, algorithms that automatically extract information about internal
features are required. Knots are a key feature that affects the quality
and thereby the value of the sawn timber. Both appearance grading and
strength grading of Norway spruce and Scots pine sawn timber are heav-
ily influenced by the size, shape, and position of knots (SS 230120; Anon,
1997). If the positions of knots in the logs are known prior to sawing, there
is an opportunity to control where the knots appear on the sawn timber
and thereby enabling value optimization. Two studies on appearance-
graded boards have shown a possible value increase of the sawn products
of 13% and 24% for Scots pine, while for Norway spruce the correspond-
ing figures were 13% and 20% (Berglund et al., 2013; Fredriksson, 2014).
In these studies, optimized log positioning with respect to knots and log
outer shape was compared to sawing logs in a traditional way. However,
such studies have not been done on strength-graded boards.

If a log is CT-scanned just prior to sawing, then a decision as to how it
should be sawn must be taken within seconds. For log breakdown, there is
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a high number of possible combinations of parameters such as log spatial
position, log rotational position and sawing pattern used, which makes
the optimization task difficult. If all possible choices of sawing parameters
were simulated in a brute force manner, the necessary computational time
would be long. It would therefore be beneficial to develop alternative
algorithms to decrease the computational time.

Detailed knot data are also valuable at the log sorting station, where
logs are measured and sorted into different piles depending on size, shape
and quality. Studies have shown that discrete X-ray scanning can be used
to sort logs based on interior quality and that this manner of sorting can
be used to improve the quality of the sawn timber (Oja et al., 2004, 2005).
The bending strength of Scots pine and Norway spruce logs can also to
some extent be predicted using discrete X-ray scanning (Brännström et al.,
2007; Hanhijärvi and Ranta-Maunus, 2008), which is valuable for sawmills
producing strength-graded boards. It is reasonable to expect that by using
more detailed knot data from a CT scanner, grading and bending strength
prediction can become more accurate.

1.5.2 Recognition of wooden surfaces

As the wood industry increases its level of automation, there is a grow-
ing need for more advanced machines that use cameras as an aid to the
decision-making. At sawmills for example, tracking of individual pieces
of sawn timber between processing steps makes detailed process control
possible. Diagnostics and process surveillance that enable continuous im-
provement of the industrial processes could be based on statistics of each
individual piece of sawn timber instead of on statistics at a batch level.
The drying process is an example that could be analyzed in detail by
measuring individual pieces of sawn timber before and after. Without an
automatic recognition system for sawn timber, such studies can be done
only by labor-intensive and process-disruptive manual tests.

Invasive recognition and tracking in the wood value chain have been
studied previously using barcode labels, paint and radio frequency iden-
tification (RFID) (Uusijärvi, 2000; Dykstra et al., 2002; Flodin, 2009).
Non-invasive methods for the recognition of pieces of sawn timber have
previously been evaluated using scale and rotationally invariant feature
descriptors (Pahlberg et al., 2015). However, the research field is rela-
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tively unexplored and there are other approaches for wood recognition
that need to be evaluated.

In some applications, it is advantageous if the recognition method can
handle the situation where an object appears at a different rotation or in
a different scale. The products may not arrive at the camera station with
a known orientation, or the vision system may be mounted on a mobile
robot. In some cases, it may also be difficult to achieve exactly the same
camera setup and conditions in two different places. In many other cases,
with sawmills as an example, the orientation and scale of sawn timber are
most often known, so that scale and rotation invariance are not required.

1.6 Research objectives

The objective of the work described in this thesis was to develop methods
based on non-invasive measurements of logs and sawn timber that can
increase the profitability of the wood industry in general and sawmills
in particular. CT scanning of logs and fingerprint traceability of wood
products were the two means to achieve the objective of this work.

The part of the work concerning CT scanning aimed at developing com-
puterized methods for detecting knots in CT images of logs and evaluating
how the knot information can be used to improve sawmill profitability.
More specifically, the aims concerning CT scanning of logs were:

• to develop a computerized knot detection algorithm for high-speed
industrial CT images of Scots pine and Norway spruce. The algorithm
should be robust with a high detection rate and a low frequency of
falsely detected knots. The algorithm’s accuracy should be validated
by error measurements of knot position, size, length and dead-knot
border (the position where knots transition from sound to dead).

• to develop a method to decrease the computational time when op-
timizing log rotational position with respect to the outer shape and
knots obtained from CT scanning. The performance of the algorithm
should be validated on Scots pine and Norway spruce.

• to investigate the impact on value recovery for sawmills selling strength-
graded center boards of Norway spruce when using high speed indus-
trial CT scanning to optimize the rotational position of logs. The
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value recovery should be compared to sawing all logs in horns down
position.

• to evaluate how accurately CT scanning of Norway spruce logs can
predict the bending strength of boards and whether this is more ac-
curate than scanning logs with a discrete X-ray method.

The aim concerning fingerprint traceability of wood products was to
evaluate the feasibility of using different fingerprint representations and
fingerprint matching methods to recognize individual pieces of sawn timber
and edge-glued panels. To concretize, the aim was:

• to develop a scale and rotationally invariant method for recognizing
wooden surfaces by using the intrinsic geometry of knots, and to eval-
uate how errors in knot detection affect the matching accuracy on
edge-glued panels of Scots pine.

• to investigate whether template matching can be used to recognize
pieces of sawn timber under industrial conditions and in a reason-
ably short time. The proposed algorithm should be validated by a
sensitivity test that measures matching accuracy and computational
time.



Chapter 2

Materials and methods

2.1 Materials

The material used in this work was Scots pine and Norway spruce logs
for Papers I-IV and sawn timber of Scots pine for Papers V-VI. The logs
came from the pine stem bank (PSB) (Grönlund et al., 1995) and from
the European spruce stem bank (ESSB) (Berggren et al., 2000), while the
sawn timber was collected from a sawmill in central Sweden. This section
defines seven datasets of the material that will be referred to later in the
thesis.

2.1.1 The pine and spruce stem banks

The PSB consists of about 600 Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) logs from
different plots in Sweden while the ESSB consists of about 800 Norway
spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) logs from Sweden, Finland and France.
In both data banks, stems from different diameter classes were chosen and
the logs were scanned with a medical CT scanner (Siemens SOMATOM
AR.T). The resulting CT images show the outer shape of the log, as well
as internal features such as pith location, sapwood-heartwood border and
knots. The knots are described by nine parameters specifying size and
position in the log as well as whether the knots are fresh or dead (Oja,
2000). The logs were sawn using square sawing and the rotational position

19
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Figure 2.1: Example of boards from the “floorboard dataset” scanned on two different
occasions (board lengths have been cropped to fit the page). The rescanned boards are the
lower of each image pair.

of each log was noted. A portion of all the spruce boards have been stored
for 13 years in packages in a non-heated indoor climate.

2.1.2 Scots pine boards

886 Scots pine boards with dimensions of 21×137 mm were collected from
the Bollsta sawmill in central Sweden. This dataset is hereafter called the
“floorboard dataset”, since the boards were of that product type. The
boards were between 3 and 5 m in length and were originally scanned in
2006 for a customer preference study (Broman et al., 2008; Nyström et al.,
2008; Oja et al., 2008). The scanning was done using a high resolution
color line camera and the images were resized to 1 pixel/mm resolution in
both dimensions. A rescan of 44 boards included in the first dataset was
carried out in 2012. The same line camera as before was used in 2012 and
the resolution of the images was set to 1 pixel/mm in both dimensions. In
Figure 2.1, examples of the latter images are shown next to the original
scans from 2006.

2.1.3 Datasets

Subsets of the PSB and the ESSB were chosen as material for four of the
papers in this thesis. In Papers I-III, only the logs were used, but in Paper
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Table 2.1: Datasets used in the publications.

Name of Number Number Species Used in
dataset of logs of boards (pine/spruce) publication

A 18 0 Both I
B 47 0 Pine I
C 95 0 Pine II
D 677 0 Spruce III
E 59 113 Spruce IV
F 0 886 Pine V & VI
G 0 44 Pine VI

IV both logs and the boards sawn from those logs were used. Paper V
used the 886 boards from the floorboard dataset, while Paper VI used
them together with the 44 rescanned boards. The number of logs, number
of boards, species and denotations of the datasets are listed in Table 2.1.

Dataset A

Dataset A consisted of 10 pine and 8 spruce logs chosen so that a wide
range of defects and properties were included. Except for top diameter, the
important properties in the selection were heartwood content, heartwood
shape, rot content, top ruptures, density, knot structure, and knot size.
This dataset was used to evaluate the accuracy of the algorithm presented
in Section 2.2 for measuring knot position, size and length.

Dataset B

In a previous study (Grönlund, 1995), pine logs from the PSB were sawn
to boards and the dead knot border was measured on the planks. Dataset
B consisted of 47 pine logs from that study. The purpose of this dataset
was to measure the accuracy of dead-knot border measurements by the
knot detection algorithm.
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Log

SPD

CB2

CB1

Figure 2.2: A cross-sectional view of a log, where SPD means sawing pattern diagonal
and CB means center board. The difference (dashed line) between log diameter and SPD
was more than 18 mm in dataset C.

Dataset C

Dataset C consisted of the logs in the PSB that had a bow height of less
than 14 mm and a difference between the sawing pattern diagonal and the
top diameter of more than 18 mm. The concept of sawing pattern diagonal
is explained in Figure 2.2. Dataset C was used in Paper II and logs were
excluded from the PSB in this way to avoid wane when calculating the
optimum rotational position of the logs, as explained in Section 2.3.2.

Dataset D

Dataset D consisted of all the logs in the ESSB that had a top diameter
between 130 mm and 384 mm. Logs outside this range were excluded
because only logs within this interval were considered to be interesting for
the production strategies evaluated in Paper III, where the dataset was
used.

Dataset E

The boards in this dataset were a subset of all the spruce center boards
from the ESSB with cross-sectional dimensions 45 × 95, 45 × 120, and
45× 145 mm. The logs in this dataset were those from which the boards
came. This dataset was used in Paper IV to predict the bending strength
of the boards from the CT images.
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Dataset F

Dataset F was the images of all the 886 boards in the floorboard dataset.
When used in Paper VI, the images were used unmodified, whereas in
Paper V the images were stitched together in groups of 4 to represent 212
edge-glued panels.

Dataset G

Dataset G consisted of the 44 rescanned boards from the floorboard dataset
and were used as look-up (query) images when testing the board recog-
nition method in Paper VI. As described in Paper VI, smaller images
corresponding to board lengths of 0.5 m, 1 m, and 2 m were extracted
from the 44 rescanned boards. Three sets of 88 images with different
lengths were thus included in this dataset.

2.2 Detecting knots in CT images

Detection of knots in CT images is difficult because no two knots are
identical. In fact, knots from the same species of wood can look very
different in CT images, as shown in Figure 2.3. A computerized algorithm
needs to take into account logs with different properties and features to
avoid falsely detected knots.

Paper I describes an algorithm to detect knots in Scots pine and Nor-
way spruce. Figure 2.4 shows the main steps in the proposed algorithm
and explanations of each step follow below. A more detailed description
is presented in Paper I.

2.2.1 Indata

In addition to the CT images of the log, the knot-detection algorithm
requires three inputs: the borderline between bark and clear wood, the
borderline between sapwood and heartwood and the pith position in the
images. These three inputs are shown in Figure 2.5. The bark-wood border
is required since there is no need to detect knots in the bark. The proposed
algorithm uses the fact that the density of heartwood and sapwood differs.
Segmentation of knots is done differently in heartwood than in sapwood
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 2.3: Examples of knot appearance in CT images. (a)-(d) are from Scots pine logs
and (e)-(h) are from Norway spruce logs.
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Figure 2.4: Flow chart of the main steps in the knot-detection algorithm.
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Pith position

Sapwood-heartwood

border

Bark-wood

border

Figure 2.5: A CT cross-section of a Scots pine log showing the three types of input data
required by the knot-detection algorithm. The image is intentionally brightened.

and therefore the information of which areas that are heartwood and which
are sapwood is vital for the algorithm. Knots originate from the pith, and
to create accurate models of knots, the position of the pith must be known.

2.2.2 Creating concentric surfaces

The first step in the algorithm is to create concentric surfaces. A concentric
surface is similar to a cylindrical shell, but with a major difference as to
how the radius is defined. Slightly simplified, the radius is defined so that
the concentric surfaces approximately follow the annual rings of the log,
instead of having a circular shape.

A total of ten concentric surfaces are created, where at least five are
in the heartwood and the rest are in the sapwood. With increasing heart-
wood content in logs, the proportion of the concentric surfaces placed in
the heartwood increase. Knot detection in heartwood is easier than in
sapwood, and this is the reason for creating at least five concentric sur-
faces in the heartwood. A concentric surface in the heartwood is shown in
Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Example of a concentric surface in the heartwood section of a Scots pine
log. The lengthwise and angular dimensions of the log are the horizontal and vertical
directions in the image, respectively. The entire image corresponds to approximately the
same distance from the pith.

Figure 2.7: Knots detected in the heartwood showed in one concentric surface. Ellipses
that could not be matched to other ellipses in between concentric surfaces have been
deleted.

2.2.3 Knot segmentation in heartwood

In the next step, high-density objects are segmented from the concentric
surfaces in the heartwood. This is done by first filtering the concentric sur-
faces with a rectangular median filter to obtain the background, where the
foreground consists of knots and other relatively small objects. Using the
background image as variable threshold values, objects in the foreground
are segmented; i.e. objects that have a relatively high density compared
to the background are segmented in this way. All segmented objects in the
resulting binary image are fitted to ellipses. Ellipses with an unrealistic
shape or size are unlikely to be knots and are therefore deleted.

Overlapping ellipses from consecutive concentric surfaces are matched
together. Ellipses that have no counterparts in other concentric surfaces
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Table 2.2: Knot parameterization models. A,B, . . . , I are the parameters that are unique
for each knot. See also Figure 2.8 for an illustration of the parameters.

Knot feature Parameter model

Knot diameter (rad) φ(r) = A+Br1/4

Lengthwise position (mm) z(r) = C +D
√
r + Er

Angular position (rad) ω(r) = F +G ln(r)
Knot end (mm) H
Dead-knot border (mm) I

(a) (b)

Figure 2.8: (a) the lengthwise position, z(r), of the knot axis (dotted line) as a function
of the distance from the pith, r. z(r) is measured in the log’s coordinate system. The
constant, C, is the distance from the bottom of the log to the start of the knot. (b) the
definitions of knot angular position, ω(r), and knot diameter, φ(r). Both are angles that
vary with radial distance from the pith.

are deleted to eliminate false positives. Figure 2.7 shows the resulting
knots in one of the concentric surfaces.

The size and position of each knot are then parameterized using the
regression models in Table 2.2. Figure 2.8 shows how the different knot
geometries are defined. All parameter models were first presented by
Grönlund et al. (1995) except for the lengthwise position, which was de-
scribed by Andreu and Rinnhofer (2003).
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2.9: Examples of Scots pine ((a) and (b)) and Norway spruce ((c) and (d)) knots
in sapwood. The upper images are CT cross-sections and the lower are subimages of
concentric surfaces at the intersection of the lines in the upper images.

2.2.4 Knot segmentation in sapwood

Segmentation of knots in sapwood is difficult since knots may appear dif-
ferently depending on individual logs, and sometimes individual knots. In
some cases, knots are of a slightly higher density than the surrounding
wood, while in other cases, knots have lower density. Often, knots have
the same density as the surrounding wood, but with a different texture.
Examples of knot appearance in sapwood can be seen in Figure 2.9.

The proposed algorithm approaches this task by extrapolating each
knot found in the heartwood to the first concentric surface in the sapwood.
A subimage of the concentric surface is extracted around each knot and a
series of steps are performed on the subimages to determine the position
and size of the knot. First, the standard deviation of each row and column
of the subimages is calculated to determine whether there is an object in
the subimage or whether the knot has ended before reaching this concentric
surface. To determine the size and position of the object, a morphological
dilation method is applied. This method is successful on a subset of all
knots. For other knots, an ellipse is created in the subimage from the knot
parameterization data.

When knots in the first concentric surface in the sapwood are detected,
the knot parameters are updated with the regression models. The knots
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are then extrapolated to the next concentric surface and so forth.

2.2.5 Knot end and dead-knot border

The knot end is set to the midpoint between the outermost concentric
surface where the knot was located and the next concentric surface. If the
knot was detected in the concentric surface closest to the log outer border,
then the knot end is set to the intersection of the bark-wood border and
the knot axis.

The dead-knot border for all knots is set at the position where each
knot has the largest size. This position can be derived directly from the
derivative of the knot size parameterization model. To improve dead-knot
measurements, outlying values are corrected in the way described in step
11 of the algorithm description in Paper I.

2.2.6 Outdata

The output from the algorithm is all detected knots in the form of param-
eters to the regression models described in Table 2.2.

2.2.7 Determining the accuracy of knot detection

The accuracy of the knot detection algorithm in the measurement of knot
size, position and length (end point) was evaluated on dataset A. To carry
out this assessment, ellipses were drawn manually in the concentric sur-
faces of the CT images to mark the knot position and size. The automatic
measurements made by the algorithm were compared to the manual ref-
erence measurements. A detailed description of this is given in Paper I.
Using dataset A, the percentage of detected knots and the frequency of
false positives were calculated. The accuracy of dead-knot border mea-
surements was directly evaluated using the data provided in dataset B.

2.3 Production strategies

CT scanning opens up possibilities for sawmills to use new production
strategies. Such strategies need to be investigated to see how they affect
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the profitability of sawmills. Some strategies are described in Section 1.4.3
and another is described in Berglund et al. (2013).

Both Papers II and III present case studies with purpose to show the
profitability or loss for a sawmill of using the proposed strategy compared
to a strategy that is the current industrial practice. These strategies are
described in Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3.

2.3.1 Sawing simulations

To calculate the outcome of log breakdown, computer-assisted sawing sim-
ulation is convenient, since each log can be sawn an infinite number of
times. Results using different sets of sawing parameters can therefore
be compared. It is also much cheaper to saw virtual logs in a simulator
software than to saw real logs for scientific purposes. For these reasons,
different sawing strategies have been evaluated with sawing simulation.

The simulation software used was Saw2003, which is described in
Nordmark (2005). Log outer shape and knot information can be taken
into account with this software. Therefore, sawing of logs from the PSB
and ESSB can be simulated. Optimization of trimming and edging of side
boards and trimming of center boards with respect to value according to
the grading rules described in Anon (1997) are built-in. The price per
cubic meter for all quality grades must be provided. The study presented
in Paper II used this software exclusively, while Paper III used an external
trimming software in addition to Saw2003. This external software opti-
mizes the trimming of boards with respect to the strength-grading system
described in SS 230120.

For the knot projection algorithm in Paper II, all the sawn timber was
appearance-graded according to the Nordic timber grading rules and the
prices per cubic meter were as shown in Table 2.3. The grades used were
A, B and C grades. For Paper III, side boards were graded in the same
way, but center boards were strength-graded according to SS 230120 to
T3, T2 and reject grades. The prices for this case are shown in Table 2.4.
These studies investigated relative price differences.
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Table 2.3: Pricing of the qualities of sawn timber used in the simulations in Paper II.
The prices are in SEK/m3.

Quality A B C
Centerboards 1850 1600 1000
Sideboards 3000 1400 1100

Table 2.4: Price list with price differentiation between board grades in Paper III. The
prices are relative, with the price for center boards of grade T2 as reference.

Board type Center boards Side boards Chips
Grade T3 T2 Reject A B C -

Price/m3 106 100 68 100 100 68 18

2.3.2 Knot projection algorithm

CT images from a log can in theory be used to optimize sawing parameters
such as rotational position, spatial position, skew, and sawing pattern. If
a CT scanner is to be placed at the saw-line, this optimization must be
performed very rapidly. A brute force method, simulating every possible
choice of sawing parameters, would require immense computational re-
sources and time. Therefore, it is important to investigate whether any
alternatives to the brute force method are feasible.

In Paper II, the proposed and developed method functions by project-
ing all the knots from a three-dimensional volume onto a plane perpendic-
ular to the lengthwise direction of the log as shown in Figure 2.10. The
details are as follows: A matrix with projected knots is made by summing
the diameter values of all knots. Dead knots are scaled with the factor
10
7 to address the fact that such knots are often considered worse than
sound knots (Anon, 1997). Knots with the smallest diameter are filtered
out and the result is a matrix with weights corresponding to the summed
knot size. The center of gravity of the matrix is calculated and compared
to the center position of the saw pattern. The log rotational position for
breakdown is chosen as the direction between these two points. This po-
sition is chosen so that the majority of the high impact knots will be on
the wide sides of the center boards (board face) instead of on the board
edges.
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Log

3D knots

2D knot projection

Figure 2.10: Projection of knots onto a plane perpendicular to the lengthwise direction of
the log. Knots are patterned to illustrate which knot that belongs to each projection.

The optimization of the log rotational position according to the algo-
rithm was evaluated on dataset C and compared to the result of sawing
logs in the horns down position. This evaluation was done with the sawing
simulation software.

2.3.3 Full optimization for strength-graded boards

The strategy investigated in Paper III is to use all the information of knots
and outer shape from CT images of logs to optimize the breakdown at a
sawmill using square sawing. The sawing of each log in dataset D was
simulated for rotational position θ ∈ [−90◦, 90◦], where θ = 0 corresponds
to the horns down position. For each log, value and volume yield with
respect to the θ-value can be represented in curves as shown in Figure
2.11. The maximum value for each log was compared to the corresponding
value in the horns down position by calculating the ratio. The difference
in volume yield between these two rotational positions was also calculated.

2.3.4 Effects of errors in rotational position

In Papers II and III, errors in rotational position induced by sawing ma-
chines were considered. A rotational error in a sawing machine was as-
sumed to be normally distributed Z ∈ N (µ, σ)), where µ is the expected
value and σ is the standard deviation. The value of µ was chosen to be
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Figure 2.11: (a) the relative value of all boards and chips, and (b) the relative volume
yield, for rotational angles θ ∈ [−90◦, 90◦]. The value is relative to the value of 100% at
the horns down position, i.e. θ = 0◦. The graphs show an example of one log.

µ = 0◦ in both studies and σ was chosen to be σ = 6◦ and σ = 5◦ in
Papers II and III, respectively.

Paper II evaluated this by adding the rotation error from the chosen
distribution to both the horns down position and the proposed rotational
position. The performance of the proposed algorithm with an error was
evaluated versus the respective horns down position.

In Paper III, a Gaussian filter with σ = 5◦ and window size WS =
6σ − 1 = 29◦ was applied to all the curves of the type shown in Figure
2.11(a). The new value functions appeared as in Figure 2.12 and the θ-
value that maximized the function was chosen as the optimum rotational
position. Thus, the strategy itself was changed with the knowledge of the
rotation error.

2.3.5 Effects of errors in knot detection

Knot detection will never be completely perfect. In Paper II, simulated
errors in knot size, knot azimuthal direction and fresh knot length (dis-
tance from the pith to the dead-knot border) were applied to evaluate the
robustness of the knot projection algorithm. This evaluation was made
using three different levels of normally distributed non-systematic errors,
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Figure 2.12: The filtered value function obtained by applying a Gaussian filter to the
value function shown in Figure 2.11(a). The values are adjusted so that the value at the
horns down position is 100%.

as described in Paper II. The size of the errors was chosen with help of
experiences from Paper I.

Simulations and comparisons of board value and quality were carried
out for the three error levels, using horns down sawing as well as rotating
the logs according to the knot projection. In this case, the knots acquired
from dataset C were considered to be the true values and were used as
reference.

2.4 Bending strength prediction

This section describes the methods used in Paper IV to predict the bending
strength of Norway spruce boards using information available from the
CT scanned logs and how the logs were sawn. Paper IV used a variable
reduction method that made the results complex to interpret. Therefore,
this thesis supplements that method with one that uses traditional PLS
regression modelling, which has not been presented in any of the appended
papers.
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2.4.1 Destructive bending strength tests

Destructive bending strength tests were performed on all the boards in
dataset E according to the European standard EN 408. The bending
strength of each board was stored and later used as the observed value
when constructing and testing the prediction models. A more thorough
presentation of the bending strength tests is given in Paper IV.

2.4.2 Variables in the models

When prediction models for the bending strength of boards are created,
variables are needed that can explain the variability in modulus of rupture.
In the study described in Paper IV, the variables used were grouped by
properties that can be extracted from logs using (1) a 3D scanner, (2) a
discrete X-ray scanner, and (3) a CT scanner. The number of variables in
each group was 65, 189, and 183, respectively.

The 3D variables describe the outer shape of the logs in terms of crook,
taper, ovality, and bumpiness both of the logs as a whole and divided into
different parts of the logs. The logs in dataset E was run through a software
that extracted these variables.

The discrete X-ray variables were extracted from the log CT images
in dataset E by simulating a two-directional discrete X-ray scanner. This
simulation was conducted in Matlab (MathWorks, 2014) and 189 vari-
ables were extracted describing the logs based on discrete X-ray data. The
variables describe some of the internal features of the logs such as den-
sity, number of knot whorls, distance between knot whorls, and heartwood
content.

The CT variables describe the 3D shape of the heartwood volume,
density, and positions, numbers, and sizes of the knots. The shape of the
heartwood volume was described by 65 variables extracted analogously to
the outer shape variables. The density of the heartwood was calculated at
10 mm intervals along the log, and from these values the mean, standard
deviation, and 20th percentile were extracted as variables. The proportion
of heartwood in the logs was also included in this variable group. A total of
114 variables based on knots were extracted and are thoroughly described
in Paper IV. The knot variables include number of knots, knot diameter,
knot inclination, knot area perpendicular to radial direction, knot volume,
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Table 2.5: Number of variables used in each model divided into the variable groups: outer
shape, discrete X-ray, and CT. XR is an abbreviation of discrete X-ray, and CT* denotes
the CT model where the rotational position of the logs when sawing was unknown.

Model Outer shape Discrete X-ray CT
3D 65 0 0
XR & 3D 65 189 0
CT 65 189 183
CT* 65 189 183

and weighted knot volume. The weighted knot volume was intended to
take into account the fact that the tensions in boards induced by bending
increase with increasing distance from the board center.

2.4.3 Prediction models in Paper IV

In Paper IV, the multivariate Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression
method was used to predict the bending strength of the boards. Four
prediction models were created for each of the three board dimensions,
and the emphasis of the study was on comparing the prediction models
that corresponded to the same board dimension. The four models cor-
responded to different log measurement systems: (1) 3D scanner, (2) 3D
scanner combined with a discrete X-ray scanner, (3) a CT scanner with a
known log rotational position when sawing, and (4) a CT scanner with a
random log rotational position. The fourth prediction model was included
to make it possible to evaluate how much prediction strength is lost by
not knowing the rotational position. The numbers of variables belonging
to the prediction models are shown in Table 2.5.

The software used was Simca 13.0.3 (Umetrics, 2014) and a manual
variable reduction was performed in the software on each of the models in
order to maximize the goodness of prediction (Q2). The exact procedure
was to start by maximizing the Q2 value for the model based on 3D vari-
ables, which resulted in a PLS model with a small number of variables.
When maximizing the Q2 value for the discrete X-ray model, the remain-
ing 3D variables were added to all of the discrete X-ray variables, and a
PLS model was created by variable reduction leaving a small number of
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3D and/or discrete X-ray variables. Finally, these variables were added to
all the CT variables and a final variable reduction was carried out, the aim
being to enable an evaluation of the differences in predictability of model
strength between 3D scanning, discrete X-ray combined with 3D scan-
ning, and CT scanning. For the model with CT variables extracted from
a random rotational position, the variable reduction step was performed
in a manner analogous to that of the ordinary CT model, i.e. producing
a model with its own set of variables and coefficients.

Variable reduction was carried out by trying to remove variables one
by one starting with those having the lowest variable importance for the
projection (VIP) values. If the Q2 value was increased the variable was
removed, otherwise the next variable in the VIP plot was considered. This
procedure was repeated until no removal of variables increased the Q2

value.

2.4.4 Supplementary models

As is discussed in Paper IV, the variable reduction performed in the paper
probably generated over-fitted prediction models. This over-fit made it
difficult to assess the absolute goodness of fit (R2) and goodness of predic-
tion (Q2) values of bending strength when scanning logs using the different
scanning methods. Supplementary models have therefore been developed
in addition to those presented in Paper IV in order to augment the anal-
ysis and discussions. The method used for the supplementary models was
simply to use all the available 3D, discrete X-ray, and CT variables in
the corresponding PLS models, i.e., no variable reduction/selection was
performed.

2.5 Wood fingerprint recognition

Papers V and VI present two different methods of recognizing wood sur-
faces. Both of them use methods to create something called wood finger-
prints from images of individual boards or panels. A wood fingerprint
should be a unique representation of a wooden surface. The other part
of the methods is to match a given wood fingerprint to a database of
fingerprints. Both the structure of the fingerprints and how to match fin-
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Figure 2.13: This wood fingerprint representation uses the location of the knots in relation
to other knots. The gray circles in the image represent knots.

gerprints were dealt with in different ways in the two papers. A major
reason why they differ from each other is that the data used in the papers
differs. Paper V used images of 212 edge-glued panels that were digi-
tally stitched together from the boards in dataset F, and Paper VI used
the boards in the same dataset as they were together with the rescanned
boards in dataset G. This section describes the key elements of the two
methods, how they differ from each other and how the performance was
tested.

2.5.1 Wood fingerprints

Paper V creates fingerprints from panels by describing how the knots are
located in relation to each other (see Figure 2.13). The method assumes
that some measurement system has already located the positions of the
knots. The algorithm iterates through the knots, and for each knot the
following steps are carried out:

1. Find the K nearest neighboring knots, and calculate the distance and
angle to each neighbor. This step results in a distance and angle list:
r = [r1, ..., rK ],ϕ = [ϕ1, ..., ϕK ]. The lists are sorted in ascending order
of distance to neighbor.

2. Divide the distances by the distance to the closest neighbor:
[r2/r1, ..., rK/r1].

3. Subtract from the angles the angle to the closest neighbor:
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Figure 2.14: Examples of fingerprints as low resolution versions of the original image.
The resolutions in these examples are (from top to bottom) 0.04 pixels/mm, 0.08 pix-
els/mm, and 0.12 pixels/mm. The length has been cropped to fit the page.

[ϕK − ϕ1, ..., ϕK − ϕ1].

4. Combine the two lists to a single list:
[r2/r1, ..., rK/r1, ϕK − ϕ1, ..., ϕK − ϕ1].

The list in step 4 is a K-plet descriptor of the local knot cluster centered at
a specific knot. The fingerprint of a panel consists of the descriptors for all
possible knot clusters, i.e. the fingerprint consists of multiple descriptors.
The division and subtraction in steps 2 and 3 make the K-plet descriptors
scale- and rotation-invariant. The fingerprints are finalized by normalizing
the descriptors as described in Paper V.

The fingerprints introduced in Paper VI are simply resized versions
of the grayscale board images as shown in Figure 2.14. The idea behind
these fingerprints is that boards should be uniquely described by how pix-
els containing knots (which are usually dark compared to the surrounding
wood) lie with respect to each other. If the resolution is so low so that
a small knot is included in one or a few pixels, the boards should still
have a unique look. One benefit of using low resolution is that the mem-
ory requirement of the fingerprints is less than that required for a high
resolution image. Another benefit is that the fingerprint matching step
described below is faster.

2.5.2 Matching fingerprints

To identify a query panel in a database of panels, the two types of fin-
gerprints need different matching methods. When the K-plet fingerprints
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in Paper V are used, the K -plets of the query panel are compared to
the K -plets of each database panel. The best matching database panel
is obtained by counting the number of matching K -plets, N , for each
database panel and identifying the panel which gives the highest value.
More specifically, sum of squared differences is used to produce a set of
possible matching K-plet descriptors between a query and database panel.
A geometric transform estimator is then used to remove outlying matches
and thus improve the panel matching accuracy.

For the description of the low resolution fingerprints in Paper VI, the
matching method is simple. It uses template matching, which aims to find
a subimage (template) in a larger search region. In the case described in
this thesis, the template is the low resolution image of the query board
and the search region is each of the low resolution fingerprints in the
database. When the boards have the same width (as is the case in Paper
VI), the template matching becomes unidimensional, and this reduces the
computer processing time.

2.5.3 Testing the accuracy of matching

The K-plet fingerprints in Paper V use the locations of knots, and it is
therefore important to test how errors in knot detection affect the match-
ing result. To test knot detection errors, the K-plet fingerprints of the
212 panels were first calculated and stored in a database. Thereafter, a
normally distributed error on knot position was applied to all the knots on
the 212 panels. A percentage of the knots were also removed to simulate
this kind of error in knot detection. These new panels were then matched
to the panels in the database and the matching accuracy was measured.
This procedure was done with different error levels and the K value was
also varied.

The low resolution fingerprints of Paper VI were calculated for all
the 886 boards in dataset F and stored in a database. Thereafter, the
fingerprints were calculated for all 88 boards in each of the three sets
in dataset G. These fingerprints were matched to the database and the
matching accuracy was measured using different levels of resolution of the
fingerprints.

The computational time to perform a matching between one database
fingerprint and one query fingerprint was measured for both types of tests.
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However, care should be taken when comparing the required computa-
tional times since in Paper V Matlab was used, and in Paper VI OpenCV
was used.
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Chapter 3

Results and discussion

3.1 Knot detection

Table 3.1 presents the number of manually measured reference knots in the
CT images, the total number of knots found by the algorithm, the percent-
age of reference knots found, and the percentage of falsely detected knots
out of all the knots detected by the algorithm. The algorithm was robust,
since 88-94% of all the reference knots were found while only about 1% of
the total number of found knots were false positives. The majority of the
false positives were detected as relatively small objects, and would there-
fore have a negligible effect on, e.g., the investigated production strategies
in Papers II and III.

Table 3.2 shows the accuracy and precision of the measurements of

Table 3.1: Number of manually measured reference knots, total number of knots found
by the algorithm, percentage of found reference knots, and percentage of falsely detected
knots out of all knots detected by the algorithm.

Species Number of Total number Found Falsely
ref. knots of found knots ref. knots detected knots

Pine 127 795 94% 1.0%
Spruce 119 1095 88% 0.9%

43
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Table 3.2: Error measurements of knot diameter, knot position, knot end, and dead-knot
border. Denotations for knot lengthwise position, knot angular position, and dead-knot
border are z position, ω position, and DK border, respectively. Validation of dead-knot
border for Norway spruce was not included in this study and is intentionally left blank to
clarify this.

Species Knot feature Mean error SD of error
Scots pine Diameter (mm) -0.93 4.6
Scots pine z position (mm) -2.6 9.2
Scots pine ω position (◦) 0.34 2.3
Scots pine Knot end (mm) -14 21
Scots pine DK border (mm) -4.0 12
Norway spruce Diameter (mm) 0.93 5.1
Norway spruce z position (mm) -0.93 7.8
Norway spruce ω position (◦) -0.19 1.9
Norway spruce Knot end (mm) -16 29
Norway spruce DK border (mm) - -

knot geometry, knot end, and dead-knot border. A positive mean error
means that on average the algorithm overestimated the knot feature. The
standard deviation of the errors of measuring z-position were 9.2 mm and
7.8 mm for pine and spruce, respectively. These values are less than the
z-resolution of the CT images, which was 10 mm. In the case of angular
position, the standard deviation of the errors was about 2◦, which is low
compared to a typical rotation positioning error in a modern saw-line of
5◦-6◦.

Automatic measurements of knot end had relatively poor accuracy
and precision. The problem was underestimation of the knot length, and
is explained by insufficient knot detection in sapwood. The algorithm
sometimes lost track of knots in the sapwood because of the low contrast
between knots and surrounding wood.

A study on Scots pine by Grundberg (1999) assessed how various er-
ror levels of knot diameter and dead-knot border affected the estimated
product value. According to that study, standard deviation of errors of
10 mm in dead-knot border and 6 mm in maximum knot diameter (which
are roughly what was achieved in Paper I) generated a product value 6.5%
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lower than the reference value. If the error in diameter was reduced to
3 mm, the value difference became 1.7%. If the diameter error was kept at
6 mm and the dead-knot border error was reduced to 5 mm, the value dif-
ference became 6.3%. Higher precision of diameter measurements would
therefore be more beneficial for the algorithm than higher precision of
dead-knot border measurements.

3.2 Simulation technique – knot projection

For the 95 logs tested in Paper II, the average value difference between
sawing in horns down position and sawing based on the proposed knot
projection method was an increase of 2.2% in favor of the knot projection
method. This is lower than the 14-16% achieved by Berglund et al. (2013)
and also lower than what was achieved in Paper III, which was 11%.

The distribution of the value potential for the 30 runs when sawing
in a random rotational position had a 95% confidence interval for the
mean of (1.43%, 1.97%). Since 30 independent random test runs were
involved, the central limit theorem states that the distribution of means
will be approximately normally distributed. This confidence interval can
be compared to sawing the logs according to the knot projection method,
which resulted in a mean value increase of 2.2%, and is thus above the
confidence interval of the random rotation value distribution.

When a rotational error was added to the sawing simulation of the 95
logs, the change of average value was an increase of 1.3% when sawing
based on the knots instead of sawing at the horns down position. The
corresponding value change when adding errors for knot position and size,
was an increase of 1.9%. The error levels were small compared to those
presented in Paper I.

There is no perfect knot-detection algorithm or positioning equipment
at a saw-line. The present version of the proposed algorithm is not suitable
for industrial use since it will not in practice be better than using a random
rotational position. Even under ideal conditions, the method was only
slightly better than using a random rotational position and did not reach
the performance of brute force methods.

The method was tested on a selection of logs in the PSB that corre-
sponds to about 1

6 of the entire population of logs. This was done in order
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to reduce the effect of the outer shape of the log, since this is not taken
into account in the projection method. The implication of this choice is,
however, that the results presented are only representative for logs with
similar properties as the selected logs.

One of the advantages of the proposed method is that the computa-
tional time is lower than that of a full optimization, since the proposed
method assesses a projection of the information available in the CT data.
This is important in an industrial situation, where a breakdown decision
needs to be made for each individual log in a short time frame. The com-
putational time saved could be used for assessing translational position of
the log, sawing patterns or other decisions related to the breakdown pro-
cedure. For this to be relevant in practice, the projection method needs
to be improved so that it becomes suitable for industrial use.

3.3 Production strategy – strength-graded
sawn timber

The average value increase of the presented log rotation strategy in Paper
III considering the total value of center boards, side boards and chips was
11% for an ideal rotation. Taking into consideration the rotational error,
the corresponding value increase was 6%. The change in volume yield was
an increase of 2% on average for an ideal rotation and 1% on average if a
rotational error was present. A histogram of value increase is presented in
Figure 3.1.

From the simulations, it is evident that a rotational error in the sawing
machine reduces the average value increase, but that it is still profitable
to rotate each log individually to obtain a higher value recovery. This
means that a reduction in the rotational error of the saw-line results in a
greater value recovery for a sawmill with a production strategy similar to
that adopted in this study.

If considering only the value of the center boards, instead of including
all products, the mean value increase compared to the horns down position
was 11%. The mean value increase dropped to 6% when a rotational error
was applied. The corresponding change in volume yield was 0% on average
both for an ideal rotation and with a rotational error. The value changes
were identical to the case when all the products were considered.
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Figure 3.1: Frequency distribution of the percentage value increase compared to the horns
down position when using the log rotation that maximizes the total value of the strength-
graded center boards, appearance-graded side boards, and chips. Frequency on the y-axis
represents the number of logs.

Considering that Berglund et al. (2013) achieved a mean value increase
of 14% when sorting spruce logs according to the Nordic timber grading
rules (Anon, 1997), it can be concluded that the method of rotating logs to
an optimal position prior to sawing is robust with respect to the grading
rules. Regardless of optimizing with respect to the Nordic timber grad-
ing rules on all products, visual strength grading (SS 230120) on center
boards, or a hybrid between the two standards, a mean value increase of
11-14% is obtained. When a rotational error is present, the value increase
consistently drops to 6%.

3.4 Bending strength prediction

The results of the bending strength prediction in Paper IV and the supple-
mentary study (traditional PLS) are shown in Table 3.3. The method used
in Paper IV showed that the goodness of fit (R2), goodness of prediction
(Q2) and root mean square error (RMSE) were best for the CT models and
worst for the 3D models for all three dimensions. The changes between the
3D model and the discrete X-ray model were greater than those between
the discrete X-ray model and the CT model. The Q2-values for the two
smallest dimensions were similar for all the models, but for dimensions
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Table 3.3: The key statistics of the resulting PLS models of board bending strength. The
results of the method in Paper IV are compared to those of the traditional PLS modelling
method performed exclusively for this thesis. CT* denotes the CT model where the rota-
tional position of the logs when sawing was unknown. XR is an abbreviation of discrete
X-ray and, since the predicted variable is bending strength, the RMSE is measured in
MPa.

Paper IV Traditional PLS
Method Dim. (mm) R2 Q2 RMSE R2 Q2 RMSE
3D 45× 95 0.69 0.63 6.1 0.56 0.46 7.3
XR & 3D 45× 95 0.82 0.78 4.8 0.57 0.50 7.2
CT 45× 95 0.86 0.83 4.2 0.74 0.54 5.7
CT* 45× 95 0.82 0.79 4.7 0.71 0.53 5.9
3D 45× 120 0.56 0.49 7.9 0.44 0.24 9.0
XR & 3D 45× 120 0.77 0.73 5.9 0.55 0.41 8.1
CT 45× 120 0.89 0.83 4.0 0.48 0.33 8.6
CT* 45× 120 0.84 0.77 4.9 0.51 0.35 8.4
3D 45× 145 0.53 0.48 5.9 0.40 0.08 6.6
XR & 3D 45× 145 0.62 0.57 5.3 0.49 0.26 6.1
CT 45× 145 0.73 0.66 4.5 0.54 0.33 5.8
CT* 45× 145 0.64 0.59 5.1 0.54 0.35 5.8

of 45 × 145 mm, the models could not explain the variation in bending
strength to the same extent.

In the supplementary study where traditional PLS regression modelling
was performed, the differences between the 3D model, the discrete X-ray
model, and the CT model were smaller. Seen over all three dimensions,
the Q2 values were lowest for the 3D-model, but approximately equal
for the discrete X-ray and CT models. The Q2 values were highest for
the smallest dimension than for the two larger dimensions. It is especially
interesting that there were no apparent differences between the CT models
with known and unknown rotational positions of the logs.

The data sets had a limited number of observations, which lessens the
likelihood of their being representative for a larger population of boards.
The the R2 values and the RMSE are therefore less interesting to analyze
than the Q2 values, since the former two are more susceptible to individual
outliers. The R2 and the RMSE values are, however, presented in Table
3.3 for reference.

Both Paper IV and the supplementary study proved that the 3D model
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was the worst model for predicting bending strength. Between the X-ray
models and each of the two types of CT models there were however dif-
ferences in the Paper IV models but not in the supplementary study. It
is especially peculiar that, for Paper IV, the CT model with known rota-
tional position was consistently better that its counterpart with random
rotational position, whereas no difference could be seen in the supplemen-
tary study. Since no difference was seen in the latter study, the variables
using the log rotational position did not have the expected quality. If
these variables contribute more to the predictive power than the corre-
sponding variables with unknown rotational position, such a contribution
was drowned in the number of other variables used. In Paper IV, an
aggressive variable reduction was carried out, and this could be the rea-
son why the CT model with known rotational position outperformed the
other CT model type. When the number of variables was reduced, those
remaining were not drowned by other noisy variables as they were in the
supplementary study.

The supplementary study showed no clear differences in Q2 value be-
tween the discrete X-ray model and the CT models. In contrast, the PLS
regression method used in Paper IV showed a clear advantage of the CT
models. Two possible reasons for this ambiguity could be (1) that the
CT models in Paper IV suffered from more overfit than the corresponding
X-ray models, and (2) that data redundancy and noise in the CT variables
overshadowed the actual predictive strength of the CT variables. The for-
mer reason refers to the variable reduction steps of Paper IV which favored
the CT models. In the procedure of creating each of the CT models, the
starting point was the variables used in the X-ray model. In combination
with the variable reduction procedure, the CT models could theoretically
only be improved from the X-ray models. he second reason refers to the
possibility that too many variables had a high noise level.

When all the discussed aspects are combined, it is clear that the bend-
ing strength of Norway spruce boards can be predicted with higher accu-
racy using either a combination of discrete X-ray and 3D scanning or CT
scanning than using 3D scanning alone. The studies give no clear evidence
that CT scanning can predict the bending strength better than a combi-
nation of discrete X-ray and 3D scanning. The results of Paper IV give
some indications that CT performs better than discrete X-ray, particularly
from the result in Paper IV that the CT model with known rotational po-
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Figure 3.2: The matching accuracy for the method using K-plet descriptors for different
numbers of knot neighbors, K, knot positional error level, σε, and percentage of removed
knots, pε.

sition gave stronger models than the CT model with unknown rotational
position. The lack of clear difference between the discrete X-ray and CT
models in the supplementary study is probably due to error sources. The
combination of not having an absolute knowledge of how the logs were
positioned when sawing and errors in the knot parameters contributes to
not knowing the exact position of the knots within the boards.

3.5 Wood fingerprint recognition

The results of the matching accuracy tests of the method using K -plet
descriptors are shown in Figure 3.2. It is obvious that K = 6 was the
optimal value in this study. Detailed results withK = 6 are shown in Table
3.4. The results in this table emphasize the importance of maintaining
a low knot positional error. When using K = 6, the average time for
matching two panels to each other was 3.7 ms.

The results of the testing procedure in Paper VI are presented in Table
3.5, and illustrated in Figure 3.3. In these tests, the board length needed
to be at least 1 m to achieve 99-100% matching accuracy. The matching
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Table 3.4: Accuracy of the method using K-plet descriptors with K = 6.
Positional error (mm) 5 5 5 5 8 8 8 8 11 11 11 11
Removed knots (%) 0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15
Accuracy (%) 100 100 100 99.5 100 96.7 89.2 74.1 87.3 73.6 58.5 28.3

Table 3.5: Matching accuracy of the template matching recognition method with different
parameter values. The matching accuracy is presented as the percentage of correctly
matched query images. Since the total number of query fingerprints was 88, one image
corresponds to 1.1%.

Length Resolution (pixels/mm)
of board 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16
0.5 m 11% 60% 86% 93% 97% 95% 97%
1 m 31% 93% 100% 99% 99% 100% 99%
2 m 63% 100% 100% 99% 100% 100% 100%

accuracy of 1 m board lengths was similar to that of 2 m, but with a
small advantage for the longer boards. The matching accuracy reached
its maximum at a fingerprint resolution between 0.06 and 0.12 pixels/mm
depending on the board length. The mean computational time in Paper
VI for matching one query fingerprint to a fingerprint in the database was
between 0.3 ms and 3.6 ms. The time required to find the best match
for a single query fingerprint needs to be multiplied by the number of
fingerprints in the database.

The method presented in Paper V using K -plet descriptors is scale
and rotationally invariant, and this renders the method useful in more
applications than just panel matching with a well-defined orientation and
scale. For example, if a mobile robot with an attached vision system is
used, the robot is able to recognize wood products at various distances
and orientations. The recognition method presented in Paper VI using
template matching is neither scale nor rotationally invariant. It is therefore
important that the orientation and scale of the boards in the images are
well defined. This is often the case in controlled environments such as
process industries, but it is not true in general.

For matching methods to be used in practice, they need a matching
accuracy sufficiently high for the application. One industrial application
is process control, which requires a relatively low matching accuracy com-
pared to applications that include decision-making on an individual board
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Figure 3.3: Matching accuracy for the fingerprint recognition method presented in Paper
VI using template matching.

level, such as cross-cutting, trimming, planing, and patching. For the
latter applications, the matching accuracy should be at least 99%, which
is achieved by both recognition methods. The K -plet descriptor method
requires, however, low errors in knot detection.

The panels used in Paper V had a relatively large amount of knots,
and the knot-dependent K -plet method therefore performed well in the
tests. If the recognition method would be tested on a material with just
a handful of knots, it would probably be rather inaccurate. The template
matching method in Paper VI also benefits from knots, but it is a lot
less sensitive, as was shown by the high matching accuracy achieved when
using short board lengths.

The time requirement for a practical application depends on the spe-
cific application, but it is reasonable to expect that it should take less
than 1 s to recognize a panel or board. The K -plet method could search
through a database of 1000/3.6 ≈ 300 panels in one second, while the cor-
responding number for the template matching methods is 1000/0.6 ≈ 1667
boards. It is important to note that the K -plet method was tested in Mat-
lab which is usually slower than C++ and OpenCV, which was used for
the template matching method.

In an industrial application, I would choose the template matching al-
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gorithm if the scale and orientation of the boards or panels are known.
Template matching is faster, simpler in concept, no knot detection is re-
quired, and it is less sensitive to changes in the appearance of the wood.
Knot detection in particular could be very sensitive to changes in wood
species. If the scale and orientation are unknown, however, the K -plet
method would be a better choice.
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

The studies in this thesis have resulted in several computerized me-
thods that can increase sawmill profitability. The proposed knot detection
in CT images of logs enables detailed control of the log breakdown process,
and the proposed fingerprint traceability methods permit process control
based on individual pieces of sawn timber. Results presented in this the-
sis also give sawmill managers valuable information on how an industrial
CT scanner would affect the profitability of their sawmills. More specific
conclusions from this thesis are:

• Knots in Scots pine and Norway spruce can be detected in a robust
way in log images from high-speed CT scanning. This was shown by
a knot detection algorithm developed and tested on logs with diverse
properties. The proposed algorithm had a high knot detection rate,
with a low frequency of false positives, and it is a good benchmark
when evaluating other knot detection algorithms in the future.

• It has been proven that it is profitable for sawmills that produce
strength-graded sawn timber of Norway spruce to use a CT scanner to
optimize log rotation when sawing using detailed information about
individual knots. The value increase when rotating logs is robust with
respect to the grading rules. This is true both in the ideal case and
when taking into account expected error sources from production con-
ditions.

• Using only the knot angular positions in the logs when optimizing
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sawing was found to be challenging, since the projection method de-
veloped could not outperform pure chance for industrial conditions.
Knot projection as a concept can nevertheless not be completely dis-
missed.

• There were indications, but no clear evidence, that the bending strength
of Norway spruce boards can be predicted with a higher accuracy us-
ing CT than by using a combination of discrete X-ray and 3D scanning
of logs. The lack of clear evidence from the studies could be due to
high noise levels in the variables used, which in turn could be caused
by measurement errors in log positioning and knot detection.

• K -plet descriptors which describe the intrinsic knot geometry are accu-
rate and fast enough to be used in fingerprint traceability applications
that require scale and rotational invariance. The K -plet descriptors
need a large number of knots to be effective.

• Template matching in combination with downsampling of board im-
ages to a low resolution is a highly accurate, simple and robust finger-
print traceability method for identifying boards. It is suitable when
the scale and orientation of the boards are known, which is often the
case in sawmills. It is also fast enough to be used in practical appli-
cations.



Chapter 5

Future work

5.1 Knot detection

For knot detection, future work on the proposed algorithm should give
priority to improvements in knot size measurements. Species should be
kept separate in future work due to differences in knot appearance be-
tween species. The dead-knot border is closely related to the maximum
knot diameter (Grönlund, 1995) and improvements in knot diameter mea-
surements would increase the accuracy and precision in the detection of
dead-knot border. The detection of knots in sapwood needs to be improved
in order to attain better knot-end measurements.

5.2 Sawing simulation techniques

There is more work to do to fully evaluate the feasibility of the knot
projection concept. Several planes corresponding to different sections of
the logs could be tested. For each possible rotation angle, the segment with
the most knots on the center board edges could give the rotation angle a
quality number. The rotation angle with the highest quality number would
then be chosen. This approach lies between a full saw simulation and the
projection method presented in Paper II. It would also be interesting to
take into account the outer shape of the log.
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The concept of projections when optimizing the sawing positioning
can be extended to other defects with rot as an example. It is desirable to
position the log so that rot appears in as few center boards as possible. By
using a projection method similar to that presented in Paper II, rot could
be steered to appear in one half of the sawing pattern or in a pithcatcher.

5.3 Production strategies

To optimize the value when center boards are strength-graded, an interest-
ing study would be to include density and other kinds of defects, including
top ruptures, annual ring width, splits and spiral grain. This would give
a more accurate visual strength grading, since the grading rules specify
boundaries of these properties. Another interesting study would be to
increase the number of degrees of freedom in the sawing simulation as
Fredriksson (2014) did with appearance-graded sawn timber. The inclu-
sion of optional skew and spatial position of logs in addition to rotational
position would increase the optimization potential for sawmills producing
strength-graded sawn timber, although the computation time would in-
crease as well. If some of the defects would be projected as described in
Paper II, the time for computation would be shorter.

Although Papers II and III focus on having a CT scanner at the saw-
line, it would be interesting in future studies to evaluate the profit of
placing such equipment at the log sorting station. The major advantage
of that would be the possibility to sort logs into classes based on specific
internal features. For example, logs with a low pitch pocket content could
be sorted out and used for timber addressed to furniture and interior
production, where pitch pockets visible on wood surfaces are undesired.

Another usage of a CT scanner in the log sorting station can be to store
information about all logs when they first arrive at the sawmill. There
would then be plenty of time to calculate optimum sawing parameters
since the logs likely lie sorted into piles on the log yard for hours or days
prior to sawing. When a given log arrives at the saw-line, the sawing
machines could download information on optimal parameters specifically
for this log. This system requires that a log scanned with the equipment
available at the saw-line can be matched to the CT images of the same log
acquired at a previous time. There might be thousands of logs to choose
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from when performing the matching and it would be a challenge to make
such a matching robust and fast. There are ongoing developments in the
industry for this area of utilization of industrial CT scanning, and it would
be interesting to analyze the impact of this in the future.

5.4 Bending strength prediction

Uncertainties in the positioning of logs and in knot positions in the bending
strength studies were two sources of noise in the extracted variables related
to individual knots. These error sources can be minimized by performing a
study with new boards. In such a study, the boards should be CT scanned
and variables should be extracted from the CT images to eliminate the
error sources induced by the uncertain log positioning. The knots are also
easier to detect in dried boards than in CT images, which means that
the knot detection would be more accurate. Such a study would evaluate
the highest possible quality of bending strength models when using a CT
scanning. The results would hopefully show whether it is worthwhile to
further develop models using CT images of the logs.

In future studies, the focus should be on a single board dimension to
access as many observations as possible when constructing the models.
The data material needs to be large enough to enable the observations to
be split into a training set and a test set. Validation of the models on a
test set is necessary to secure the quality of the models.

5.5 Wood fingerprint recognition

There are several ways to improve the recognition method using the K -plet
descriptors presented in Paper V. The K -plets consist of knot centroids,
but they could also incorporate knot shape and type, as well as size and
orientation relative to the other knots in the K -plet. This adds other
requirements to a knot segmentation algorithm, but with extra information
it is reasonable to expect that the requirements of knot centroid precision
would decrease.

The next step for the template matching algorithms in Paper VI is for
it to be implemented in industrial applications. It would be beneficial to
include a uniqueness check of the best matching fingerprint. By comparing
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the quality of the match between the two best matching fingerprints, it
would be possible to identify potential erroneous matches. Only matches
that are significantly better than the rest should be accepted as matches.
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a b s t r a c t

High speed industrial computed tomography (CT) scanning of sawlogs is new to the sawmill industry and
therefore there are no properly evaluated algorithms for detecting knots in such images. This article pre-
sents an algorithm that detects knots in CT images of logs by segmenting the knots with variable thresh-
olds on cylindrical shells of the CT images. The knots are fitted to ellipses and matched between several
cylindrical shells. Parameterized knots are constructed using regression models from the matched knot
ellipses. The algorithm was tested on a variety of Scandinavian Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and Norway
spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) with a knot detection rate of 88–94% and generating about 1% falsely
detected knots.

� 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Scanning equipment for sawlogs using X-ray technology is
becoming increasingly common in sawmills. Such scanners are
usually using two fixed X-ray sources, which is enough for detect-
ing interesting internal log properties, such as knot whorl distance
and heartwood content (Skog and Oja, 2009). A more detailed pic-
ture of the interior of logs can be constructed using computed
tomography (CT), which results in a three-dimensional model of
the log density distribution. Knot structure is one property
amongst others that is seen in much more detail than when using
discrete scanners with two fixed X-ray sources. Using a CT scanner,
almost all knots can be traced from the pith to their end point. His-
torically, CT scanners have been constructed mainly for applica-
tions requiring relatively low feed speeds and not for scanning of
logs in sawmills where speeds of 2 m/s are common. However, this
is about to change since an industrial CT scanner managing these
speeds is being developed within a European research project (Giu-
diceandrea et al., 2011). For such a scanner to be fully usable, it
needs software capable of automatically extracting knot structure
out of CT images.

There are several applications in which information of the knot
structure from high speed CT scanning is valuable. One application
is to rotate logs to their optimum position prior sawing in order to
increase the value of the sawn products. A study on Scots pine (Pi-
nus sylvestris L.) by Johansson and Liljeblad (1988) showed a value
increase of 9.6% of the sawn timber when rotating logs to an opti-
mum position with respect to knots and outer shape. That study
evaluates square sawing and the optimum value is compared to
horns down position, which is the commonly used rotational posi-
tion. Another similar study on Scots pine (P. sylvestris L.) and Nor-
way spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) showed a potential value
increase of 13% compared to sawing logs horns down (Berglund
et al., 2013).

Detailed knot data is also valuable at the log sorting station,
where logs are measured and sorted into different piles depending
on size, shape and quality. A study has shown that discrete X-ray
scanning can be used to sort logs based on interior quality and this
manner of sorting can be used to improve the quality of the sawn
timber (Oja et al., 2005). It is reasonable to expect that by using
more detailed knot data from a CT scanner, quality sorting can
be more accurate.

In traceability applications, knot structure information from a
CT scanner would also be valuable. Flodin et al. (2008) presents a
method to trace sawn boards from Scots pine (P. sylvestris L.) to
the sawlog they originated from. By gathering lengthwise knot po-
sition in logs using a one way X-ray scanner, sawn boards could be
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traced to the correct log with 95% accuracy. Since CT scanning gen-
erates more detailed knot information than a one way X-ray scan-
ner, traceability should be even more accurate if using a CT
scanner.

There are many articles (Andreu and Rinnhofer, 2003; Baum-
gartner et al., 2010; Grundberg and Grönlund, 1992; Hagman and
Grundberg, 1995; Longuetaud et al., 2012; Nordmark, 2002)
describing various kinds of algorithms that aim to extract knot data
from images obtained using low speed CT scanning. Longuetaud
et al. (2012) present a thorough review of papers on the subject
as well as an algorithm using 3D connected components and a
3D distance transform. Another contribution is presented by
Grundberg and Grönlund (1992), where the authors use concentric
surfaces in the heartwood. In that part of sawlogs, knots have
much higher density than surrounding wood. They can therefore
be segmented by thresholding the concentric surfaces and using el-
lipse fitting on the resulting high density objects. In sapwood,
knots are harder to detect since the density difference of knots
and surrounding wood is small. Grundberg and Grönlund (1992)
approaches this problem by concentrating the search of each knot
in the sapwood to a small area calculated with data from the cor-
responding heartwood knot. The authors show good results on
Scandinavian Norway spruce (P. abies (L.) Karst.) and Scots pine
(P. sylvestris L.) logs.

Although there are many knot detection algorithms presented
by other authors, none have been tested on images from high
speed CT scanning. The aim of this study is to create an algorithm
that can detect knots in high speed industrial CT images of Scandi-
navian Scots pine (P. sylvestris L.) and Norway spruce (P. abies (L.)
Karst.). Robustness is the main priority, which means maintaining
a high detection rate and a small amount of falsely detected knots
when using a wide spectrum of log samples. The algorithm pre-
sented in Grundberg and Grönlund (1992) has proven to be robust,
which is why the algorithm presented in this article will use the
main concepts described in Grundberg and Grönlund (1992).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Logs and CT images

Logs used for validation come from the Swedish Stem Bank
(SSB) (Grönlund et al., 1995), which consists of data from about
600 Scots pine (P. sylvestris L.) logs and about 800 Norway spruce
(P. abies (L.) Karst.) logs. Most logs in the SSB come from trees
grown in Sweden, but smaller samples from France and Finland

are also included. The logs were scanned with a medical CT scanner
(Siemens SOMATOM AR.T) and the CT images are stored as
512 � 512 pixel cross sections every 10 mm. In this study, two
datasets of CT images were chosen: dataset A and B, respectively.
For dataset A, 10 Scots pine logs and 8 Norway spruce logs with
varying properties and defects were chosen. The length of the logs
varied from 3.6 to 5.2 m and the top diameter from 122 to 332 mm.
Except from top diameter, the properties and features important
for the selection of logs were heartwood content, heartwood shape,
rot, top ruptures, density, knot structure and knot size. Dataset B
consists of 47 Scots pine logs within a top diameter range of
150–303 mm and length in the interval 3.9–5.2 m. The logs are a
subset of the logs used in a study (Grönlund, 1995) to validate cal-
culations of dead knot border. In that study, the logs were cut into
boards and the dead knot border position was measured. The CT
images in both datasets were processed with a simulation software
to obtain images with quality equal to that of a high speed indus-
trial CT scanner. This software is using the same CT reconstruction
algorithm that will be used in such a scanner (Katsevich, 2004;
Giudiceandrea et al., 2011). A comparison between an original CT
cross section from the SSB and the corresponding simulated high
speed image is shown in Fig. 1a and b.

2.2. Prerequisites

There are three main inputs to the knot detection algorithm:
pith position, bark–wood border and sapwood–heartwood border.
All data required were gathered automatically with software
developed specifically for a high speed industrial CT scanner. The
pith detection was performed using Hough transforms and is de-
scribed by Longuetaud et al. (2004). Sapwood–heartwood and
bark–wood border were found using a series of filters applied on
polar images of the logs’ CT images, where the polar images had
their origin at the pith.

2.3. Concentric surfaces (CS’s)

The knot detection algorithm uses something denoted as con-
centric surfaces (CS’s). A CS is similar to a cylindrical shell, but with
a major difference in how the radius is defined. Slightly simplified,
the radius is defined so that the CS’s approximately follow the an-
nual rings of the log, instead of having a circular shape. In this pa-
per, there are three different types of CS’s used: log CS’s, heartwood
CS’s and sapwood CS’s. Those three types differs in which way the
radius is chosen. Let rh(h,z) be the distance from pith to the heart-
wood–sapwood boundary, let rb(h,z) be the distance from the pith

(a) Medical CT slice (b) Simulated high speed CT slice

Fig. 1. A comparison of a slice from a medical CT scanner and the same slice reconstructed by simulating a high speed industrial CT scanner.
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to the sapwood–bark boundary and let p be a parameter ranging
from 0 to 1. h and z are the angular and lengthwise coordinates
in the log coordinate system. The different types of CS’s have radii

rlog ¼ prbðh; zÞ; ð1Þ

rheart ¼ prhðh; zÞ; ð2Þ

rsap ¼ rhðh; zÞ þ pðrbðh; zÞ � rhðh; zÞÞ: ð3Þ

Between CS’s of the same type, the radii differs only due to a change
in p value. An example of a heart CS is shown in Fig. 3a.

2.4. Algorithm description

The knot detection algorithm developed in this study is similar
to the one presented in Grundberg and Grönlund (1992), although
many aspects differs in order to obtain good results on relatively
noisy high speed industrial CT images. Differences include, but
are not limited to, how knots are thresholded in heartwood CS’s,
how ellipses in different CS’s are matched to each other and how
the dead knot border is calculated. When constructing this algo-
rithm the main foci were stability and robustness rather than accu-
racy, i.e. the aim was to achieve a high knot detection rate and a
low amount of falsely detected knots. The algorithm contains a col-
lection of parameters, such as threshold values and filter lengths,
all chosen to optimize the performance when running the algo-
rithm on Scandinavian Scots pine and Norway spruce logs. In order
to test the robustness of the algorithm, all parameters were the
same for both Scots pine and Norway spruce when conducting val-
idations. Fig. 2 shows a flow chart with the main steps in the algo-
rithm. These steps are described in more detail in a list below.

1. Apply a 15 mm mean value filter in radial direction to
remove density variation due to annual rings.

2. Compute the number of heartwood and sapwood CS’s
respectively The total number of CS’s are 10 and the number
of those that are heartwood CS’s is at least 5, but this num-
ber increases with increasing heartwood content. Remaining
CS’s are sapwood CS’s. By choosing a total of 10 CS’s the per-
formance is sufficient while the computational time is kept
low. The reason why at least 5 CS’s must be in the heartwood
is that it is much harder to detect knots in the sapwood com-
pared to the heartwood.

3. Create all CS’s. Let each surface overlap 2 � 30� in the angu-
lar direction, i.e. ranging from �30� to 390�. An example of a
heartwood CS is shown in Fig. 3a.

4. Obtain the background of each CS by applying a
510 � 510 mm median filter. Since the CS’s have a constant

number of pixels in azimuthal direction the median filter
width in that direction measured in pixels will vary depend-
ing on the distance to pith. Each heartwood CS is threshol-
ded with a linear function of the background image of that
CS. The threshold value at position (i, j) is Ti,j = c0 + c1Bi,j,
where Bi,j is the background at position (i, j), c0 and c1 are
constants. This thresholding segments objects representing
areas of relatively high density compared to the background.

5. Fit all objects in all heartwood CS’s to ellipses. Discard ellip-
ses that either are too big or have the wrong orientation and
also duplicates due to overlapping pixels of the CS, i.e.
remove ellipses with centers outside [0�,360�). Fig. 3b shows
the result after this step.

6. For each ellipse in the innermost heartwood CS:
6.1. Find an overlapping ellipse in the next heartwood CS

that is sufficiently close and has a shape sufficiently
similar. Repeat this procedure from the innermost

Fig. 2. Flow chart of the main steps in the knot detection algorithm. Detailed descriptions of each step are found in Section 2.4.

(a) Heartwood CS before applying knot segmentation

(b) Result of thresholding and ellipse fitting

(c) Result of ellipse matching

Fig. 3. All three pictures show a heartwood CS of a pine log. Vertical axis is angular
position and horizontal axis is lengthwise position. The angular axis is overlapping a
total of 60� and knots appearing twice in the pictures are only detected once (hence
no ellipses for knots close to the edges). (a) Shows the CS before running the knot
detection algorithm. Each bright ellipse is most likely a knot. (b) Shows all objects
that are likely to be knots fitted to ellipses. In (c) some ellipses are removed because
they could not be matched to ellipses in consecutive CS’s.
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CS to the one closest to the sapwood border. If no
matching ellipse is found in two consecutive heart-
wood CS’s then the knot is considered ended.

6.2. Repeat step 6.1., but match ellipses from the heart-
wood CS closest to the sapwood to the one closest
to the pith instead, i.e. instead of going away from
the pith, go toward the pith. Only do this on ellipses
that were not matched in step 6.1.

6.3. All groups of matched ellipses that consist of less than
three ellipses are deleted. All other ellipse groups are
now called knots. After this step the result looks like
Fig. 3c.

6.4. Shrink all ellipse diameters by 20% in order to adjust
for overestimation when thresholding. The percent-
age was chosen because it set the mean errors of knot
diameter for both spruce and pine close to zero.

7. Parameterize size and position of all knots using the regres-
sion models shown in Table 1. Fig. 4 shows how size and
position of knots are defined.

8. Track the knots through the sapwood by repeating for each
knot:
8.1. For each concentric surface in the sapwood starting at

the one closest to the pith:
8.1.1. Extrapolate the knot to the current concentric

surface using the knot parameters.
8.1.2. Create a sub image with its center in the

expected knot center with height 3 times knot
diameter and width 2.5 times knot diameter.
These factors produce an image big enough to
be certain that the knot is included. They are
kept as small as possible to get low computa-
tional time.

8.1.3. Calculate the standard deviation of each row
and column in the sub image. If the maximum
standard deviations of the rows and columns
exceed 3 and 2.5 respectively, then a knot is
considered to exist in the sub image.

8.1.4. If no knot is detected and there was no knot in
the preceding concentric surface then the knot
has ended. If so, continue with the next knot. If
a knot was located in the previous surface, then
continue with the next surface.

8.1.5. If a knot was found, try to find the position and
size of it in the sub image using morphological
dilation. This succeeds for the subset of knots
that have higher density than the surrounding
sapwood. Knots only distinguishable by differ-
ence in texture will not be found.

8.1.6. If no knot was found with the dilation method
then use the parameterization data to create an
ellipse.

8.1.7 Update the parameterization of the knot.

9. Set knot end for each knot in the following way: Let CSend be
the outermost CS where the knot was detected. Then set the
knot end point for that knot at the intersection of the knot
axis and a surface lying equidistant from CSend and CSend+1.
A special case is if CSend is the CS closest to the outer surface
of the log. In this case, set the knot end to where the knot is
expected to intersect the bark–wood border.

10. Set dead knot border for each knot to the position where the
knot has maximum size measured in mm. This is calculated
from the derivative of the parameterized knot size. If there is
no local maximum, then the whole knot is regarded sound.

11. Remove outlying dead knot border measurements using a
regression model:

RðzÞ ¼ c0 þ c1z; ð4Þ

where R(z) is the regression line of the dead knot measurements
along the lengthwise direction of the log. A residual is calculated
for each measured dead knot border and a standard deviation of
the residuals is calculated. All measurements with residual higher
than two standard deviations are moved to the regression line.

2.5. Reference measurements

For dataset B, reference measurements on dead knot border
were done on physical boards in another study (Grönlund, 1995)
and no additional measurements were done in this study. Refer-
ence measurements in dataset A were made in high quality CT
images and aimed to enable validation of knot geometry including
size, position and end point. The actual measuring in dataset A was
done by drawing ellipses around knots in log CS’s (described in
Section 2.3) as showed in Fig. 5. Ellipses for each non-occluded
knot were drawn at radii corresponding to p-values of
0.2, 0.3, . . . , 0.9 in Eq. (1). This yields a total of eight ellipses per
knot from the pith to the bark–wood border. Fig. 6 visualizes the
reference measurements from another view. For occluded knots,
ellipses were drawn to the knot end point, which was marked with
a single point. 127 knots for pine and 119 knots for spruce were

Table 1
Knot parameterization models. A, B, . . . , I are the parameters that are unique for each
knot. All parameter models are first presented in Grönlund et al. (1995) except
lengthwise position, which is described by Andreu and Rinnhofer (2003).

Knot diameter (rad) /(r) = A + Br1/4

Lengthwise position (mm) zðrÞ ¼ C þ D
ffiffiffi

r
p
þ Er

Angular position (rad) x(r) = F + G ln(r)
Knot end (mm) H
Dead knot border (mm) I

Fig. 5. Two examples on how the ellipses used as reference measurements were
drawn on a log concentric surface for data set A. The two ellipses are located in the
upper left and lower right of the image. Ellipses should as far as possible overlap the
highest density area. Only part of a concentric surface is shown.

(a) Knot lengthwise position (b) Knot angular position and size

Fig. 4. (a) Is showing how lengthwise position, z(r), of the knot axis (dotted line) is
defined as a function of the distance from pith, r. z(r) is measured in the log’s
coordinate system. The constant, C, is the distance from the bottom of the log to the
start of the knot. In (b), the definitions of knot angular position, x(r), and knot
diameter, /(r), are described. Both are angles that varies for different values of r.
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measured and the number of measured knots per log varied from 9
to 21. Variety of different knot characteristics (size, end point, den-
sity and shape) was important when choosing the set of knots.
Since density images did not give sharp knot borders, it was hard
to give the ellipses the correct size and therefore a measurement
error was present. Knot size in sapwood was even harder to deter-
mine, but good estimates were possible to achieve. To reduce this
error, the knot size were parameterized using the same regression
model for diameter presented in Table 1. The knot center is well
defined for the reference measurements and did not require fur-
ther processing. End of each occluded knot was calculated as the
distance from pith to exactly the midpoint of the last drawn ellipse
and the next CS (where the knot disappeared). End of non-occluded
knots was set to the intersection between the bark–wood border
and the knot axis.

2.6. Evaluation of results

For data set A, the automatically detected knots’ diameters and
both lengthwise position and angular position of the knots’ centers
were compared to the reference measurements. This was done at
the positions of the drawn manual ellipses, which means up to
eight comparisons per knot. Knot ends were compared for each
manually drawn knot. Mean error, standard deviation of the resid-
uals, root mean square error and R2 values were calculated. Also
the portion of reference knots detected and amount of false posi-
tives were measured. The number of false positives was counted
by manual inspection.

Data set B was purely used to validate dead knot border mea-
surements (i.e. distance from pith to the point where knots trans-
forms from sound to dead). Analogous to data set A, mean error,
standard deviation of the residuals, root mean square error and
R2 values were calculated. The reference measurements were taken
from Grönlund (1995) and since that study only included Scots
pine, dead knot border validation of Norway spruce has not been
done within this study.

3. Results

The knot detection algorithm was run on both datasets and the
resulting knots were compared to the reference measurements.
Table 2 shows the results from accuracy measurements of knot
geometry, knot end and dead knot border. A positive mean error
means that the algorithm overestimates the knot feature. Diameter
validation was done for three different size classes: small
(<10 mm), medium (10–20 mm) and big knots (>20 mm). Fig. 7
shows scatter plots of diameter, knot end and dead knot border.
In the knot diameter scatter plot for spruce (Fig. 7b), some individ-
ual knots generate interesting arc patterns that deviate much from
the y = x line. It is clear from Fig. 7c and d that knot end often is
underestimated for both species.

There were a total of 127 manually measured reference knots
for Scots pine and the algorithm found 119 (93.7%) of those. The
respective numbers for Norway spruce were 119 reference knots
and 105 (88.2%) detected. A total of 795 knots for pine and 1095
knots for spruce were detected by the algorithm (79.5 and 137
knots per log for pine and spruce respectively). There were 8 false
positives in total for pine and 6 of those were small (around 10 mm
diameter or smaller). This means that 1.0% of all found pine knots
are false positives. Tests on spruce yielded 10 false positives (0.91%
of all detected knots) whereof 2 were small. Worth noting is that
for pine, 20% of the logs (2 logs) contributed with 75% of the false
positives. For spruce, the corresponding numbers were that 12.5%
(one log) gave 70% of the false hits.

4. Discussion

4.1. Performance

With only about 1% of all found knots being false positives the
algorithm is robust, which was the main objective. The algorithm
found between 88% and 94% of all reference knots, which is a

Fig. 6. This image shows a part of a CT slice with a knot. The lines perpendicular to
the radial direction correspond to the resulting reference measurements done in log
CS’s as showed in Fig. 5.

Table 2
Error measurements on knot diameter, knot position, knot end and dead knot border. The knot diameters are presented in total, but also in three different size classes. Diameter
ranges for the size classes in column 2 are all in mm. Denotations for knot lengthwise position, knot angular position and dead knot border are z position, x position and DK
border, respectively. R2 values for knot position were omitted because they had meaningless statistical interpretation. Validation of dead knot border for spruce was not included
in this study and was intentionally left blank to clarify this.

Species Knot feature Mean error SD of error RMSE R2 Sample size

Pine Dia (0,10) (mm) �1.1 2.4 2.6 0.26 340
Pine Dia [10,20) (mm) �1.2 4.9 5.0 0.35 340
Pine Dia [20,1) (mm) 0.035 7.1 7.1 0.47 141
Pine Dia total (mm) �0.93 4.6 4.7 0.75 821
Pine z position (mm) �2.6 9.2 9.5 – 784
Pine x position (�) 0.34 2.3 2.4 – 784
Pine Knot end (mm) �14 21 25 0.55 119
Pine DK border (mm) �4.0 12 12 0.19 65
Spruce Dia (0,10) (mm) 0.64 3.3 3.4 0.33 437
Spruce Dia [10,20) (mm) 3.1 5.3 6.1 0.46 225
Spruce Dia [20,1) (mm) �4.1 8.2 9.2 0.20 72
Spruce Dia total (mm) 0.93 5.1 5.1 0.60 734
Spruce z position (mm) �0.93 7.8 7.9 – 717
Spruce x position (�) �0.19 1.9 1.9 – 717
Spruce Knot end (mm) �16 29 33 0.49 105
Spruce DK border (mm) – – – – 0
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high number keeping in mind the low rate of false positives. In
the software development stage, there was a fine line between

finding more knots introducing false positives and decreasing
false positives finding fewer knots. Bad pith detection due to
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Fig. 7. Scatter plots for pine and spruce validation data. The lines correspond to y = x.
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top ruptures and rot in the heartwood were the main reasons for
false positives.

The random errors in measuring z-position were 9.2 mm and
7.8 mm for pine and spruce, respectively. These values are low
since they are less than the z-resolution of the CT images, which
is 10 mm. In the case of angular position, the achieved random er-
rors of about 2� is low compared to a typical rotation positioning
error in a saw-line of 5�.

Automatic measurements of knot end have relatively high er-
rors. Fig. 7c and d show that the problem is underestimation,
which is due to insufficient knot detection in sapwood. The algo-
rithm has a tendency to lose track of knots in the sapwood because
of small contrast between knots and surrounding wood. Therefore,
steps 8.1.2–8.1.6 in Section 2.4 need improvement to get more
accurate knot end measurements. For occluded knots, the resolu-
tion of knot end measurements is the distance between the con-
centric surfaces. Additional CS’s would therefore increase the
resolution and decrease the error.

A study on Scots pine (P. sylvestris L.) by Grundberg and
Grönlund (1999) presents how various error levels on knot
diameter and dead knot border affect estimated product value.
According to that study, a random error of 10 mm in dead knot
border and 6 mm in maximum knot diameter (which is roughly
what was achieved in this article) generate a product value 6.5%
lower than the reference value with no errors. If the error in
diameter is decreased to 3 mm, the value difference becomes
1.7%. When doing the opposite; keeping diameter error at
6 mm and decreasing dead knot border error to 5 mm, the value
difference becomes 6.3%. Improved diameter measurements
would therefore benefit the algorithm more than improved dead
knot border calculations.

It can be concluded that, at least for Scots pine, future work
should prioritize improvements in knot size measurements. Spe-
cies should be kept separate in future work due to differences
in knot appearance between species. In this study, the same
parameters were used on both pine and spruce with purpose to
create a robust method that would work for both species. Using
different parameters on different species would generate higher
accuracy. Dead knot border is closely related to maximum knot
diameter (Grönlund, 1995) and improvements in knot diameter
measurements would increase the accuracy of detecting dead
knot border.

4.2. Error sources

In the reference measurements described in Section 2.5, knot
center position is well defined and the errors in the reference mea-
surements should be insignificant. On the other hand, reference
measurements of knot size have a random error due to non-sharp
density boundaries around knots in the CT images. This is true
especially for measurements made in the sapwood. However, most
reference measurements were done in the heartwood and a regres-
sion model was used to lower the measurement error. Therefore,
the measurements in the heartwood indirectly improve the sap-
wood measurements. It can be expected that the reference mea-
surements of knot diameter are accurate enough to validate the
algorithm.

Another issue with the knot size reference measurements is
that it is unclear exactly how large a knot is given the density dis-
tribution. Systematic errors in the reference measurements are
therefore present, but the random errors should be unaffected.
The relation of knot size and density distribution should be evalu-
ated in future studies. Then the results of this paper can be
adjusted accordingly.

Knot end was hard to locate accurately with the human eye in
the CT images and there are likely significant errors in those refer-

ence measurements. That part of the validation should be seen in a
rough sense. A destructive sampling of knot end would improve
this.

Dead knot border reference measurements were done on phys-
ical boards and can be expected to be accurate.

4.3. Comparison to algorithms presented in other articles

The accuracy of the algorithm presented in this article cannot
be directly compared to algorithms described by other authors
for two reasons. First and foremost, the algorithm in this paper is
designed for an industrial high speed CT scanner (Giudiceandrea
et al., 2011). There are no other articles presenting algorithms
designed for that purpose. Therefore, the CT images used in this
study are of lower quality compared to images used in other stud-
ies, which are of better quality (Grundberg and Grönlund, 1999;
Longuetaud et al., 2012; Oja, 1997, 2000). Second, often the accu-
racy is measured in a different way, which makes comparisons dif-
ficult. However, comparisons will give a rough picture of the
performance of the knot detection algorithm presented in this
article.

A similar algorithm is described in Grundberg and Grönlund
(1992) and is evaluated in Grundberg and Grönlund (1999), Grönl-
und (1995) and Oja (1997, 2000). The errors in knot size, dead knot
border and knot end are smaller than in this study while the errors
of knot position in both lengthwise and angular direction are high-
er for Grundberg and Grönlund (1992). Number of false positives
was similar between the two algorithms, but Grundberg and
Grönlund (1992) achieved a slightly higher knot detection rate.
Two points must be considered when comparing the results and
the first one, as stated before, is that this study used CT images
of lower quality. The second point is that the pith detection in
Grundberg and Grönlund (1992) was done manually and therefore
is more accurate than the automatic method used in this study.
Manual pith detection generates more predictable concentric sur-
faces and therefore do not the knot detection algorithm require
the same robustness as if an automatic pith detection would have
been used.

Longuetaud et al. (2012) describes a knot detection algorithm,
which was tested on 7 dried square beams of silver fir (Abies
alba Mill.) and Norway spruce (P. abies (L.) Karst.). A detection
rate of 85% and a random error of knot maximum diameter of
2.9 mm could be reached. The detection rate is slightly lower
but the accuracy in diameter measurements is higher than what
is achieved in this study. Keep in mind that the CT images in the
study of Longuetaud et al. (2012) are of higher detail and, more
important, the beams were dried out which makes knot detec-
tion much easier. No direct conclusions can therefore be drawn
from the comparison, but the approach of Longuetaud et al.
(2012) would be interesting to test on the material used in this
study.

5. Conclusions

� This article is the first to present a knot detection algorithm
designed and validated for a high speed industrial CT
scanner.
� The algorithm for detecting knots in high speed industrial CT

images is robust in regard to low amount of false positives
and a high detection rate when testing on a wide spectrum of
logs.
� Accuracy of the algorithm is slightly lower than similar algo-

rithms presented by other authors. However, due to differences
in validation method and lower CT image quality in this study,
no direct comparison is possible.
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In this paper, a method for utilizing knot information from computed 
tomography (CT) scanning of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) logs was 
evaluated. A high speed industrial CT scanner is being developed, which 
will enable scanning of logs in sawmills at production speed. This 
development calls for the ability to optimize breakdown parameters in a 
quick manner because there are many decisions to be made and the 
timeframe for these production decisions is short. One of the important 
breakdown parameters is in which rotational position to saw a log. The 
presented method used CT data to create a two-dimensional projection 
of knot information from a log, in order to minimize the amount of data to 
analyze. The center of mass of the knot projection relative to the center 
of the sawing pattern was chosen as the rotational position of the log. 
The aim was to put large knots on the flat surfaces of the boards, as 
knots on edge surfaces have a more negative effect on board quality in 
the sorting rules used in this study. The method was tested by sawing 
simulation and was compared with the industrial praxis of sawing logs 
horns down. The results show an increase in board quality and value, 
albeit for a selected group of Scots pine logs. The method is very 
sensitive to positioning errors, but it has some potential if sawlog 
positioning accuracy is improved.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

In the sawmill industry, one longstanding goal is to be able to visualize the inside 

of logs and to choose how to break them down individually, based on the internal wood 

structure. This has to some extent been realized by X-ray technology developed for and 

used in sawmills (Oja et al. 1998; Grundberg 1999; Oja 1999). However, the X-ray 

scanning technology employed today is based on a limited number of scan directions, 

which means that the available information regarding internal wood features is restricted. 

One or two scan directions means that the information available is a two-dimensional 

image of the log, as opposed to three-dimensional information about the wood structure. 

Little can be said about, for instance, the position of knots, in the rotational direction, 

based on discrete X-ray scanning. The commercial X-ray solutions available today are 

mainly based on discrete X-ray scanning, such as those supplied by RemaControl (two 

scanning directions), Bintec (one to six directions), and Microtec (two or four directions). 

 Today however, other possibilities to scan saw logs in real time using X-rays are 

being developed, and a high-speed scanner based on a computed tomography (CT) 

technique is being developed and used in sawmills (Giudiceandrea et al. 2011). The new 
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generation of industrial CT scanners can achieve an image quality that is on par with 

most medical scanners, at least when it comes to analysis of sawlogs. Various industrial 

prototypes for CT scanners have been described by Wei et al. (2011). This will enable 

detection of defects, such as knots and their position in logs. When this information is 

available, it will be possible to optimize the rotational position of a log when sawing to 

improve the value and quality of the sawn timber. Hodges et al. (1990) showed that an 

investment in CT scanning equipment should be profitable, at least for large sawmills, 

with a few percent increased value of the sawn goods, depending on various economic 

circumstances. Their study was conducted in hardwood mills in the southern United 

States. 

 A rotational position optimization will in most cases change the industrial praxis 

of today, which is to saw logs in the horns down position. “Horns down” means that the 

crook of the log is directed upwards during sawing. The optimal rotational position is 

subject to some uncertainty though, both in the detection of knots and in the precision 

with which it is possible to rotate a log in the sawing process. The effect of this lack of 

precision in the rotational position has been shown by Berglund et al. (2012). In their 

study, the value loss when failing to rotate logs properly was more than 50%. Rotational 

errors can therefore seriously hamper attempts to optimize the rotational position with 

respect to the value of the sawn timber. 

 It has been shown in earlier research (Lundahl and Grönlund 2010) that it is 

possible to increase recovery in the breakdown process of logs by several percent by 

choosing a rotational position that is different from horns down. For individual logs, this 

number is even higher. This study was made on Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and for 

Swedish sawmills and quality sorting rules. A study by Berglund et al. (2012) on a 

similar material indicates a potential value increase of about 13% when optimizing the 

rotational position, compared to horns down. Another study, by Todoroki and Rönnqvist 

(1999), indicated a potential value increase of 16% when practicing live sawing and 

optimizing sawing parameters. Their study was made on Radiata pine (Pinus radiata D. 

Don). Finally, Rinnhofer et al. (2003) show that it is possible to gain value by scanning 

logs using CT and making decisions on the breakdown according to the CT images. They 

used a manual method for choosing the breakdown strategy. Among several tools used to 

aid the decision of the breakdown strategy, a projection of defects onto one plane was 

employed. 

 To realize an optimal rotational position, there are other factors to consider than 

the scanning technology alone. Once the knots and other internal features of a log have 

been detected, a sawing strategy must be decided based on this information. This can 

involve the rotational position as well as parallel displacement of the log, skewing, and 

choice of sawing pattern. Furthermore, possible secondary processing operations on the 

sawn product could be considered in this decision making. To automatically optimize all 

of these parameters based on simulation alone is computationally expensive, which is a 

problem in an online application. Therefore, a method capable of finding an optimal or 

close to optimal rotational position based on internal log features, in a faster way than 

testing all rotational positions through simulation, would be beneficial. Such a method 

could save computational time, which can be used for finding the optimal parallel 

displacement of the log or choosing an optimal sawing pattern. Van Zyl (2011) reports on 

a study where several meta-heuristic algorithms of finding high value log positions when 

sawing has been developed and evaluated, with the aim of using a small amount of 

iterations to find an almost optimal position. He showed a possible value increase of 
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6.43% when using the best performing algorithm and after 200 iterations. That can be 

compared to the real optimum of 8.23 %, for ten Radiata pine logs from South Africa. 

 The hypothesis of the study at hand however, is that a log rotational position 

resulting in larger profit than horns down can be found by projecting knots and other 

defects onto a plane, similar to the method used by Rinnhofer et al. (2003). This reduces 

the amount of information that needs to be processed, which potentially saves 

computation time. However, such a method might be susceptible to positioning errors, as 

it is based on a smaller amount of information than in Berglund et al. (2012). No 

industrially viable solution will be developed in this study, which can be seen as a 

feasibility study. The study will be limited to Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) and a 

production setup similar to that of Swedish sawmills. 

 

The objectives of this study were as follows: 

 Present a method of determining log rotational position in breakdown, based on 

CT scanned logs with detected knots, and the projection of these onto a plane. 

 Investigate, using sawing simulation, whether the presented method improves 

quality and value recovery for sawn timber, compared to sawing all logs horns 

down. 

 Add errors both in the rotational position of the log and in the knot detection from 

CT scanning and analyze the effect of the two respective errors on the presented 

method. 

 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 

The Swedish Pine Stem Bank 
 This study was based on 628 Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) logs from the 

Swedish Pine Stem Bank (SPSB). The stem bank trees, from well-documented sites at 

different locations in Sweden, have been documented thoroughly regarding both tree 

properties and silvicultural treatments, felled, and bucked into logs. The logs have been 

scanned with a medical CT scanner (SOMATOM AR.T, Siemens AG, Forchheim, 

Germany) to record internal properties such as knots, pith location, and the location of the 

sapwood/heartwood border (Grönlund et al. 1995). The SPSB contains logs from the 

butt, middle, and top of trees. Log top diameters range from 107 to 373 mm. The knots of 

the SPSB are stored in a parameterized form, described further by Grönlund et al. (1995) 

and Nordmark (2005). The parameterized knot data collected by Grönlund et al. (1995) 

was the data used in this study as well.  

 For the purpose of analyzing macroscopic features of sawlogs, the difference in 

quality between a medical CT scanner and an industrial CT scanner is negligible, as 

shown by Giudiceandrea et al. (2011). 

 

Sawing Simulation Software 
 The SPSB can be used for sawing simulation through the simulation software 

Saw2003, developed by Nordmark (2005). The CT scanned logs of the SPSB provide 

input. Saw2003 models a sawmill that uses cant sawing with two sawing machines, with 

curve sawing in the second saw, edging, and trimming. The latter two are value-

optimized according to timber prices and grading criteria. Grading of the sawn boards in 
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Saw2003 is done according to the Nordic timber grading rules (Anonymous 1997). 

Boards are graded into three quality classes, A, B, or C, where A is the class with the 

strictest requirements. Grading in Saw2003 is based on knots and wane only because 

other board features such as pitch pockets and rot are not represented in the SPSB. With 

these grading rules, knots on edges of boards are considered more severe than knots on 

flat surfaces. 

The sawing simulation results in virtual boards with information about knots, 

value, dimensions, etc. Saw2003 has been used extensively in earlier research (Chiorescu 

and Grönlund 1999; Nordmark 2005; Moberg and Nordmark 2006; Lundahl and 

Grönlund 2010). 

 

Log Rotation Method with Respect to Knots 
 The choice of rotational position of each log was based on the azimuthal 

distribution of knots in the log. The parameterized knots of the SPSB log were projected 

onto a plane perpendicular to the longitudinal direction of the log, as seen in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Projection of knots throughout a log onto a plane perpendicular to the log in the lengthwise 
direction. Knots are patterned to illustrate the knot that belongs to each projection. 

  
 In a 256×256 px image representing this plane, the value of each element was the 

sum of knot diameters in the projection direction. Thus, large knots had a larger weight in 

the projection, and several knots were added together. Furthermore, a dead knot was 

weighted according to the Nordic timber grading rules (Anonymous 1997), by a factor of 

(1/0.7) = 1.4286. Thus, dead knots affect the projection to a higher degree than green 

knots. If a projected line from an image position through the log contained only clear 

wood, the element value was assigned as zero. 

 The final step of calculating the projection matrix was to filter out small diameter 

knots and knot sections. The threshold of this filter was automatically calculated 

individually for each log, as a linear function of the average knot diameter. This function 

was chosen by manually choosing a suitable knot diameter threshold for 30 of the logs, 

eliminating all but the six to ten largest knots. The exact number of knots that were kept 

depended on the size distribution of knots in the log. A linear regression function relating 

threshold diameter to average diameter was constructed for the 30 logs,         
        , where    = threshold knot diameter in mm, and    = average knot diameter 

in pixels. This function was used to automatically filter out knots in all logs in the SPSB. 
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The projection matrix can be represented as an image, such as that in Fig. 2, showing 

both the unfiltered and filtered matrix of one example log of the SPSB. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Image representing projection of all knots through one log. Dark pixels represent high knot 
density, and light pixels represent low knot density. The left image shows a projection of all knots 
in a log, and the right image shows the same projection after filtering out small knots and knot 
sections. 

  

 To determine the direction with the largest concentration of knots, the 

gravitational center of the projection matrix was calculated. The direction from the center 

of the sawing pattern toward the gravitational center was then chosen as the rotational 

position of the log, in an attempt to turn the largest weight of knots towards the flat face 

of one of the center boards, thus avoiding large knots on edge faces. 

 When the knot projection method was applied on the entire SPSB and the logs 

were sawn using simulation, the average value change for the sawn products of the logs 

was close to zero compared to sawing all logs horns down. Around half of the logs had an 

increased value, and half of the logs had a decreased value. For this reason, logs with a 

bow height of less than 14 mm and a difference between sawing pattern diagonal and top 

diameter of more than 18 mm were selected from the SPSB. The sawing pattern diagonal 

is the diagonal distance between corners in the outermost center boards in the sawing 

pattern, as illustrated in Fig. 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. The sawing pattern diagonal (SPD), which is the diagonal distance between two corners of 
the outermost center boards in a sawing pattern. In this case, there are only two center boards, 
CB1 and CB2, making these the outermost. The distance between the sawing pattern diagonal 
and log top diameter is used as a selection parameter in this study and is indicated by a short 
dashed line. 

 

 The bow height of the log is defined by the maximum distance between a line 

drawn through the centers of the log ends and the log mid-line, as is shown in Fig. 4. The 
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reason for this selection was to avoid wane when rotating the logs from a different 

position than horns down. The limits were chosen based on an exploratory approach 

where the combination of these limits, giving the highest value when rotating the log off 

the horns down position, was chosen. The limit on crook is consistent with the findings of 

Lundahl and Grönlund (2010). 

 
Fig. 4. The definition of log bow height used in this study. 

 

 In the study, 10 of the 105 logs were not used because it was not possible to find a 

rotational position with the proposed method. This was because the sawing pattern center 

and knot gravitational position coincided. This brought the total amount of tested logs 

down to 95, which is about 1/6 of the total log population in the SPSB. 

 

Testing the Log Rotation Method through Simulations 
 Saw2003 was used to evaluate the method of rotating logs according to the 

internal knot distribution. The sawing pattern for each log was chosen according to the 

top diameter, in a manner typical of Swedish sawmills. The corresponding sawing 

patterns for different top diameters are presented in Table 1. 

  

Table 1.  Sawing Patterns Used in this Study 
 

Lower limit 
(mm) 

Upper limit 
(mm) 

No. of 
centerboards 

Width 
(mm) 

Thickness 
(mm) 

0 129 2 75 38 

130 149 2 100 38 

150 169 2 100 50 

170 184 2 125 50 

185 194 2 125 63 

195 209 2 150 50 

210 219 2 150 63 

220 229 2 175 50 

230 249 2 175 63 

250 264 2 200 63 

265 284 2 200 75 

285 304 2 225 75 

305 324 4 200 50 

325 344 4 225 50 

345 384 4 200 63 

385 - 4 200 75 

Lower limit = smallest top diameter allowed for logs within this sawing pattern. Upper limit = 
largest top diameter allowed for sawing pattern. Width = width of centerboards. Thickness = 
thickness of centerboards. Sideboards are edged to various sizes depending on value. 

 

 Because the sawing simulator employs value-optimized edging and trimming 

operations, the price of different board qualities affects the simulation result. Therefore 

the prices used in this study are given in Table 2. 
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Table 2.  Pricing of the Qualities of Sawn Timber Used in Simulations, in 
Swedish Crowns (SEK) 
 

Quality A B C 

Centerboards 1850 1600 1000 

Sideboards 3000 1400 1100 

 

 The sawing simulation was performed by sawing the 95 chosen logs of the SPSB 

horns down. Trimming operations were performed as usual, so the board length was 

decided after sawing based on a value optimization. Then, the method of rotating logs 

toward the knot projection center of gravity was applied to the same logs, and the 

outcome in terms of value and quality of boards was compared between the two methods. 

The knot projection method was also compared to a run of 30 simulations, where the log 

rotational position was randomized between 0 and 360 degrees, on the 95 test logs. The 

distribution of the average value difference when sawing logs in a random rotational 

position was then compared to the value obtained when sawing according to the knot 

projection. A similar comparison was also made where a rotational error was introduced 

to both methods, an error which was normally distributed with a mean of 0° and a 

standard deviation of 6°. This error is at a level representative of the industrial situation. 

In this case, no simulations using random rotational positions were made. 

 Finally, an error in the representation of the knots in the sawing simulation was 

introduced. This was made to investigate the fact that automatic knot detection using CT 

scanning will not always be completely accurate. This test was made using three different 

levels of normally distributed, non-systematical errors to the detection of knot size, knot 

azimuthal direction, and fresh knot length. The last refers to the distance between the pith 

of the tree and the dead knot border. The sizes of the standard deviations of these errors 

are presented in Table 3. The error levels were chosen based on earlier experience; the 

levels are within the same range as reported for an automatic knot detection algorithm by 

Grundberg (1999). When comparing these errors, the method of common random 

numbers (Law 2007) was used. 

 

Table 3.  Size of Knot Detection Error* 
 

Knot feature Low error Medium error High error Unit 

Diameter 15 30 45 % 

Rotational 
position 

1 3 5 ° 

Fresh knot 
length 

5 10 15 mm 

*Standard deviation of the normal distribution function the errors were randomly selected from 
for each knot 

 

 Simulations and comparisons of board value and quality were carried out for the 

three error levels, using horns down sawing as well as rotating the logs according to the 

knot projection. In this case, the SPSB knots were considered to be the ground truth and 

were used as reference. 
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RESULTS 
 

 For the 95 logs tested in this study, the average value change from sawing horns 

down compared to sawing based on the knots in the log, was +2.2%. For 60% of the logs, 

the value recovery was higher compared with sawing horns down. The quality 

distributions of the two compared methods, horns down and rotating according to knot 

orientation, are presented in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Distribution of board quality when sawing logs using knot projection (filled), and sawing 
logs horns down (dotted). 

 

  

The value potential distribution for the 30 runs when sawing in a random rotational 

position had a 95% confidence interval, for the mean, with a lower endpoint of 1.43% 

and an upper endpoint of 1.97%. Because it was 30 independent, random test runs, the 

central limit theorem states that the distribution will be approximately normally 

distributed. This confidence interval can be compared to sawing the logs according to the 

knot projection, which resulted in a mean of 2.2%, which is thus above the confidence 

interval of the random rotation value distribution. This value is located in between the 

2nd and 3rd quartile of the random distribution. 

 When a rotational error was added to the sawing simulation of the 95 logs, the 

average value change was +1.3% when sawing based on the knots, compared to horns 

down. 55% of the logs showed an increased value recovery compared with sawing them 

horns down. The quality distributions for the two methods are shown in Fig. 6. 

The results of using the proposed method, when the knots in the log are not 

properly detected, are presented in Table 4. The value recovery difference is expressed as 

the difference between sawing the logs horns down and sawing them according to the 

knot projection, divided by the value when sawing horns down. The share of logs with 

increased value is the amount of logs with an increase in value compared to sawing horns 

down, divided by the total number of logs, which in this case was 95. For all error levels, 

the quality distribution of the sawn timber tended toward more A and B quality, and less 

C quality. 
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Fig. 6. When adding a rotational error: Distribution of board quality when sawing logs using knot 
projection (filled), and sawing logs horns down (dotted). 
 

 

Table 4.  Results of Method With Knot Detection Errors 
 

Error level Low Medium High 

Value recovery change 
compared to horns down (%) 

+1.9 +1.6 +1.6 

Share of logs with increased 
val. rec. (%) 

59 51 58 

 

 

DISCUSSION 
 

 The proposed method improved the sawn board quality when comparing it to 

sawing horns down for the 95 selected logs. It could also be shown that the value yield 

increased, compared to sawing the logs in a random rotational position. This increase was 

not very large compared to the potential shown in previous work, and the reasons for this 

could be several. The outer shape of the log was not accounted for in this method, apart 

from the fact that only logs with small bow and large difference between sawing pattern 

diagonal and top diameter were used. Furthermore, downgrading in the Nordic timber 

grading rules is to a large degree affected by large knots and knots on the edge side of the 

board. This means that a small change in rotational position can have a severe effect on 

the value of the sawn timber, for instance when a large knot changes from being on the 

flat side of a board to the edge side. This sensitivity is shown by Berglund et al. (2012). 

The rotational position of a log in some cases needs to be chosen with high precision, 

something which was not the case here. The method is thus sensitive to small errors. 

When adding a rotational error which corresponds to the normal situation in many 

sawmills, the value increase was below the confidence interval of the mean when sawing 

in a random rotational position. When an error in the knot detection was added, this 
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resulted in a value increase potential similar to that of introducing a rotational error in 

sawing. 

 The results show that the proposed method is not suitable for industrial use in its 

present shape. The sensitivity to errors is high, as shown by the simulation results. In the 

ideal case without errors, the quality of boards was changed to some degree toward 

higher quality. 

 The value increase of 2.2% compared to sawing horns down was, however, so 

small that it cannot be refuted that it was the result of pure chance. The value increase 

was above the confidence interval of the value distribution when sawing in a random 

rotational position, but still within the 2nd and 3rd quartile. It is also quite far from the 

potential shown by previous research (13 to 16 %). It can also be compared to van Zyls 

(2011) study, that showed a value potential of 6.43 % while also saving computational 

time. 

 It should be noted that the simulations in this study were made on logs that were 

scanned with a medical CT scanner, which uses a different scanning principle and 

reconstruction algorithm than the industrial high-speed scanner. The produced image 

stacks are, however, very similar, and the principle of the method proposed here should 

work on this type of data as well. The similarities are demonstrated by Giudiceandrea et 

al. (2011). 

 The material in this study was limited to Scots pine logs from Sweden, which 

means that the results should not be generalized outside this limitation. The SPSB 

contains logs from a large variety of growth conditions, however, and should be 

sufficiently varied to account for a large part of the Swedish pine forest inventory. One 

should also bear in mind that the method was tested on a selection of logs in the SPSB, 

which corresponds to about 1/6 of the entire population of logs. The reason for doing this 

was to reduce the effect of the outer shape of the log, as this is not accounted for in the 

projection method. The implication of this choice is that the results presented here are 

only representative for a sample of selected logs. In an industrial situation, a very 

restrictive log sorting would have to be done before using this projection method. A small 

amount of logs could be sawn by this method, and the rest sawn horns down. However, 

this seriously limits the practical applicability of this method. 

 When assessing the inner features of a log in an industrial situation, and adapting 

the breakdown strategy to these, there are many factors that need to be taken into 

account. One of the main advantages of the proposed method is that it assesses a 

projection of the information available in CT data, thus potentially decreasing 

computational time compared to a full optimization. This is important in an industrial 

situation, where a breakdown decision needs to be made for each individual log, in a 

short timeframe. The saved computational time could be used for assessing the 

translational position of the log, sawing patterns, or other decisions related to the 

breakdown procedure. 

 Possible future work includes adding other defect types such as rot or pitch 

pockets to the data. These could be projected and weighted in the same manner as the 

knots, and in the case of these defects, it is also desirable to turn the log so they end up on 

one half of the sawing pattern. The direction in which to rotate the logs could be more 

distinct in that case, but it is not certain. The effect of the outer shape of the log should 

also be included. It would also be interesting to test the method on a species with a 

different knot structure than Scots pine, such as radiata pine, for instance. Finally, the 

lengths of boards were not taken into account in any way, but that should be investigated. 
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For instance, knots near the log ends could possibly be disregarded, since they are 

normally taken away in the trimming plant at a sawmill. 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

1. The approach to automatically find a rotational sawing position from CT images 

using projected information about knot positions throughout a Scots pine (Pinus 

sylvestris L.) log shows some positive tendencies. For logs with an appropriate shape, 

it improves the quality distribution and the value of the sawn timber, compared to 

sawing logs horns down. 

2. When testing the method using errors in knot detection and log rotation, 

corresponding to an industrial situation, the method showed a performance no better 

than chance. The sensitivity to errors is high, which indicates that the method is not 

feasible for industrial application in its current state. 
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Abstract A possible application for an industrial com-

puted tomography scanner in a sawmill is finding an

optimal rotational position of logs with respect to knots and

outer shape. Since a computed tomography scanner is a

great investment, it is important to investigate potential

profitability of such an investment for different production

strategies. The objective of this study was to investigate the

potential value increase of the sawn timber of Norway

spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) by rotating logs to their

optimum position prior to sawing compared with sawing

all logs in horns down position. The production strategy

evaluated by log breakdown simulation in this case study

was to produce strength graded timber of the center boards,

while the side boards were appearance graded. This case

study showed an average value increase with respect to the

value of center boards, side boards and chips of 11 %.

1 Introduction

An industrial computed tomography (CT) scanner for the

sawmill industry (Giudiceandrea et al. 2011) raises ques-

tions regarding production strategies, and how to increase

the profit return when investing in such a scanner. A CT

scanner will provide three dimensional information about

the inner properties, e.g. knots, of the log available at

production speed. One way to utilize this information is to

optimize the rotational position of each log that is pro-

cessed at the saw line. The idea is to find the rotational

position of each log that results in highest-value products.

In an earlier work by Berglund et al. (2013), log

breakdown was simulated for about 800 Norway spruce

(Picea abies (L.) Karst.) logs and 600 Scots pine (Pinus

sylvestris L.) logs from mainly Sweden and Finland, but

also France. This made it possible to investigate the prof-

itability in an improved log rotation when using CT data to

optimize the rotational position. In that study, all sawn

timber was appearance graded according to the Nordic

timber grading rules (Swedish Sawmill Managers associ-

ation 1994). Consideration was given only to knots and

wane when determining the board grade. An increased

average value recovery of 13 % was found using the log

rotation for greatest profit return for each log. An intro-

duced rotational error of the sawing machine reduced the

increased average value yield to 6 %.

Some sawmills produce and sell strength graded timber

instead of, or in addition to, appearance graded timber. It

would be useful to investigate the profitability of using a

CT scanner at the saw line to optimize this breakdown

process. Since internal features of logs, such as knots, can

be detected, there should be a possibility for rotating logs

to avoid edge knots and arris knots and thereby increasing

the share of high strength boards. Such an investigation

would be useful when evaluating whether the results of

Berglund et al. 2013 are applicable to sawmills producing

strength graded timber or whether the obtained value

recovery mainly depends on the grading rules.

When using timber in load-bearing constructions,

strength and stiffness of the material have to be within

ensured limits (Johansson 2003). Using wood for con-

struction is somewhat different compared with other
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engineering materials such as steel or concrete, where

strength and stiffness of the material can more easily be

controlled. To control mechanical properties of wood and

to ensure dimensional strength of a construction, wood is

graded according to grading rules. There are two methods

in use to measure board strength, namely visual strength

grading and machine strength grading.

Visual strength grading, as the name implies, ensures

that the visible defects on a board do not exceed the limits

specified by the grading rule. Visual strength grading in

Scandinavia is performed according to the Nordic standard

INSTA 142 2009. The Nordic standard pertains to Scots

pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.)

Karst.), Sitka spruce (Picea sitchensis (Bong.) Carr.), Sil-

ver fir (Abies alba Mill.), Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga men-

ziesii (Mirb.) Franco) and larch (Larix decidua Mill., Larix

eurolepis, Larix kaempferi (Lamb.) Carr.). Timber graded

according to this standard is sorted into classes T3, T2, T1

and T0.

The objective of this work was to investigate, by log

breakdown simulations, how the log rotation affects the

value outcome of timber visually strength graded according

to the Nordic standard INSTA 142 2009. The production

strategy of this case study was from the perspective of a

sawmill in northern Sweden processing Norway spruce

(Picea abies (L.) Karst.) to produce strength graded timber of

the center boards, while the side boards are graded according

to the appearance grading in the Nordic timber grading rules

(Swedish Sawmill Managers association 1994). The reason

for grading the center boards by visual grading is that visual

grading can be taken into consideration prior to sawing using

an industrial CT scanner since internal features like knots can

be detected (Johansson et al. 2013).

2 Materials and methods

2.1 The European spruce stem bank

The material used in this study comes from the European

spruce stem bank (ESSB) (Berggren et al. 2000), which

consists of data from about 800 Norway spruce (Picea

abies (L.) Karst.) logs. The logs origin from 31 plots in

different geographic locations, where the largest share is

from Sweden, but also plots from Finland and France are

represented.

When collecting these logs, six trees were chosen in

each plot; two in a lower diameter class, two in a middle

diameter class and two in a larger diameter class. The

stems were divided into the diameter classes based on the

quadratic mean diameter at breast height of the stand, with

class limits at half a standard deviation above and below

this mean (Björklund and Moberg 1999). The diversity of

the logs in the ESSB with respect to diameter, outer shape

and knot structure makes them good examples of logs in

the Scandinavian countries, and thereby suitable for the

objective of this study.

The logs were scanned using a medical CT scanner

(Siemens SOMATOM AR.T) and the resulting CT images

show the log outer shape, as well as internal features such

as pith location, heartwood border and knots. The knots are

described by nine parameters specifying the knot geometry,

position, and direction in the log (Oja 2000). All logs were

scanned every 10 mm and the resulting images of each CT

slice had 512 � 512 pixels with 12 bit gray scale values.

The description of log outer shape and knots in the

ESSB makes it possible to simulate log breakdown of these

logs.

2.2 Log breakdown simulation

Log breakdown simulation has the advantage that it can be

carried out in a relatively short time frame and the input

data can be processed an infinite number of times. This

makes relative studies possible by comparing different

methods or strategies on the same material. For these

reasons it is widely used in the field of wood technology

(Björklund and Julin 1998; Todoroki and Rönnqvist 1999;

Nordmark 2005).

In this work the SAW2003 software (Nordmark 2005)

was used since it is developed to interact with the data in

the ESSB. This software has been validated both with

respect to value and yield in previous studies (Chiorescu

and Grönlund 2000). Within the software, the outer shape

of the log is described by a cross section every 100 mm

whereas knots are described using full information from

the CT images (every 10 mm). The software performs

simulation of cant sawing with curve sawing in the second

saw, which are typical for sawmills in the Scandinavian

countries. Figure 1 illustrates cant sawing, where the first

sawing machine cuts the log into side boards and a cant.

The cant is then rotated by 90 degrees and cut by the

second sawing machine into side boards and center boards.

The breakdown simulations are controlled by setting the

sawing patterns for the different log top diameter classes,

the properties of the simulated sawing machine (e.g. kerf

width), the grading rule settings, and the prices for center

and sideboards of different grades. In the simulation of the

sawing process, trimming and edging is value optimized

with respect to the specified prices of the sawn timber.

Only knots and wane are considered in this optimization.

2.2.1 Grading

In general, spruce side boards are not strength graded in

Sweden due to the small cross section. Side boards of
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spruce are also demanded for other types of products, such

as outdoor claddings for example. Consequently, the side

boards in this study were appearance graded using

SAW2003. The grading of the simulated boards in SAW2003

is carried out according to appearance grading rules for

knots and wane specified in the Nordic timber grading rules

(Swedish Sawmill Managers association 1994). Knots and

wane are the most important features for board grading in

Scandinavia and this is why the majority of grading rules

are related to these features. The Nordic timber grading

rules separate the boards into three different grades, A, B

and C, where grade A is considered as the best grade and

grade C the worst. Consequently, market prices for grade A

are higher than prices for grade B, etc. Boards not fulfilling

the requirements for either of these grades are turned into

chips in the simulation.

The center boards were outputted from SAW2003 and

strength graded and trimmed according to the visual grading

described in the Nordic standard INSTA 142 2009 using the

software MATLAB version R2012b. Timber graded according

to the Nordic standard is divided into sorting classes T3, T2,

T1 and T0 with corresponding strength classes C30, C24,

C18 and C14. The numbers in these strength class names

correspond to bending strength in MPa.

The grading was simplified and only carried out with

respect to knots and wane on the boards since these defects

are most important for appearance graded and strength

graded timber. Information regarding other wood features

such as annual ring width, splits, rot, resin pockets, top

rupture etc. was not accounted for. Additionally, for the

strength grading according to INSTA 142 2009, an arris

knot lying completely or partly within wane should

according to the standard be measured as an edge knot, but

it was still measured as an arris knot. No special consid-

eration was given to splay knots occurring as a conse-

quence of top rupture.

The strategy investigated in this study was to produce

center boards of sorting class T3 or T2. The center boards

that did not fulfil the requirements for grade T3 or T2 were

sold at a lower price.

2.2.2 Sawing patterns, machine properties and prices

The sawing patterns used in the simulations are shown in

Table 1 where the logs, depending on their top diameter,
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Fig. 1 Cant sawing. The first sawing machine cuts the log into side

boards and a cant. The cant is then rotated by 90� and cut by the

second sawing machine into side boards and center boards. Side

boards are further processed by edging and trimming, while trimming

is the only operation on center boards

Table 1 Logs are sorted into a SC with respect to their top diameter. The first saw determines the width of the center boards and the thickness of

the side boards in the first saw. The second saw determines the thickness of the center boards and additional side boards. All measures are

nominal target values

SC Sawing Top diameter Post Post

pattern (mm) range (mm) first saw (mm) second saw (mm)

1 38 by 100 by 2 130–149 19, 100, 19 19, 38, 38, 19

2 50 by 100 by 2 150–169 19, 100, 19 19, 50, 50, 19

3 50 by 125 by 2 170–184 19, 125, 19 25, 50, 50, 25

4 63 by 125 by 2 185–194 19, 125, 19 19, 63, 63, 19

5 50 by 150 by 2 195–209 19, 19, 150, 19, 19 19, 25, 50, 50, 25, 19

6 63 by 150 by 2 210–219 19, 19, 150, 19, 19 19, 25, 63, 63, 25, 19

7 50 by 175 by 2 220–229 19, 19, 175, 19, 19 19, 25, 50, 50, 25, 19

8 63 by 175 by 2 230–249 19, 19, 175, 19, 19 25, 25, 63, 63, 25, 25

9 63 by 200 by 2 250–264 19, 19, 200, 19, 19 25, 25, 63, 63, 25, 25

10 75 by 200 by 2 265–284 19, 19, 200, 19, 19 19, 25, 75, 75, 25, 19

11 75 by 225 by 2 285–304 19, 19, 225, 19, 19 19, 25, 75, 75, 25, 19

12 50 by 200 by 4 305–324 19, 25, 200, 25, 19 19, 25, 50, 50, 50, 50, 25, 19

13 50 by 225 by 4 325–344 25, 32, 225, 32, 25 25, 25, 50, 50, 50, 50, 25, 25

14 63 by 200 by 4 345–384 25, 32, 200, 32, 25 19, 25, 63, 63, 63, 63, 25, 19
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were sorted into their respective sawing class (SC). The

sawing allowance, e.g. shrinkage as well as deviations in

the sawing, used in the simulation was set at 4 % of the

nominal width for each board dimension and the saw kerf

width was set to 4 mm for both the first saw and the second

saw.

The prices per volume unit of sawn timber used were

relative with respect to center boards of grade T2. In Table

2 the relative prices are presented for each grade. There is a

steep drop from strength grades T3/T2 down to strength

grade T1/T0/Reject. This is because spruce logs in northern

Sweden in general are of high quality. If the sawn boards

do not fulfil the requirements for strength grades T3/T2,

they are used for products sold at a significantly lower

price. The price drop from appearance grade A and B down

to grade C is because spruce side boards of grades A and B

are used for construction purposes, while side boards of

grade C are used for packaging. The prices are represen-

tative for a sawmill in northern Sweden producing strength

graded center boards and appearance graded side boards,

according to industrial contacts. Unfortunately it was not

possible to give a reference for prices of sawn timber in

northern Sweden since they are not published due to

competition between sawmills.

2.3 Simulation runs

Simulation of curve sawing of all logs in the ESSB was

performed in each angle of rotation in the interval

½�90�; 90��, where the rotation angle of 0� corresponds to

the horns down position. The term horns down refers to the

log position in which a log with sweep (end-to-end cur-

vature) is positioned so that the log ends are set down on

the log carriage while the middle section of the log is off

the carriage (Lundahl and Grönlund 2010). This log posi-

tioning prior to sawing is common practice in the Scandi-

navian sawmills when applying curve sawing.

The outcome of the simulations are two functions: the

value recovery, V , and the volume yield, Y , of the boards as

functions of rotation angle. These are defined as

V ¼ f ðhÞ; h 2 ½�90�; 90��; ð1Þ

Y ¼ gðhÞ; h 2 ½�90�; 90��; ð2Þ

where h is the log rotation angle and h ¼ 0� is set as the

horns down position. The value function, V , and yield

function, Y , with respect to the strength graded center

boards of one example log are shown in Fig. 2. In the case

where strength graded center boards, side boards and chips

are considered, the value and yield functions look similar

to the respective functions in Fig. 2.

Let hmax
i be the rotational position of log i relative to

horns down that maximizes the value. If there are N logs,

the average value recovery relative to horns down is

V
max

rel ¼
1

N

X

N

i¼1

Viðhmax
i Þ

Við0Þ
: ð3Þ
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Fig. 2 Value function (a) and yield function (b) with respect to the strength graded center boards of a log. The value is relative to the value at the

horns down position where the rotation angle of 0� corresponds to the horns down position

Table 2 Price list with price differentiation between board grades.

The prices are relative to the price for center boards grade T2 as

reference

Board type Center boards Side boards Chips

Grade T3 T2 T1 T0 Reject A B C –

Price/m3 106 100 68 68 68 100 100 68 18
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The average yield change for these choices of h is

calculated as

DYVmax
rel
¼ 1

N

X

N

i¼1

Yiðhmax
i Þ � Yið0Þ

� �

: ð4Þ

2.4 The effect of an error to the angle of rotation

A rotational error in a sawing machine is in this article

assumed to be normally distributed Z 2 Nðl; rÞ, where l
is the expected value and r is the standard deviation. In this

study, the values of l and r were chosen as l ¼ 0� and

r ¼ 6�, which are typical error levels for rotational error of

a circular sawline in a Scandinavian sawmill (Heinola

sawmill solutions 2014). An estimate of the expected value

and yield function of a sawing machine with a rotational

error from a distribution Z 2 Nð0�; 6�Þ was obtained using

a Gaussian filter with r ¼ 6� and window size

WS ¼ 6r� 1 ¼ 6 � 6� 1 ¼ 35�. Figure 3 shows an exam-

ple of the effect of applying the Gaussian filter to the same

value and yield functions as in Fig. 2.

3 Results

3.1 Center boards

Table 3 shows the resulting average value increase and

yield change for center boards when simulating log

breakdown in the value optimizing log rotation compared

with the horns down position. The corresponding value for

each SC is also shown as well as the results when a rota-

tional error from a distribution Z 2 Nð0�; 6�Þ is present.

For an ideal rotation, the average value increase for all

SC was 11 % compared with 6 % with a rotational error.

The corresponding change in volume yield was 0 % on

average both for an ideal rotation and with a rotational

error. Histograms of center board value increase and yield

change for optimizing log rotation in reference to horns

down are shown in Fig. 4a and b. Figure 4(c) presents

center board grade distribution for the rotational position

that results in the optimum value of the center boards and

for the horns down position. There was a shift of center

board grades mainly from grade T1 at horns down position

to grade T2 at the value optimized position.

3.2 Center boards, side boards and chips

Results when considering the total value of center boards,

side boards and chips are shown in Table 3. The average

value increases for an ideal rotation and with a rotational

error applied were 11 and 5 %, respectively. Change in

volume yield was 2 percentage points on average for an

ideal rotation and 1 percentage point on average with a

rotational error present. Histograms of value increase and

yield change are presented in Fig. 5a and b. The grade

distribution of the center boards for this case is shown in

Fig. 5c.

Comparing the optimal rotational position between Figs.

4c and 5c, it is clear that the grade distributions of the

center boards were almost unaffected when adding side

boards and chips as parameters to the optimization. To

better understand this result, tests were performed showing

that for 281 out of the 677 logs (42 % of the logs), the

optimal rotational positions with and without the addition

of side boards and chips were identical. It is expected that
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Fig. 3 The filtered value function (a) and the filtered yield function (b) obtained by applying a Gaussian filter to the value and yield function

shown in Fig. 2a and b. The Gaussian filter had a standard deviation of r ¼ 6� and a window size of WS ¼ 35�. The rotation angle of 0�

corresponds to the horns down position
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Table 3 Average value increase in percent and average yield change in percentage points in reference to horns down position and when

choosing the log rotational position that maximizes the value of the center boards as well as the total value of all products (center boards, side

boards and chips). Values both for an ideal and with an applied rotational error, Z 2 Nð0�; 6�Þ, are presented. N is the number of logs in

corresponding SC used in the simulations. The average value increase and average yield increase over all logs are the weighted means

Center boards All products
Average value Average yield Average value Average yield
increase (%) increase (pp) increase (%) increase (pp)

SC N Ideal With error Ideal With error Ideal With error Ideal With error
1 86 8 3 0 0 9 5 2 1
2 64 9 5 0 0 9 5 2 1
3 63 9 5 0 0 8 4 1 0
4 46 9 4 0 0 7 3 0 0
5 55 10 5 0 0 15 8 5 3
6 37 11 5 0 0 13 6 3 1
7 35 15 6 1 0 12 5 3 1
8 68 14 7 0 0 15 7 3 2
9 47 17 8 0 0 14 7 2 1
10 57 11 6 1 0 11 5 3 1
11 43 11 6 1 1 9 4 2 1
12 36 14 6 0 0 13 5 4 2
13 22 12 6 1 0 9 4 2 1
14 18 13 6 0 1 10 5 2 2

Total 677 11 6 0 0 11 5 2 1
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Fig. 4 Value increase in percent (a) and change in volume yield in percentage points (b) compared with the horns down position when

simulating log breakdown in the rotational position that maximizes the value of the strength graded center boards. The grade distribution of the

strength graded center boards for the horns down position and for the rotational position that maximizes the value of the center boards are shown

in (c)
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Fig. 5 Value increase in percent (a) and change in volume yield in percentage points (b) compared with the horns down position when

simulating log breakdown in the rotational position that maximizes the total value of the strength graded center boards, appearance graded side

boards and chips. The grade distribution of the strength graded center boards for the horns down position and for the rotational position that

maximizes the total value are shown in (c)
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the optimal rotational position would be the same for a

large share of logs, since the volume of center boards is

higher in relation to the volume of the side boards and thus

affects the choice of optimal rotational position to the

greatest extent. For the remaining 396 logs (58 % of the

logs), there were just minor changes in the center board

grade distribution even though there were changes in

rotational position.

4 Discussion

A major discussion point is how the results of this simulation

study can be applied to a Scandinavian sawmill sawing

Norway spruce. This requires an understanding of how

grading rules and price scenario affect the results. Also,

practical considerations such as errors in log positioning and

knot detection in CT images are important. In this section,

these topics will be discussed together with the effects other

wood properties and defects have on the results.

The results of this study are consistent with the results

obtained by Berglund et al. (2013), where the boards were

appearance graded according to the Nordic timber grading

rules (Swedish Sawmill Managers association 1994). Both

that set of grading rules and the strength grading rules used

in this study (INSTA 142 2009) are based on knots visible

on board surfaces. There are, however, some distinct dif-

ferences between the two standards. For example, whether

the knots are sound or dead and the position of knots are

assessed differently depending on which of the two stan-

dards is used. This implies that the production strategy of

using a CT scanner to rotate logs to their optimal position is

robust for grading rules focused on knots.

Another result from Berglund et al. (2013) is that when

increasing the price differentiation between grades, the

value increase between horns down and the optimal rota-

tional position becomes higher. This would likely be the

effect in the current study as well. The grade distributions

in Figs. 4c and 5c would be skewed toward T3 and T2

since it would be more profitable to produce boards of

higher quality. Prices of sawn timber used in this study

were obtained through industrial contacts, but prices vary

both through time and between sawmills. However, the

prices used in this study are a good reference point when

investigating the profitability using different price levels.

No sawing machine is perfect when it comes to the

positioning of the log when sawing. There are positioning

errors in rotation, skew and lateral directions. From the

simulations in this work, it is evident that a rotational error

in the sawing machine reduces the average value increase,

but that it is still profitable to rotate each log individually to

obtain a higher value recovery. This means that a reduction

in rotational error of the saw line results in a higher value

recovery for a sawmill with a production strategy similar to

the case in this study. This fact should put pressure on the

manufacturers of sawing machines to reduce the position-

ing errors as much as possible. There are also errors in the

detection of log features in the CT images, causing for

example knots to be detected as larger or smaller than in

reality. For appearance and visual strength grading rules,

the detection of knots is the most important wood feature

for the grade of the sawn boards. It was found in a study by

Breinig et al. (2013) that knot detection errors of higher

magnitudes than those reported by Johansson et al. (2013)

still resulted in an improvement of value recovery when

simulating a rotational optimization.

Another practical issue is that when curve sawing a

crooked log and deviating from the horns down position,

the sawn timber might be warped during the drying pro-

cess. To better understand this, Fredriksson et al. (2014)

investigated the effect that a rotational optimization would

have on the warp of the sawn timber after drying. Half of

their 177 studied logs were sawn in the horns-down posi-

tion while the other half was sawn rotated perpendicular to

horns down position. The later position is considered as the

worse position when applying curve sawing and with

respect to board distortions after drying, especially for

curved logs. They found that for straight logs, with a bow

height less than 15 mm, an unconventional rotational

position did not cause excess spring in the boards. Bow and

twist were not affected by the rotational position at all.

A limitation of the current study is that some defects and

properties affecting the strength grade in INSTA 142 2009

are omitted in the current study. These include annual ring

width, spiral grain and splay knots due to top ruptures.

Splay knots is the most important defect of the three and if

such knots appear on board surfaces, they have a large

impact on strength grading. If splay knots are included in

the simulations of this study, it is reasonable to expect that

the difference in value would increase between the optimal

rotational position and horns down. In other words, rota-

tional optimization would be even more beneficial. The

reasoning behind this is that for logs with top ruptures, the

calculated total value of all sawn products would be lower

if those top ruptures were accounted for when grading the

boards. This applies to both horns down and the optimal

rotational position, but in the latter case, information on top

ruptures can be included in the optimization process. If

horns down rotational position is used, the placement of

splay knots will be purely random. When it comes to

annual ring width and spiral grain, these properties and

defects would likely have a limited impact on the results of

this study. These properties do not vary in the same way as

knots with respect to rotational position and would there-

fore affect boards sawn with different rotational positions

to approximately equal extent.
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All things considered, it seems to be profitable to use a

CT scanner to rotate logs prior to sawing for a sawmill

producing strength graded spruce boards. This holds even

when various practical issues and error sources are con-

sidered. There are, however, several aspects of sawing real

logs at a sawmill that differ compared with sawing their

virtual counterparts in a simulator. The best way to validate

the profitability of rotating logs to their optimal positions is

to perform actual tests at a sawmill. A drawback of this

compared with a simulation study is that a real log can only

be sawn into boards once, hence no rotational optimization

in reference to horns down based on CT data can be

obtained for individual logs. However, such practical tests

can be performed in other ways, for example by sawing a

group of logs in the horns down position while another

group of logs is sawn in their value optimizing position

based on CT data. The difference in value outcome

between the two groups could then be compared. Without

access to an operational industrial CT scanner in a sawmill,

such a study would however be very time-consuming.

Simulation studies, such as described in the current paper,

are therefore important in order to motivate more expen-

sive studies.

5 Conclusion

The main conclusions of this article are that

– There is a possibility for Scandinavian sawmills

producing strength graded spruce boards to increase

their profitability by using a CT scanner to rotate logs

prior to sawing.

– When using a CT scanner to optimize log rotation with

respect to the value of visually strength graded center

boards, appearance graded side boards and chips, the

average value increase for the logs in this case study

was 11 %.

– A normally distributed rotational error with expected

value l ¼ 0� and standard deviation r ¼ 6� reduced the

average value increase to 5 %.

– The average value increase for the strength graded

center boards only was 11 % for an ideal rotation and

6 % with a rotational error present.

– The main reason for the value increase is that the

number of boards in sorting classes T2 and T3 was

increased, while the number of boards in class T1 was

reduced.
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Abstract
Strength graded boards of Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) are important products for many Scandinavian sawmills.
If the bending strength of the produced boards can be predicted before sawing the logs, the raw material can be used more
efficiently. In previous studies it is shown that the bending strength can be predicted to some extent using discrete X-ray
scanning of logs. In this study, we have evaluated if it is possible to predict bending strength of Norway spruce boards with
higher accuracy using computed tomography (CT) scanning of logs compared to a combination of discrete X-ray and 3D
scanning. The method was to construct multivariate models of bending strength for three different board dimensions. Our
results showed that CT scanning of logs produces better models of bending strength compared to a combination of discrete
X-ray and 3D scanning. The main reason for this difference was the benefit of knowing the position of where the boards
were cut from the logs and therefore detailed knot information could be used in the prediction models. Due to the small
number of observations in this study, care should be taken when comparing the resulting prediction models to results from
other studies.

Keywords: Bending strength, multivariate, partial least squares, Picea abies, sawn timber, wood

Introduction

In many Scandinavian sawmills, strength graded
Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) boards are
important products since they are used in wooden
constructions. Boards are strength graded according
to standards that define the strength classes (EN 338
2009) and standards specifying how the bending
strength should be measured (EN 14081-2 2010,
EN 14081-1 2011, EN 14081-3 2012). Three
important bending strength predictors of spruce
boards are modulus of elasticity (MOE), dry density,
and knot structure (Johansson et al. 1992; Hanhijärvi
and Ranta-Maunus 2008). MOE of sawn timber can
be predicted using discrete X-ray scanning of logs
(Oja et al. 2001). Using computed tomography (CT)
scanning of logs, knot structure can be detected and
dry density can be estimated (Lindgren 1991).
Previous studies have shown that the bending
strength of Norway spruce boards can be predicted
by scanning logs from which the boards are sawn

with discrete X-ray (Oja et al. 2001; Brännström
et al. 2007; Hanhijärvi and Ranta-Maunus 2008).
Table I summarizes findings from Brännström et al.
(2007) and Hanhijärvi and Ranta-Maunus (2008).

The resolution of discrete X-ray scanning is crude
in the azimuthal direction compared to CT scan-
ning, which results in relatively low resolution of the
knot structure. Lately, CT scanners that manage to
scan logs at full production speed have been installed
at sawmills (Giudiceandrea et al. 2011). Such
scanners grant the information of where individual
knots will be located in boards for a given position of
the sawing pattern. Because the size and position of
individual knots are important for the board
strength, the hypothesis in this study is that the
bending strength of boards can be estimated with
higher precision using CT scanning of logs com-
pared to using a combination of discrete X-ray and
3D scanning. If this hypothesis is true, a future
industrial application is to optimize the log
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positioning with respect to expected board value,
which is based on board strength.

In this paper, we will predict bending strength of
Norway spruce boards using log data representing
three different log scanning techniques: 3D scanning
under bark, discrete X-ray scanning in two direc-
tions combined with 3D scanning, and CT scan-
ning. The objective is to determine if board strength
can be predicted with higher accuracy using CT than
using discrete X-ray combined with 3D scanning.

Materials and methods

In this study, 59 Norway spruce logs that were CT
scanned and sawn into boards were used. The
rotational positions when sawing the logs have been
documented and destructive tests of bending
strength have been carried out on the center boards.
Only center boards were tested, since in general, the
Swedish market demand of strength graded spruce is
primarily on planed boards of 45 mm width. For
Swedish sawlogs, such boards come almost exclu-
sively from the center of the sawing pattern. Using
data from the CT images and the bending strength
tests, multivariate models for predicting bending
strength (modulus of rupture [MOR]) were created.
Each step will be explained in detail below.

Logs

The spruce logs originate from a data-set called the
European spruce stem bank (ESSB) (Berggren et al.
2000). It consists of Norway spruce logs from
Sweden, Finland, and France, but in this study the
logs were exclusively from the south part of Finland.
The top diameter of the logs varied from 132 to 226
mm and the distribution is presented in Figure 1. A
medical CT scanner (Siemens SOMATOM AR.T)
was used to scan the logs and the reconstructed
images were stored as 256 × 256 pixel cross sections

every 10 mm. Depending on log diameter, the
resolution in each cross section varies from 1.4 to
1.8 mm/pixel. Knots are described by 10 parameters
specifying size and position in the log as well as if
knots are sound or dead. Log outer shape and
heartwood shape are described in cylindrical coordi-
nates with 360 radii values within each cross section
with the pith position as the origin.

Boards and bending strength tests

The logs were cut using cant sawing (Figure 2) with
curve sawing in the second saw and the rotational
position of each log was documented. These are
typical sawing methods for sawmills in the Scandin-
avian countries. Depending on log diameter, the
sawing resulted in two or four center boards which
were then dried to a moisture content of 12% and
planed to dimension 45 × 95 mm, 45 × 120 mm, or
45 × 145 mm. During 13 years, these boards were
stored in non-heated indoor climate in bundles.

Destructive bending strength tests were performed
on all inner center boards (see Figure 2 for the
definition of inner boards) according to a European

Table I. This table presents coefficients of determination (R2) of
several measurement techniques originally presented by Bränn-
ström et al. (2007) and Hanhijärvi and Ranta-Maunus (2008)
(denoted (B) and (H), respectively). All measurements were
performed on sawlogs except the last one which was performed on
boards and is presented as reference. Measurements on two board
dimensions that coincide with the dimensions used in the current
study are presented.

Equipment 50 ×100 50 ×150

X-ray, 2-way (B) – 0.44
X-ray, 4-way (B) – 0.49
X-ray, 6-way (H) 0.42 0.53
Log freq. (H) 0.24 0.13
Board freq. + X-ray (H) 0.66 0.69
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Figure 1. A histogram showing the top diameter distribution of
the logs used in this study.
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Figure 2. Cant sawing. The first sawing machine cuts the log into
side boards and a cant. The cant is then rotated by 90° and cut by
the second sawing machine into side boards and center boards.
The sawing pattern in the figure has four center boards, but only
the inner, gray shaded, were used in the current study. In cases
where only two center boards were obtained, both of them
were used.
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standard (EN 408). The reason why only the inner
boards were chosen was that we did not want to
model the difference between inner and outer center
boards. The number of specimens and logs for each
board dimension are presented in Table II. On some
boards, the identification tag was lost during the
storage time and those boards were excluded when
performing the tests. This issue is the reason why the
number of boards used is less than twice the number
of logs in this study. To ensure the quality of the
data from the different dimensions, MOR was
compared to MOE for each board dimension. The
moisture content at the time of the bending tests was
12.5% in mean with 1 percentage point standard
deviation.

Variable extraction

To create prediction models for bending strength of
boards, variables are needed that can explain the
variability in MOR. This section presents an over-
view of the variables used for the four different
prediction models in this study. These correspond to
models using variables that can be extracted from
logs by (1) a 3D scanner, (2) a 3D scanner
combined with a discrete X-ray scanner, and (3) a
CT scanner with knowledge of which rotational
position the logs were cut. The fourth prediction
model corresponds to a CT scanner, but without
knowledge of the rotational position when sawing.
Table III summarizes the number of variables used
in each model and below follows detailed descrip-
tions of the variables and how they were extracted.

Outer shape. The outer shape of the logs was
obtained from the outer shape data described in
Logs Section. The software Quality On-line (SP
Wood Technology 2014) was used to extract 65
variables describing the outer shape of each log.
These outer shape variables describe the log in
terms of e.g. length, crook, taper, ovality, and
bumpiness of both the whole log and divided into
different parts of the log.

Discrete X-ray. Discrete X-ray variables were
extracted from the CT images by simulating a two

direction X-ray scanner. This simulation was con-
ducted in Matlab (MathWorks 2014) and 189
variables were extracted describing the log based on
discrete X-ray data. These X-ray variables describe
some of the internal features of the log such as
density, number of knot whorls, distance between
knot whorls and heartwood content.

Computed tomography. The variables extracted exclu-
sively from the CT data can be split into three
groups:

(1) 3D shape of the heartwood volume,
(2) density variables, and
(3) knot variables.

The shape of the heartwood volume can be extracted
from CT images, and it was already available for
each log in the ESSB. Using the information of the
heartwood border, another 65 variables were
extracted analogously to the outer shape variables
using Quality On-line (SP Wood Technology 2014).

An important bending strength predictor of
boards is the dry density of the wood (Johansson
et al. 1992; Hanhijärvi and Ranta-Maunus 2008).
The moisture content in clear heartwood for Norway
spruce only varies slightly, typically in the range 34–
40% (Esping 1992). From this follows that changes
in heartwood density measured by a CT scanner
correspond to changes in dry density. Density
variables were extracted by obtaining the average
value of the clear heartwood pixels for each cross
section of the CT image stack. This procedure
resulted in a vector consisting of average pixel values
every 10 mm of the log. The three variables
extracted from this vector were average value,
standard deviation, and the 20th percentile. The
proportion of heartwood in the logs was also
included in this variable group.

The number of variables associated with knots is
presented in Table IV, where they are sorted into
groups. Many variables were extracted from the
position in the log where the board was positioned.
The rotational position was known for the logs, but

Table II. Number of boards used for each board dimension and
the number of logs which the boards originated from.

Dimension (mm) Number of boards Number of logs

45 × 95 41 21
45 × 120 46 25
45 × 145 26 13

Table III. Number of variables used in each model divided into
three different variable groups.

Model Outer shape Discrete X-ray CT

3D 65 0 0
Discrete X-ray and 3D 65 189 0
CT 65 189 183
CT* 65 189 183

CT* denotes the CT model where the rotational position of the
logs when sawing was unknown.

Comparing predictability of board strength 3



the skew and lateral position of the logs were not
documented when sawing. Therefore an approxima-
tion of the lateral position of the board cross sections
was used in the CT images. This approximation was
that for each CT slice, the corresponding board
cross section was centered next to the pith as shown
in Figure 3.

In the knot variable groups with global cross
section (see Table IV) the following variables were
included: number of knots, knot diameter, knot
inclination, knot area perpendicular to radial direc-
tion, and knot volume. Except for number of knots,
maximum and median values were used as variables.
For the knot variable groups using board and board
tension cross sections (see Table IV) the following
variables were extracted: number of knots, knot
length, knot volume, and weighted knot volume.
All variables were calculated for the region inside the
boards. Knot volume was calculated by dividing
each knot into thin slices and for each knot summing
all slices from the start of the board to the end (like
integration). Weighted knot volume was calculated
in the same way but slices closer to the board edge
got a higher weight. Several variables were extracted
by using different weights. The idea behind using
weights in this way was based on the fact that

tensions caused by bending increase with the dis-
tance from the center and are thus highest at the
board edge sides.

Multivariate models

We used the multivariate method partial least
squares (PLS) to predict the bending strength
(MOR of the boards). PLS is a good method when
dealing with a large number of variables in relation
to the number of observations (Wold et al. 2001). It
is also suitable when the predictor variables are
correlated to each other and for noisy data. A PLS
regression model can be analyzed by plots such as
score plots, loadings, and variable importance on
projection (VIP) plots (Eriksson et al. 2006). These
plots are important when interpreting a PLS model
and makes the model easier to understand and
validate.

Three multivariate PLS models were created for
each board dimension using variables obtained by
3D scanning, 3D and discrete X-ray scanning, and
CT scanning. Since both 3D variables and discrete
X-ray variables can be obtained from CT images, all
3D and discrete X-ray variables were included in the
CT model as described in Table III. A fourth model
was also created that was identical to the CT model,
but where a random rotational position was used
when extracting the rotation specific knot variables.
The purpose of this fourth model was to investigate
if knowledge of board position in logs contributed to
bending strength predictability, i.e., to affirm the
quality of the rotational dependent CT variables.
Models were created for each board dimension
separately since we were interested in predicting
differences in bending strength among boards of the
same dimension, rather than differences in bending
strength between different board dimensions.

The software used was Simca 13.0.3 (Umetrics
2014) and a manual variable reduction was per-
formed in the software on each of the models with
the aim to maximize the goodness of prediction
(Q2). The Q2-value is based on cross-validation
(Martens and Naes 1989) which means that n
models are built each excluding a part, (1/n), of the
observations when creating a training set to build a
model. Each model can then be tested on the
observations that were excluded when building the
model. These observations are called the test set.
The value of Q2 represents the proportion of vari-
ance in the test sets that is explained by the model.
This means that Q2 is a measure of the model’s
ability to predict new observations, i.e. observations
that are not included when building a model.

Special care was taken in the variable reduction
step so that enough work was performed for each

Table IV. The number of knot variables used in the study divided
into groups. The CS position column tells which part of the log
cross section that was used, i.e., was the whole cross section used
(global), was just the location of the board used (board), or was the
location of the part of the board lying downwards in the bending
strength tests used (board tension). The column lengthwise position
specifies if only the knots in the middle 2.5 m were considered
(middle) or if there was no such restriction (global).

CS position Lengthwise position No. of variables

Global Global 19
Global Mid 19
Board Global 28
Board Mid 10
Board tension Global 28
Board tension Mid 10

Total 114

w/2 w/2

Pith

Figure 3. The position of the board cross section in a CT slice
was approximated to be next to the pith and centered (the board
width is denoted w). This approximation was only required when
extracting knot variables from the CT images.
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model to achieve as high Q2 value as possible. The
main reason of maximizing the Q2 value instead of
R2 or root mean square error (RMSE) was to create
prediction models that were good at predicting
bending strength of new observations and not at
predicting bending strength of this specific data-set.

The exact procedure was to start by maximizing
the Q2 value for the model based on 3D variables,
which resulted in a PLS model with a small number
of variables. When maximizing the Q2 value for the
discrete X-ray model, the remaining 3D variables
were added to all of the discrete X-ray variables.
Again a PLS model was created by variable reduc-
tion leaving a small number of 3D and/or discrete
X-ray variables. Last, these variables were added to
all the CT variables and a final variable reduction
was carried out. With this procedure it was possible
to evaluate the differences in predictability of model
strength between using 3D scanning, discrete X-ray
combined with 3D scanning and CT scanning. For
the model with CT variables extracted from a
random rotational position, the variable reduction
step was performed analogous to the ordinary CT
model, i.e., producing a model with its own set of
variables and coefficients.

Variable reduction was carried out by trying to
remove variables one by one starting with the ones
having the lowest VIP values. If the Q2 value was
increased the variable was removed, else the next
variable in the VIP plot was considered. This
procedure was repeated until no removal of variables
would increase the Q2 value.

Results

Scatter plots of observed MOR versus observed
MOE are shown in Figure 4 for each board dimen-
sion. When performing linear regressions for 45 ×
95, 45 × 120, and 45 × 145, the coefficients of
determination (R2) were 0.65, 0.69, and 0.24,
respectively.

The results of the bending strength predictions
using the four PLS models are shown in Table V. A
graphical view of the results is presented in Figure 5
to visualize the differences between the models. It is
clear that R2, Q2, and RMSE were the best for the
CT models and the worst for the 3D models for all
three dimensions. The changes were larger between
the 3D model and the discrete X-ray model com-
pared to going from the discrete X-ray model to the
CT model. The goodness of prediction for the two
smallest dimensions was similar for all models, but
for dimension 45 × 145 mm the models could not
explain the variance to the same extent. Figures 6–8
show the predicted values of bending strength
plotted versus the observed values.

In Table VI, the number of variables left after the
variable reduction is presented. Of the discrete X-ray
variables, no group of variables that were more
important than others can be distinguished for the
three board dimensions; the variables left after
reduction varies much depending on dimension.
Therefore it is hard to generalize which of the
discrete X-ray variables that were removed when
creating the CT models.
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Figure 4. Scatter plots of MOE versus MOR for each board dimension. A linear regression showed that the coefficient of determination was
(a) 0.65 for dimension 45 × 95 mm, (b) 0.69 for dimension 45 × 120 mm, and (c) 0.24 for dimension 45 × 145 mm.
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Of the 3D variables, log taper and bumpiness were
the most important variables after the variable
reduction. With increased taper MOR decreases.
Bumpiness is due to knots, which often cause bumps
in the outer shape of the log. With increased size of
the bumps, the MOR decreases.

For the variables obtained with CT scanning, the
most important were related to knot volume in
boards. There were no specific variables in that
group that stood out, but as a group those variables
were most important. With increased knot volume in
boards the MOR decreases. Interesting is that for the
CT models, taper and bumpiness of both the log and
the heartwood were important.

Seen over all board dimensions for the CT models
with known rotational position, 73% of all CT knot
variables left after reduction were calculated using

the knot volume at the position of the boards. The
corresponding number before variable reduction was
58%. For the CT models with random rotational
position, 54% of the knot variables left after the
reduction were of this type. Knot variables asso-
ciated with the actual board were thus more import-
ant when applying the correct rotational position
than when applying the random.

Discussion

For board dimensions 45 × 95 mm and 45 × 120
mm, the relations between observed MOR and
observed MOE in the current study agree well to
literature, which presents R2 values in the range
0.55–0.72 (Johansson et al. 1992; Hanhijärvi and
Ranta-Maunus 2008). The corresponding R2 value

Table V. The results of the Q2 maximization procedure.

Method Board dimension (mm) Number of PC R2 Q2 RMSE (MPa) Number of variables

3D 45 × 95 1 0.69 0.63 6.1 14
Discrete X-ray and 3D 45 × 95 2 0.82 0.78 4.8 17
CT 45 × 95 2 0.86 0.83 4.2 19
CT* 45 × 95 2 0.82 0.79 4.7 21
3D 45 × 120 1 0.56 0.49 7.9 7
Discrete X-ray and 3D 45 × 120 2 0.77 0.73 5.9 10
CT 45 × 120 2 0.89 0.83 4.0 19
CT* 45 × 120 3 0.84 0.77 4.9 25
3D 45 × 145 1 0.53 0.48 5.9 3
Discrete X-ray and 3D 45 × 145 1 0.62 0.57 5.3 17
CT 45 × 145 1 0.73 0.66 4.5 16
CT* 45 × 145 1 0.64 0.59 5.1 20

CT* denotes the CT model where the rotational position of the logs when sawing was unknown.
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for dimension 45 × 145 mm was low in our study
(0.24), which could be explained by relatively high
amounts of splits in the boards of that dimension.
The reason of the splits could be the storage time of
13 years between sawing and performing the bend-
ing tests.

An issue to discuss is the high goodness of
prediction achieved in this study compared to what
have been achieved in a previous study. For the
model with discrete X-ray and 3D variables, the Q2

values were between 0.57 and 0.78 in the current

study compared to 0.44 in Brännström et al. (2007).
Part of the explanation is that we complemented the
discrete X-ray variables with 3D variables. Another
part is that our measurements were carried out in a
laboratory environment in contrast to a log sorting
line where more noise is expected. We also had
much fewer observations per board dimension which
increases the risk of over-fitting the models. These
three parts combined make it inadvisable to directly
compare the results from the current study to that of
Brännström et al. (2007). However, this does not
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Figure 6. Predicted bending strength of board dimension 45 × 95 mm plotted versus the observed values for (a) the 3D model, (b) discrete
X-ray combined with 3D model, and (c) the CT model. The identity line is included in the scatter plots as reference.
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Figure 7. Predicted bending strength of board dimension 45 × 120 mm plotted versus the observed values for (a) the 3D model,
(b) discrete X-ray combined with 3D model, and (c) the CT model. The identity line is included in the scatter plots as reference.
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stop us from comparing the results from different
models within this study to each other.

In the current study the PLS models were cross-
validated, which decreases the risk of over-fitting. A
more rigorous way of validate the models is to use an
external test set with observations not used when
creating the models. This could unfortunately not be
done due to the low number of boards for each
dimension, thus some over-fitting might still be
present. Therefore it is important to put emphasis
on the relative differences in R2, Q2, and RMSE
values between models rather than the absolute
ones. We believe that by following this guideline
our study gives an understanding of whether CT
scanning of logs may predict the bending strength of
boards better than discrete X-ray scanning com-
bined with 3D scanning.

The previous lines of reasoning lead to the first
conclusion: CT scanning of logs seems to predict the
bending strength of boards with higher accuracy
than discrete X-ray scanning combined with 3D
scanning. Figure 5 shows this distinctly for all three
board dimensions; at least when the rotational
position of the logs is known when sawing them.
One can argue that the sheer amount of additional
variables going from the discrete X-ray to the CT
model in combination with few boards per dimen-
sion could introduce this improvement by pure
chance; add sufficiently many random variables and
there will be one that improves the model strength.
To meet such an argument, the quality of the CT
variables must be validated, which is carried out by
analyzing the CT models with random rotational
position.
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Figure 8. Predicted bending strength of board dimension 45 × 145 mm plotted versus the observed values for (a) the 3D model,
(b) discrete X-ray combined with 3D model, and (c) the CT model. The identity line is included in the scatter plots as reference.

Table VI. Number of variables used in the variable reduced models sorted into groups.

Method Board dimension (mm) 3D Discrete X-ray CT HW CT ρ CT knots

3D 45 × 95 14 – – – –
Discrete X-ray and 3D 45 × 95 3 14 – – –
CT 45 × 95 2 6 2 2 7
CT* 45 × 95 2 4 7 1 7
3D 45 × 120 7 – – – –
Discrete X-ray and 3D 45 × 120 0 10 – – –
CT 45 × 120 0 7 4 0 8
CT* 45 × 120 0 7 3 0 15
3D 45 × 145 3 – – – –
Discrete X-ray and 3D 45 × 145 3 14 – – –
CT 45 × 145 2 4 0 0 7
CT* 45 × 145 2 7 0 0 4

CT* denotes the CT model where the rotational position of the logs when sawing was unknown.

8 E. Johansson et al.



The second conclusion is that it is the quality of the
CT variables which yield the improvement in predict-
ability between the discrete X-ray and the CTmodels.
The information in the knot variables using the
correct rotational position were likely the ones that
contributes the most to the increase in predictability
when going from the discrete X-ray model to the CT
model. This since the CT models with random
rotation were just slightly better than the discrete X-
ray models and distinctly worse than the CT models
with known rotational position. An additional fact that
supports this statement is that the knot variables that
are based on knot volume in the boards were over-
represented in the CT models with known rotational
position compared to the models with random rota-
tional position. This fact indicates that knowing the
rotational positioning gives important information
about the bending strength of the sawn timber.

The results showed that the most important
variables were related to knot volume as well as
bumpiness and taper for both the log outer shape
and the heartwood shape. Since bumpiness is related
to the number of knots and the knot sizes, this study
indicates that knots are the most important predictor
of bending strength when scanning logs with CT.

In this study the logs came from the southern part
of Finland. It is not certain that the conclusions
drawn in this study would be the same if spruce logs
from a different location would have been used.
However, we see no obvious reason why we would
not arrive at the same conclusions if spruce logs from
another part of Scandinavia would be used.

When using multivariate models to predict bending
strength in practice at a specific sawmill it is important
that the logs used when training the model are
representable to the logs actually arriving at the
sawmill. The most robust way of choosing a training
set would be to collect a large quantity of logs and
boards from the specific sawmill. If the sawmill would
completely change which geographical region of
which it buys logs, the multivariate models should be
recalibrated to obtain the highest accuracy.

Although this study showed that CT scanning of
logs improves the predictability of board bending
strength compared to scanning using a combination
of discrete X-ray and 3D scanning, some questions
remain unanswered. The most obvious is what the
best possible values of R2, Q2, and RMSE are when
using CT scanning for bending strength prediction.
The answer depends on errors in positioning of the
sawing machines and the material used, but to know
an upper limit of these statistics one could CT scan a
high number of boards of a single dimension. Such a
method would eliminate error sources in positioning
and with more observations the results would be
even more trustworthy.

In the current study, the parallel and diagonal
positioning of the logs was not known and instead
assumed that the sawing pattern was centered with
respect to the pith. Despite this relatively rough
estimate of sawing pattern position the developed
models gave an increase of predictability compared
to the models that did not take into account the
rotational position. The results of this study show
that CT scanning of logs predicts bending strength
of boards with higher accuracy compared to discrete
X-ray combined with 3D scanning even when there
are uncertainties in sawing pattern position.
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Abstract In the wood industry, there is a wish to recognize and track wood

products through production chains. Traceability would facilitate improved process

control and extraction of quality measures of various production steps. In this paper,

a novel wood surface recognition system that uses scale and rotationally invariant

feature descriptors called K-plets is described and evaluated. The idea behind these

descriptors is to use information of how knots are positioned in relation to each

other. The performance and robustness of the proposed system were tested on 212

wood panel images with varying levels of normally distributed errors applied to the

knot positions. The results showed that the proposed method is able to successfully

identify 99–100 % of all panel images with knot positional error levels that can be

expected in practical applications.

Introduction

The motivation behind this work comes from companies wanting to recognize and

track solid wood products through their production chain. The recognition method

should neither interfere with nor have a negative effect on the existing processes. The

method should preferably utilize sensors already available in the production chain and

not introduce new ones. Today, recognition and tracking tasks are often carried out by

aid of barcode labels or paint (Uusijärvi 2000; Dykstra et al. 2002; Flodin 2009).

This work is part of the EU project Hol-i-Wood Patching Robot, where one task

is to recognize shuttering panels at an automatic patching station. In the end, the
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project will have resulted in a completely automated patching system that will be

placed at the wood products producer LIP-BLED in Slovenia.

Tracking capabilities of wood pieces in a noninvasive way requires a method to

assign wood fingerprints to every ‘‘individual’’. A fingerprint should include

properties such that it becomes possible to identify a unique wood piece. Visually

salient features, geometric features or material properties are examples which can be

utilized for this purpose.

The two most common, distinct, visual features on sawn lumber are often knots

and growth ring patterns. However, the presence of visual features in the images, of

course, highly depends on wood species, sawing method and image acquiring

technique.

A robust matching method that does not rely on the wood piece keeping its exact shape

is desirable since it will increase the number of possible applications. Wood products are

often cut or milled into smaller pieces in industrial processes with rip-sawing,

crosscutting and other more product specific processes as examples. In these cases, it

would not be possible to directly use knot coordinates as measures of the positions of the

features. Intrinsic geometrical relations between knots may be used instead.

In some applications, it is advantageous if the recognition method can handle the

case when an object appears at a different rotation or in a different scale. The

products may not arrive at the camera station with a known orientation, or maybe

the vision system is mounted on a mobile robot. In some cases, it may be difficult to

obtain exactly the same camera setup and conditions in two places. Sometimes, it

might not be possible or even desirable to have two similar camera setups due to

high costs, space or production speed.

The objective of this study was to evaluate the performance and robustness of a

novel matching algorithm for wooden panels. The proposed algorithm uses a feature

descriptor called K-plets, originally proposed by Chikkerur et al. (2005) to encode

the local neighborhoods of human fingerprint features (minutiae). The current paper

was inspired by this original work, but here the K-plets are based upon knots and

their relative positions. Using knot patterns when identifying wood surfaces has, to

the authors’ knowledge, never been done before.

The proposed algorithm is not affected by different scales or rotations of the

panel images, i.e., it is scale and rotationally invariant. However, it is sensitive to

other anisotropic geometric distortions. This approach would in a real-world

application require a method for segmenting knots from clearwood. Since knot

segmentation is well established in the literature (Åstrand 1996; Funck et al. 2003;

Todoroki et al. 2010), it is outside the scope of this article. Instead, the effect of the

precision of knot segmentation is evaluated.

Related work

Point pattern matching

Points or regions in an image, which have a high probability of being detected even

after geometric and radiometric distortions have been applied to the image, are

8 Wood Sci Technol (2015) 49:7–20
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usually referred to as feature points. Feature points could be, for example,

distinctive blobs, corners or other high curvature points. If this is applied to wood,

feature points could, for example, be knots, resin pockets and certain annual ring

patterns. Except for naturally occurring features on wood surfaces, there may also

be other features induced by handling, such as dirt or dents. Point pattern matching

is a problem that consists of finding correct point matches between two images or

scenes (Chang et al. 1997). This problem has previously been addressed in, for

example, star and constellation recognition (Spratling and Mortari 2009), biometrics

(Jain et al. 2007), image stitching (Brown and Lowe 2007) and 3D point cloud

registration (Gruen and Akca 2005).

According to Chang et al. (1997), there are a few problems associated with point

pattern matching in general:

1. The images of the objects to be recognized can have been acquired using

different camera setups and at different times. Hence, the objects can have

different rotation, scale or position.

2. Due to radiometric differences and dissimilar noise conditions, there may be

inaccuracies introduced in the positions of the extracted feature points.

3. One of the point sets might only be a subset of the other. Noisy images might

have both removed feature points and introduced new false ones.

4. Point pattern problems often involve huge datasets which leads to the necessity

for a fast and effective matching strategy.

Although this paper focuses on point pattern matching, there are other related

techniques to match sets of points to each other. A common example is the 3D shape

matching algorithm Iterative Closest Point (ICP) proposed by Besl and McKay

(1992) and Chen and Medioni (1992).

K-plet representation

This article presents a feature point neighborhood representation called K-plets,

which was originally proposed as a fingerprint descriptor by Chikkerur et al. (2005).

The original paper, with its nomenclature, is shortly presented here as an

introduction to the subject.

A K-plet describes the geometry of a local neighborhood around a certain

fingerprint minutia (Fig. 1). It consists of a central minutia, mc, and K neighboring

minutiae fm1;m2; . . .;mKg. Each neighborhood minutia is described by its distance,

r, to the central minutia, the angle, u, of the line connecting the central minutia and

the neighbor, and the relative orientation of the neighboring minutiae compared

with that of the central minutia, h.

Complete rotational invariance is obtained by rotating the K-plet to align the

direction of the central minutia, hc, with the x-axis.

The neighbors of each K-plet are put in a sequence ordered by increasing radial

distance. Later, the matching is carried out by comparing two ordered sequences

using a string alignment algorithm. This type of matching strategy handles the

Wood Sci Technol (2015) 49:7–20 9
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possible problem of one or a few missing or added neighborhood minutiae in each

K-plet. However, this added functionality of handling missing points increases the

complexity and therefore increases computation time of the matching step.

Segmenting knots from clearwood

Knot positions are the main input for the wood fingerprint descriptor that is

proposed in this paper. A good segmentation of knots in wood panel images

therefore paramount to be able to identify fingerprints. Totally automatic and robust

knot segmentation is challenging to achieve using only RGB-images. It can be quite

difficult to divide knots and background (clearwood) into two classes since knots

can have exactly the same color and brightness as clearwood. Growth rings, reaction

wood, pith and other defects can further complicate the segmentation task.

However, much work has been done in the field of automatic segmentation of knots

on board images (Åstrand 1996; Funck et al. 2003; Todoroki et al. 2010). Modern

wood surface scanners often deal with the problem by utilizing both X-ray, and the

tracheid effect to more accurately detect knots (GoldenEye; WoodEye).

Material and methods

This section describes how the dataset of panel images that were used for the

performance tests were created and how the knot positions were extracted. After

that, the K-plet descriptors are explained and how they were adapted to work on the

Fig. 1 The original K-plet representation. Here, ðri;uiÞ is the polar coordinate of neighbor i with respect
to the central minutia, mc. hi is the relative angle of neighbor i with respect to mc. (Illustration inspired by
Chikkerur et al. 2005)

10 Wood Sci Technol (2015) 49:7–20
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panel dataset. Lastly, the descriptor matching procedure is presented and how the

performance tests were carried out.

Creating a dataset

A total of 212 simulated panel images were constructed by stitching together board

images from an available floorboard dataset. The simulated panel dimensions were

chosen to be similar to the formwork panels produced by an industrial partner of the

European research project Hol-i-Wood PR. This means panels of 3,000 mm length

and four boards (4� 137 mm ¼ 548 mm) of width.

The floorboard dataset consists of 886 floorboard images from Scots pine (Pinus

sylvestris L.) with the dimension 21� 137 mm2 (Fig. 2) that were originally

scanned for a customer preference study (Broman et al. 2008; Nyström et al. 2008;

Oja et al. 2008). These boards were sawn from 222 logs with top diameter between

201 and 215 mm which were randomly collected from Bollsta sawmill in central

Sweden.

Extraction of knot positions

The aim of extracting knot positions from the panel dataset was to obtain a database

of realistic knot distributions on panels. With such data, the accuracy of the

proposed neighborhood descriptors (K-plets) could be tested. For the tests to be

relevant, it was not necessary to obtain the exact knot positions from the panel

dataset as long as the knot distributions were realistic.

To extract knot positions, a semi-automatic approach was adopted. First, an

automatic segmentation of knots was made as described in the list below, and then

the segmented image and knot centroids were displayed on screen as shown in Fig. 3.

If the positions were deemed approximately correct by manual inspection, the

centroid positions, ðx; yÞ, were saved. The exact rejection criteria in the manual

inspection are not crucial for this study; it suffices to say that outliers were removed

Fig. 2 Example of a few boards from the floorboard dataset showing the variability. (Board lengths were
cropped to fit the page)

Wood Sci Technol (2015) 49:7–20 11
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in this step. Below follows a detailed description of the knot centroid extraction

procedure, which was conducted in MATLAB:

1. Pick four board images from the dataset. Crop the board images to 3,000 mm

length, stitch them together to a panel and convert it to grayscale.

2. Smooth the image using a 5� 5 mm averaging filter to suppress growth rings.

3. Perform an edge detection with a morphological black top-hat filtering (rolling

ball filter) using a circular structuring element with radius 12 mm. Knots are

accentuated by this procedure, while regions of compression wood, which have

similar appearance as uneven lighting, are suppressed. The transformation of

image I is defined as: TSEðIÞ ¼ I � SE� I, where � is a closing operation, and SE

is a grayscale structuring element.

4. Threshold the resulting image into two classes using Otsu’s method (1979).

(The method tries to separate an image into two classes, black and white, while

minimizing the intra-class variance.)

5. Fill holes in the logical image, BW, using the MATLAB command: imfill(BW,

‘holes’). This function performs hole filling by morphological reconstruction

(Gonzalez and Woods 2008).

6. Remove small or thin regions in the image by aid of the MATLAB function

regionprops (MathWorks MATLAB 2013a). A region is considered small or

thin if the area is less than 36 mm2 or the eccentricity is higher than 0.98. These

values were chosen since a majority of such regions in the logical images were

unlikely to be knots. This fact was observed by manual inspection.

Neighborhood descriptors (K-plets)

The K-plet neighborhood descriptor in this implementation is similar to the one used

by Chikkerur et al. (2005). An exception is that there is no orientation included for

the minutiae, i.e., knots. This parameter has been neglected in this work to keep a

Fig. 3 On top, a simulated floorboard panel created by stitching together four floorboards and cutting off
their lengths at 3,000 mm is shown. The lower image shows the thresholded version of the same panel,
where the segmented knots have been marked by circles
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low computational complexity and to lower the requirements of a knot segmentation

algorithm.

After a knot detection algorithm has obtained the centroids of the knots on a

wood piece, the problem boils down to matching points between images. K-plets

describe local geometric relationships between points and can thus also be used for

wood fingerprint recognition.

The distances and angles from every knot to K neighboring knots were picked as

descriptors of knot neighborhoods. See Fig. 4 for an example using three knot

neighbors. Note that, in this case, the neighborhoods often span over several boards

on the panels, but there is no principle reason why the proposed method would not

also work on single boards.

The neighborhood K-plets’ distances and angles for one panel can be stored as

rows in a matrix for each wood piece according to:

P =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

r11 r21 . . . rK1 ϕ1
1 ϕ2

1 . . . ϕK
1

r12 r22 . . . rK2 ϕ1
2 ϕ2

2 . . . ϕK
2

...
...

...
...

...
...

r1m r2m . . . rKm ϕ1
m ϕ2

m . . . ϕK
m

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, ð1Þ

where the neighbors are sorted with ascending value of r, i.e., r1
i , and u1

i correspond

to the closest neighbor to knot i. m is both the number of knots and number of K-

plets on the panel.

Scale and rotational invariance

Scale and rotational invariance is obtained by computing ratios between the radial

distances and differences between the angles within each K-plet. The matrix P in

(r2, φ2)

(r1, φ1)

(r3, φ3)

Fig. 4 The neighborhood descriptor for K ¼ 3 visualized on a surface with gray circles representing

knots. Each of the K neighboring knots has a distance rj at an angle uj to the center knot
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Eq. 1 is modified as

P ∗ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

r
(2/1)
1 r

(3/1)
1 . . . r

(K/1)
1 ϕ

(2−1)
1 ϕ

(3−1)
1 . . . ϕ

(K−1)
1

r
(2/1)
2 r

(3/1)
2 . . . r

(K/1)
2 ϕ

(2−1)
2 ϕ

(3−1)
2 . . . ϕ

(K−1)
2

...
...

...
...

...
...

r
(2/1)
m r

(3/1)
m . . . r

(K/1)
m ϕ

(2−1)
m ϕ

(3−1)
m . . . ϕ

(K−1)
m

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

, ð2Þ

where P� is of size m� ð2K � 2Þ and each row corresponds to a K-plet. In the

matrix, r
ðj=1Þ
i ¼ r

j
i =r1

i and uðj�1Þ
i 2 ½0; p� is the closest angle between knots j and 1

for the i:th K-plet.

Normalization of descriptor data

The K-plet column values need to be normalized in order for all distance ratios and

angles to have the same weight in the identification. All P� matrices for the query

and database panels were normalized column-wise according to

P� �! P�1 � l1

r1

;
P�2 � l2

r2

; . . .;
P�2K�2 � l2K�2

r2K�2

� �

; ð3Þ

where P�i is a column vector of length m. li and ri are the mean and standard

deviation of P�i .

Matching of descriptors

To identify a query panel in a database of panels, the K-plets of the query panel are

compared to the K-plets of each database panel. The best matching database panel is

obtained by counting the number of matching K-plets, N, for each database panel

and evaluating which panel gave the highest value. To illustrate this procedure, it

will be described how N is calculated when matching K-plets from a query panel, Q,

to those of a specific panel in the database, D. This calculation is done in two steps,

where the first is to obtain a set of probable matches, and the second is to refine that

selection by removing erroneous matches.

Sum of squared differences

The quality of the match between two K-plets is calculated as the sum of squared

differences (SSD) of the elements (squared Euclidean distance). A perfect match

will have an SSD of 0, while a bad match will have a relatively high SSD. The SSD

is calculated for all possible K-plet pairs between Q and D. All matches that have an

SSD\k are extracted and subject to further processing as described in section

‘‘Removal of erroneous matches’’. This set of matching K-plets is denoted as K. The
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optimal threshold, k, for this dataset was computed in the matching performance

test.

Removal of erroneous matches

MATLAB’s geometric transform estimator (GTE) was utilized on the centroids of

the matching K-plet pairs in K to remove outlier matches and thus improve the panel

matching accuracy. The number of inliers, N, after applying the GTE was used as a

measure of how well a database panel matches a query panel. The best matching

panel in the database was the one with the highest value of N.

The GTE uses Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC, Fischler and Bolles 1981)

to enable completion of the estimation within a given time frame. Only simple

geometric differences between query and database panel images are assumed, i.e., a

similarity transformation consisting of rotation, scale and translation as shown in

Fig. 5. The GTE will iterate and randomly select, in this case, two centroid pairs to

compute a transformation matrix that best fits the input points. The success of

estimating a correct geometric transformation using RANSAC heavily depends on

the percentage of correctly matched point pairs given as input (MathWorks

MATLAB 2013b). To obtain good results, the percentage of inliers should be kept

at the highest level possible. A reasonable inlier percentage is obtained by choosing

a suitable k-threshold. Another way to improve the panel recognition rate is to

increase the number of random samplings (iterations). Herein lies a trade-off

Fig. 5 The similarity transformation, T , where h is the rotation and s is an isotropic scale factor

Table 1 Settings for the geometric transform estimator used in the tests

Parameter Setting

Method ‘Random Sample Consensus (RANSAC)’

Exclude outliers True

Transform ‘Nonreflective similarity’

Pixel distance threshold 100

Num random samplings 1,000

Wood Sci Technol (2015) 49:7–20 15
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between better results and computation time. The settings for the GTE were in this

study chosen as in Table 1.

Matching performance test

Since the proposed matching algorithm relies upon knot centroids, it is important to

test how the knot segmentation precision affects the panel recognition rate. To

evaluate the effect of knot precision, three error levels were added to the detected

knot centroid positions. These errors were normally distributed with zero mean and

standard deviations r� ¼ ½5; 8; 11� mm. Hence, three databases of K-plets, Dr, were

created which corresponded to a specific knot positional error level measured in

Euclidean distance.

The query datasets were created similarly to Dr, but also a portion, p�, of the

knots were now removed. With three error levels in knot position,

r� ¼ ½5; 8; 11� mm, and four distinct knot removal portions, p� ¼ ½0; 5; 10; 15� %,

twelve query datasets, Qr;p, with specific error levels were created.

The twelve query datasets were matched to the database having the same error

level in knot position. For example, the panels in query datasets

fQ5;0;Q5;5;Q5;10;Q5;15g were matched against the panels in database D5. Hence,

a total of twelve test cases were studied. The matching accuracy was calculated as

the percentage of correctly matched panels. Thus, twelve accuracy values were

calculated, which each corresponds to a specific error level.

To get a better understanding of the impact of the value K, several K-values were

evaluated: K 2 f4; 6; 8; 10g. The previously described procedure of validation was

used on each choice of K-values.

The mean computational time of matching one query panel to a database panel

was calculated. This was done in MATLAB R2013b by measuring the time that the

matching algorithm needed to match all 212 query panels to all 212 database panels

twelve times (once for each error level). In other words, this means a total of

212� 212� 12 times. The measurement was done with the K and k-value which

gave the best accuracy. A laptop of model HP EliteBook 8560w with Intel Core i7-

2670QM processor at 2.20 GHz, 64-bit Windows 7 operating system and 8 GB

RAM was used.

Results

The results of the matching accuracy tests described in section ‘‘Matching

performance test’’ are shown in Fig. 6. From this figure it is obvious that K ¼ 6 is

the optimal value in this study. To obtain an accuracy of at least 99 % with K ¼ 6,

the positional error standard deviation must not exceed 5 mm while detecting at

least 85 % of the knots in one set. If all knots can be successfully detected, then the

knot positional error is allowed to be 8 mm. Detailed results with K ¼ 6 are shown

in Table 2. The results in this table highlight the importance of maintaining a low

knot positional error.
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The SSD threshold for accepting possible matches was set to k ¼ 1:4. This

specific threshold was chosen since it resulted in the best overall performance of the

algorithm. However, test runs showed that the performance of the algorithm was

quite stable even when changing the parameter k.

When using K ¼ 6 and k ¼ 1:4, the tests of computational time showed that the

average time of matching two panels to each other was 3.65 ms. Hence, if the

database contained 1,000 panels, the average computational time for matching a

query panel to such a database would be 3.65 s, using the same hardware setup and

MATLAB implementation. This may at least give a hint of what times can be

expected.

Discussion

The proposed method of using K-plet descriptors, SSD matcher and geometrical

transform estimator, is scale and rotationally invariant. This fact renders the method

Fig. 6 The matching accuracy for different number of knot neighbors, K, knot positional error level, r�,
and percentage of removed knots, p�

Table 2 Accuracy of the matching algorithm with K ¼ 6 and k ¼ 1:4

Accuracy (%) 100 100 100 99.5 100 96.7 89.2 74.1 87.3 73.6 58.5 28.3

Positional error (mm) 5 5 5 5 8 8 8 8 11 11 11 11

Removed knots (%) 0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15 0 5 10 15

Wood Sci Technol (2015) 49:7–20 17
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useful in more applications than just panel matching with well-defined orientation

and scale. For example, if a mobile robot with an attached vision system is used, the

robot has the possibility to recognize wood products at various distances and

orientations.

To work in wood manufacture, methods for recognition of wood products often

need to handle possible division of the wood. The proposed method handles this

scenario to a certain extent. However, the wood pieces must then contain enough

knots to be well defined with K-plets. Furthermore, the l and r of the piece can not

change too much.

For matching algorithms to be used in practice they need high enough matching

accuracy. The necessary accuracy depends on the application, but in this specific

case of matching panels it should be higher than 99 %. These results show that this

is possible with the proposed method if the error in knot position has a standard

deviation of 5 mm or less. It is important for the accuracy that the knot

segmentation is consistent on both the database image and the corresponding query

image. The image acquisition needs to be similar enough so that the image quality

does not affect the knot segmentation. Aside from errors related to knot

segmentation, the accuracy is affected by the size of the database and the frequency

of knots. A smaller database would likely increase the accuracy since it would

decrease the search space in the matching step. This would also reduce the total

computational time that increases linearly with database size. The panels used in

this study had a relatively high number of knots, but if the algorithm is used on

panels with just a handful of knots, it would likely be rather inaccurate. How many

knots that are needed has not been investigated and such a threshold is difficult to

guess. However, there is no reason to expect that the algorithm would not work if

only half the amount of knots were available.

Funck et al. (2003) evaluated several wood defect detection algorithms on color

images of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco) veneer sheets. The

color images used in that study had a resolution of 1.7 mm/pixel compared with the

color images here with 1 mm/pixel. In their tests, many of the algorithms had a

mean error of less than 5 mm when calculating knot centroid position. This

indicates that the here proposed feature matching algorithm is feasible for industrial

applications. However, in the current study, the panels used were constructed from

boards which are cut in a different way than veneer sheets. Knot shape is

approximately circular on veneer sheets, but on boards, they have more diverse

shapes that make knots more difficult to segment. The results from Funck et al.

(2003) still give an indication of the expected accuracy in knot position

measurements on wooden boards. Knot segmentation algorithms are therefore

likely sufficiently accurate for applications using the matching algorithm proposed

in this study.

There are several ways to improve this algorithm further. In this paper, the K-

plets consist of knot centroids, but they could also incorporate knot shape and type,

as well as size and orientation relative to the other knots in the K-plet. This adds

other requirements to a knot segmentation algorithm, but with extra information, it

is reasonable to expect that the requirements of knot centroid precision would

decrease.
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Conclusion

• This paper presents an algorithm for matching sawn wood products. The

proposed method opens up possibilities to automate and individualize the

processing of products. It becomes possible to trace and steer good or bad raw

material properties through a process chain despite a disorganized product flow

and several processing steps that slightly alters the appearance of the product.

• The method is scale and rotationally invariant, which means that an autonomous

robot could recognize the product at various distances and the product does not

have to be oriented in any special way.

• The proposed algorithm uses a novel approach based on internal knot structure.

For the Scots pine panels used in this study, the algorithm was successful, as

should be the case for panels of other wood species that contain a similar

frequency of knots.

• The algorithm uses knot positions; consequently, the knot segmentation

accuracy is very important. According to previous publications on knot

segmentation, the proposed matching algorithm should be good enough for

industrial applications as long as the input images are without geometric

distortions.
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Abstract

This paper describes how the image processing technique known as tem-
plate matching performs when used to recognize boards of Scots pine (Pinus
sylvestris L.). Recognition of boards enables tracking of individual boards
through an industrial process, which is vital for process optimization.

A previously scanned dataset of 886 Scots pine boards were used as a
database to match against. To evaluate the proposed board recognition
method, 44 of the boards in this database were rescanned and matched to
the larger dataset. Three different template matching algorithms have been
investigated while downsampling the board images to different resolutions.
Furthermore, the effect of variations in board length has been tested and the
computational speed of the recognition with respect to the database size has
been measured. Tests were conducted using the open source software package
OpenCV due to its highly optimized code which is essential for applications
with high production speed.

The conducted tests resulted in recognition rates above 99 % for a large
variety of parameter values and indata. This study concluded that template
matching is a good choice for recognition of wooden board surfaces.

Keywords: Image processing, Recognition, Sawn timber, Template match-
ing, Traceability, Wood
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1 Introduction

1.1 Problem statement

As the wood manufacture industry increases its level of automation, there is
a growing need for more advanced machines that use cameras to aid in the
decision-making. In the EU project Hol-i-Wood Patching Robot an entirely
autonomous inspection- and patching system has been designed which needs
to be able to identify individual wood panels for customized treatment.

Tracking of individual boards is also valuable for traditional sawmills,
since it enables detailed process control. Diagnostics and process surveillance
could be based on statistics of each individual board instead of at a batch
level. The drying process is one example where shrinkage and deformations
could be monitored in detail. Without an automatic recognition system
for boards, such studies can be done only by labor intensive and process
disruptive manual tests.

1.2 Related work

Invasive recognition and tracking in the wood value chain have been stud-
ied previously using barcode labels, paint and radio frequency identification
(RFID) (Uusijärvi, 2000; Dykstra et al., 2002; Flodin, 2009). Non-invasive
methods for recognizing boards have previously been evaluated using scale
and rotationally invariant feature descriptors (Pahlberg et al., 2015a). For
wooden panels, the intrinsic geometry of knot patterns has been used for
recognition (Pahlberg et al., 2015b).

In digital image processing, template matching is a common method for
detecting and recognizing objects. The method tries to locate a sub-image,
a template, in a larger search image by comparing the pixel intensities. Ei-
ther a similarity or a dissimilarity measure is calculated for every position
in the search image. Template matching is often used in areas such as bio-
metrics, industrial inspection, robot navigation, multimedia retrieval, and
motion tracking. The normalized variants of template matching are robust
in the sense that they, besides being able to detect objects in noisy environ-
ments, also can handle uniform illumination changes. Template matching
does not depend on the object having any particularly distinct features to be
able to detect it. However, a distinct unique look of the sought object often
improves the identification accuracy.
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To speed up the matching step, templates and search images are often
downsampled in an image pyramid to initially find promising possible loca-
tions for the template (Gharavi-Alkhansari, 2001; Wei and Lai, 2008). Un-
likely regions for a good match can be pruned away from further processing,
greatly reducing the computational cost. Places in the search image that
are still promising can be traversed at increasingly higher resolutions to im-
prove the precision of the best matching location. Another way of finding
good initial guesses is by initially searching for low-level feature descriptors
or contours.

1.3 Objectives

The objective of this paper is to investigate if template matching can be used
to recognize boards under realistic conditions and in a reasonably short time.
To minimize the computational cost and the memory requirement for a board
fingerprint database, we have investigated the effects of downsampling the
images to resolutions between 0.04 and 0.16 pixels/mm. This board recogni-
tion method is not scale and rotation invariant, but such invariances are not
required for most applications since the orientation and scale in sawmills of-
ten are known. The robustness of template matching is evaluated further by
using boards of different lengths and different template matching algorithms.
Also, the computational time will be measured to evaluate if the investigated
recognition method is fast enough to be viable in practice.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Database and query images

The dataset in this study consists of 886 floorboard images from Scots pine
(Pinus sylvestris L.) with the dimension 21 × 137 mm originally scanned
for a customer preference study (Broman et al., 2008; Nyström et al., 2008;
Oja et al., 2008). These boards were between 3 and 5m in length and were
sawn from 222 logs with top diameter between 201 and 215 mm that were
randomly collected from Bollsta sawmill in central Sweden. The boards were
planed, sanded and finished with white pigmented oil and a thin layer of
varnish. These boards were scanned in 2006 using a high resolution color
line camera at a resolution of 2.5 pixels/mm lengthwise and 10 pixels/mm

3



Figure 1: Example of a few boards from the floorboard dataset scanned at
two different occasions (board lengths have been cropped to fit the page).
Dark pixel regions have been cropped away from the rescanned boards (the
lower of each image pair) to better show the differences in brightness.

across. The images were later resized to 1 pixel/mm in both dimensions and
are denoted as the database images.

A rescan of 44 boards included in the first dataset was carried out in
2012 and the storage period caused some of the boards to be slightly crooked
or bowed. The same line camera as before was used in 2012, but with a
resolution of 5.6 pixels/mm lengthwise and 6.5 pixels/mm across. The images
were resized to 1 pixel/mm in both dimensions. In Figure 1, examples of these
images are shown next to the original scans from 2006.

Besides the differences in appearance, the images of the rescanned boards
differ in several other ways to the original images: They are not rectangular
due to crook, they are slightly skewed and the black areas beside the boards
have not been cropped out, as shown in Figure 2. Overall the images have
similar characteristics as if they would have been acquired in the industry.

Figure 2: A rescanned board with the typical dark surroundings present in
all query images. The board length has been cropped to fit the page.
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1 m 1 m

Figure 3: The rescanned boards were split into additional images. The pixels
inside the rectangles were extracted to become a new dataset. In this example
the rectangles are 1 m. The total board length has been cropped to fit the
page.
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Figure 4: The histogram shows the distribution of number of knots in the
three sets of query images. Figure (a), (b), and (c) correspond to boards of
lengths 0.5m, 1 m, and 2 m respectively.

To get a larger dataset, two images were extracted from each end of the
44 rescanned boards as described in Figure 3. We let the length of these
images be a parameter and evaluated the proposed recognition method on
three different board image lengths: 0.5m, 1m, and 2 m. To clarify, three
sets of 88 images were each extracted from the 44 rescanned boards. This
procedure can cause overlap in the sub-images for the shortest of the 44
boards, but by choosing lengths of less than or equal to 2 m this overlap was
negligible for the purposes of this study. These images are the three sets of
query images.

As will be discussed later, the number of knots is important for interpret-
ing the results of this study. The number of knots in the query images is
therefore presented in Figure 4.
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Figure 5: Examples of fingerprints of a board downsampled to resolutions
0.04 pixels/mm, 0.08 pixels/mm, and 0.12 pixels/mm. The length has been
cropped to fit the page.

2.2 Fingerprint description

To recognize a board, a description needs to be stored in a database for later
lookup. The description is called the fingerprint and needs to be unique with
respect to other fingerprints. In this study, the fingerprint is in practice a two-
dimensional grayscale copy of the image of the board, but rescaled in both
dimensions to a resolution between 0.04 and 0.16 pixels/mm. Three examples
are shown in Figure 5 with resolutions of 0.04 pixels/mm, 0.08 pixels/mm,
and 0.12 pixels/mm. The pixel intensity values are stored in 8 bit depth.
As an example, a 137 × 4000 mm board rescaled to 0.1 pixels/mm requires
(137 × 0.1) × (4000 × 0.1) × 8 bits ≈ 43840 bits = 5.48 kilobytes of memory.

For the matching to work optimally, all fingerprints need to be rectangu-
lar. The database images are already rectangular, but the crooked boards in
the query images have to be straightened. It is also important for the com-
putational speed of template matching that the dark image regions outside
of the boards in the query images are removed. In this study, these two fac-
tors were dealt with by preprocessing the query images before downsampling
them using the following steps:

1. For each column in the image, extract the pixels belonging to the board
using a specified threshold value. This step results in n pixel arrays,
where n is the number of columns in the image.

2. Calculate the median width, w̄, of the extracted pixel arrays and remove
all pixel arrays (columns) at the start and end of the image that fall
below 0.9w̄. Empty columns are thus removed.
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3. Resize the pixel arrays using linear interpolation so that they also get
the median length w̄.

These steps remove both crook and also eventual skew of the boards in the
query images and result in rectangular images. The resulting images are then
downsampled to create the query fingerprints. The database fingerprints are
created by downsampling the database images without preprocessing.

2.3 Matching fingerprints

In this study, the proposed method of matching a query fingerprint to a
fingerprint in a database is using template matching. The query fingerprint
is the template and the database fingerprint is the search space. To negate
pixel intensity offsets in the images, the mean pixel values are subtracted
from both images before performing the template matching.

Figure 6 shows the concepts of template matching as it was performed in
this study. When the boards have the same width, as was the case in this
study, the template matching becomes one-dimensional, which reduces the
number of calculations and thus the computation time. Each position of the
image template generates a scalar similarity measure between the template
and the specific region of the other image. For each query and database
fingerprint pair, a vector of such values will be created. Depending on the
choice of template matching algorithm (see Section 2.4), the maximum or
minimum value is extracted and denoted the quality of the match between
the two fingerprints. When finding the best matching fingerprint in the
database for a specific query fingerprint, the quality of the match between
each database fingerprint and the query is calculated. The fingerprint with
the best matching quality is considered the most similar fingerprint in the
database to the specific query.

When handling boards in industrial processes the orientation of boards
and distances to cameras are known in general. Therefore, the fingerprints
and the fingerprint matching can be scale and rotationally dependent. In
this study, we choose to include the possibility that boards could be rotated
180◦. The fingerprint matching handles this by, for each pair of query and
database image, conducting the template matching twice. Once without
changing the orientation of any image and once when the query image is
rotated 180◦. The quality of the match corresponds to the best position of
the template both orientations considered. In practice, this means that the
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Figure (a) shows a fingerprint of a board in the database and a
dark image region corresponding to a query image of 0.5 m length. The mean
pixel values have not been subtracted to make it easier to distinguish between
the fingerprints. The query image is moved as the arrows indicate and for
each possible position, the images are compared using a specific template
matching algorithm. This particular pair matches each other in the position
of the rectangle in Figure (b).

number of fingerprints in the database is doubled (886 × 2) compared to the
hypothetical case when no change in orientation is allowed. The reason for
including this check of orientation in the study was that such functionality
probably would be valuable in industrial practice.

2.4 Template matching algorithms

There are several standard types of algorithms for template matching. Sum
of square differences (SSD), cross-correlation (CC) and using the correla-
tion coefficient (CCF) have been evaluated in this study. These three were
chosen since they were included in the open source computer vision library
OpenCV 2.4.7. Each algorithm has two versions in OpenCV 2.4.7: normal-
ized and non-normalized. To keep the complexity of this study to a level that
makes the results easy to interpret, only the normalized algorithms SSD-N,
CC-N, and CCF-N were utilized since they clearly out-performed their non-
normalized counterparts. The normalized versions of template matching ap-
ply a scaling so that the result is less affected by the size of the template and
the overall pixel value level.

In the OpenCV 2.4.7 implementation of template matching, both tem-
plate and search image are transformed to the frequency domain using Dis-
creet Fourier Transform (DFT) before calculating cross-correlation. All im-
plemented algorithms, except the non-normalized cross correlation, calcu-
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lates the integral image of the search image (Viola and Jones, 2001) before
computing the result matrix.

2.5 Testing procedure

There were three parameters in the test phase of the proposed board recogni-
tion method: downsampling factor/fingerprint resolution, query image length,
and template matching algorithm. Matching accuracy and computational
time were extracted for all 7 × 3 × 3 = 63 combinations of the parameter
values. The chosen parameter values have been mentioned earlier in this
paper and are also summarized in Table 1. The matching accuracy was mea-
sured as the percentage of the 88 query fingerprints that were matched to
the correct fingerprint of the 886 in the database. The computational time
was measured for the matching step.

As mentioned previously, the proposed board recognition method checks if
the query fingerprints are flipped 180◦ compared to the database fingerprints.
Due to this check, the matching of each query fingerprint to the database
takes double the computation time and the database have in practice twice
the number of boards.

The tests were performed using a software written in C++, and OpenCV
2.4.7 was used for all image processing, e.g. downsampling and template
matching. The hardware was a laptop of model HP EliteBook 8560w with
Intel Core i7-2670QM processor at 2.20 GHz, 64-bit Windows 7 operating
system and 8 GB RAM. The code ran exclusively on a single processor core.

3 Results

The results of the testing procedure are presented in Table 1, and the re-
sults for CCF-N are visualized in Figure 7. The corresponding two figures
for SSD-N and CC-N are omitted since they look very similar to Figure 7.
CCF-N and CC-N had nearly identical matching accuracies and were better
than SSD-N for all fingerprint resolutions and board lengths. In our tests,
the board length needed to be at least 1 m to get 99-100% matching accu-
racy. The matching accuracy of 1m board lengths compared to that of 2m
was similar, but with a small advantage for the larger boards. The match-
ing accuracy reached its maximum at a fingerprint resolution between 0.06
and 0.12 pixels/mm depending on primarily the board length, but also the
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Table 1: Matching accuracy of the proposed board recognition method with
different parameter values. The matching accuracy is presented in percent-
age of correctly matched query images. Since the total number of query
fingerprints was 88, one image corresponds to 1.1% of the population.

Algorithm Length Resolution (pixels/mm)
0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16

CCF-N 0.5m 11% 60 % 86 % 93 % 97 % 95% 97 %
CC-N 0.5m 10% 61 % 88 % 93 % 95 % 95% 97 %
SSD-N 0.5m 9% 50 % 77% 92 % 90% 90 % 93 %

CCF-N 1m 31% 93 % 100 % 99 % 99 % 100% 99 %
CC-N 1m 32% 93 % 100 % 99 % 99 % 100% 99 %
SSD-N 1 m 25% 72 % 90 % 98 % 98 % 98% 97 %

CCF-N 2m 63% 100 % 100 % 99 % 100 % 100% 100 %
CC-N 2m 61% 100 % 100 % 99 % 100 % 100% 100 %
SSD-N 2 m 38% 69 % 93 % 98 % 98 % 99% 99 %

template matching algorithm.
The computational times for fingerprint matching are presented in Table

2. The table presents the mean time of matching one query fingerprint to
a fingerprint in the database. Thus, the time required for finding the best
match for a specific query fingerprint needs to be multiplied with the number
of fingerprints in the database. As Table 2 shows, the computational times
were almost unaffected by changing template matching algorithm or board
length. Only the fingerprint resolution had a significant effect on the time.
Figure 8 shows the time measurements visually for CCF-N and a board length
of 2m.

4 Discussion

The first discussion point will be requirements for industrial applications and
if the proposed board recognition method achieved those in the tests. Next,
we will discuss potential improvements of the recognition method and its
limitations. The third point of discussion will be on the robustness of the
recognition method and how it would perform with another set of material.
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Figure 7: Matching accuracy for the CCF-N template matching algorithm.

4.1 Industrial applications

One industrial application is process control. By recognition of individual
boards before and after one or several processing steps, the status of the
process can be measured. Such process control can be made on a batch
level without requirements of tracking of individual boards. But a higher
level of detail can be achieved with recognition. For process control, the
required matching accuracy is rather low as long as erroneous matches can
be avoided. If only 90 % of the boards can be correctly recognized and the rest
are identified as erroneous, a high level of detail should still be obtained. The
proposed recognition method in this paper achieves the matching accuracy
requirement with ease, but the recognition method does not investigate if
the best matches are likely to be erroneous. To avoid erroneous matches, the
quality of the match for the two best matches could be compared. If they
are similar, the best match would have a high probability to be erroneous.

Other applications can include decision making on individual board level
like cross-cutting, trimming, planing, and patching. An example is the Hol-
i-Wood PR project where an expensive measurement system scans wooden
panels and calculates where they need to be patched. In a later stage, the
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Table 2: Mean computation time of the fingerprint matching step for different
parameter values. The times are presented in milliseconds and represent the
matching of one query fingerprint to one database fingerprint. The presented
computation time needs to be multiplied by the number of fingerprints in the
database to obtain a total matching time.

Algorithm Length Resolution (pixels/mm)
0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16

CCF-N 0.5m 0.4 0.7 1.0 1.6 2.0 2.5 3.6
CC-N 0.5m 0.4 0.6 1.0 1.7 1.9 2.6 3.6
SSD-N 0.5m 0.3 0.6 1.1 1.6 2.0 2.6 3.7

CCF-N 1m 0.4 0.6 1.1 1.7 1.9 2.7 3.6
CC-N 1m 0.4 0.6 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.8 3.5
SSD-N 1 m 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.6 1.9 2.7 3.6

CCF-N 2m 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.7 2.0 2.8 3.5
CC-N 2m 0.3 0.7 1.1 1.6 1.9 2.7 3.5
SSD-N 2 m 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.6 1.9 2.7 3.6

panels are recognized at patching robot stations that acquire the calculated
patching positions from a database. These kinds of applications need a nearly
perfect (100%) matching accuracy. This level of matching accuracy is ac-
quired by the proposed recognition method making it suitable for these kinds
of applications.

Time requirements for practical applications depend on the specific ap-
plication, but it is reasonable to expect that it should take less than 1 s to
recognize a board. If using CCF-N on a board of length 2m with 0.06 pix-
els/mm fingerprint resolution, our recognition method can look through a
database consisting of 1000/0.6 ≈ 1667 boards in 1 s. The computer used
in the tests was a three years old laptop so there are potential for increas-
ing the speed of the recognition method by using a modern computer. Note
however, that the larger the number of boards in the database the harder
the matching problem becomes and the more time is required. In this study,
the database held 886 boards, but by reducing this number the performance
of the recognition method would be even better.
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Figure 8: Mean required computation time in milliseconds for matching one
query fingerprint to one database fingerprint. The template matching algo-
rithm is CCF-N and the board lengths are 2m.

4.2 Improvements and limitations

The largest query boards in our study were 2m and the proposed recogni-
tion method had higher matching accuracy with increased board size. It is
expected that the matching accuracy would be even higher if boards of full
length would have been used. There are two reasons for this: 1) There is
more information in a larger board and it is thus higher probability that the
fingerprint will be unique. 2) When it is known that the whole board is used
as a query it is possible to presort the fingerprints in the database by remov-
ing all with a deviating length. Then it is vital that no cross-cutting has been
performed on the boards. If all boards in the database would have the same
length as the query image, then in the template matching procedure, the
template would have the same size as the search space, which would greatly
increase the matching speed.

Another way of making the matching accuracy higher and more robust is
by using query images that are more similar to the database images than was
the case in this study. Greater similarity can be achieved by using the same
camera setup and lightning conditions at the locations where the database
and query images are acquired. Our study used database images that were
intentionally dissimilar to the query images. Since the matching accuracy
was high, these combined facts prove that the proposed recognition method
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is robust in this regard.
A drawback of the proposed recognition method is that it is not invariant

with respect to scale and rotation. It is therefore important that the orien-
tation and scale of the boards in the images are well defined. This is often
the case in controlled environments like process industries, but is not true in
general.

4.3 Material and species

This study is made on boards of Scots pine, but since wood is a material
with high diversity in appearance, it is not certain that the same matching
accuracy would be achieved if another material had been used. However, we
expect that as long as the material has about the same contrast between light
and dark areas, the recognition method would work satisfactory. The knots
are in particular interesting, since the number of knots, their position, color,
and size contribute to the uniqueness of the board. As long as the number
of knots on the boards in a database has approximately the distribution as
in Figure 4, the recognition method proposed in this paper will work. There
are no apparent reasons why this would not be true for boards from another
species as well. We are looking forward to see future studies on how the
proposed recognition method would work on different species of wood.

5 Conclusions

Template matching in combination with downsampling of board images to
low resolution is a highly accurate, simple and robust method for identifying
wooden boards. The speed of the proposed recognition method allows for
industrial practice and it can be used to recognize boards that have been
cross-cut as long as the pieces have large enough length.
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